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ABSTRACT
There nas been a growing concern over the nature of progr.unming for "at-risk" youth.
A proliferation of studies (Wells. 1990: Gonfn:dson. 1981: Kelly. 1989: Cross & Marlrus.
1994: McDonald & Jessell. 1992: Kaplan. (995) over the last two decades show the
importance of a number of factors which the educator should consider when designing and
implementing such progrnms. The dati. point to the significance of the foUowing variables:
socio-economic status. gender. ability. self-efficacy. self-esteem. perception of goals.
locus of comrol. role models. level of motivation and actitude towards school.
A number of interventions have been desigllcd to assist "aHlsk" students to stay in
school and achieve better grades. Although many such interventions are comprehensive
and require time and tinancial commitment. more recently there has been a trend towards
short-term treaonems. In either case. systematic evaluations of the intervention are often
lacking. thus. limiting the funher application and Il:finemem of such progr.uns.
[n the present study. me investigator implemented and evaluated the Engage progr.un.
which is a national short-tenn career intervention progr.un aimed at empowering Nat_risk.-
youth with the k.nowledge and skills necessary to succeed in today's society. Twelve
students' ([0 males and 2 females). wllo were lo:onsidered Nat_risItN. according to the
criteria presented in Chapter 3. well: seleca=d for pacticipation in this program.
Perceptions of participants on the program were measull:d and compared on a pre- and
post-test questionnaire. Statements within the questionnaill: were initially inrended as sub-
components of constructs mat answered specitic evaluative questions. However. lack of
inter-reliability between these sub-components precluded such statistical comparisons.
Instead. statements were examined on a case by case basis for changes following
intervention.
Results indicated that the most significant changes were evident within variables
measuring locus of conu-ol and self-efficacy. It would appear that the ueatmen[ allowed
swdents to examine their own lives and begin [() exercise some control over it. Despite the
brief dumtion of the program. fUldings indicated positive changes in many of the variables
associated with swdents considered -at-risk-. [n some cases. i[ is not certain whether the
prognUT\ served to better train individuals or instead act as a "reality check". encour.lging
individuals to start taking control of their lives and learning. This progr.un could be viewed
as a readiness [001 for students deemed [0 be "at4 risk" of dropping out of the school
system. It ought not. however. replace other long-term interventions designed for this
clientele.
ill
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CHAPTER [
INTRODUcnON TO TIlE STUDY
The purpose of this study was to implement and evaluate an activity-based. short.term
counselling intervention targeting "at-risk" youth. These youth. ranging in age from 16 to
18 years. were enroHed in levels I. 2 and 3. Students identified for this study were
enrolled in an inner city school and were identitied according to the criteria established in
Chapter 3. The present study aims to examine the Engage progmffi. a short-term
intervention progr.tm that is currently being used on a national level.
Rationale and Significance
Currently in Canada there is great concern over the high dropout rates for students in
secondary schools. Patterson (1992) stated that "the high school dropout r-J.te in this
country has reached alarming: prupurtions" (p. 30). Amung: this gruup are individuals with
disabilities. cultur-J.lly different. low income and other disadvantaged groups. In an article
released by the Edmonton Journal (1991). it was estimated that over the ne:<:t 2f1 years
approximately 187.000 Canadians will leave school because of the effects of poverty
alone. Others wiU leave school because it either has no meaning and relevance in their
lives. or from lack of ability or "pert:eived" lack of ability.
Given the difficulties facing the youth in society. in particular the disadvantaged. it is
important to provide appropriate guidance for these youth. Peterson and Housley (1982)
state tbat too often counsellors give vocational tests without being aware of the skills
needed to succeed in particular vocational programs. They implied the need for career
development activities and 3SSeSSlI\ent designed with specitic competencies to ensure that
the diSldvantaged individual is given the best preparation foremploymenL
According to Liontos (1991). most children can be cunsidered ~at-rislc.~ at some time
during the:ir development. - At-rislc.- students an: those that generaily do not experience
much success at school. an: low academic achievers who exhibit low self~leem.are often
male. and gener.uly originate from f.unilies of lower socio-et.:onomic status. These students
are often not active in school activities and have minimal identitication with the school
(DonneUy. 1987). It is funher suggested that these students have disciplinary and truancy
problems which often leads to difficulties in completion of course work. As these srudent..
experience failure and fail behind in their academics. school becomes a negative
environment wh.ich often reinforces their low self·esteem (Donnelly. 1987).
factors jntluencjno -i't-riSk~ youth
There an: many factors that are associated with -at-risk- youth. These factors include.
but are not limited to. socio-<:conomk status. gender. ability. self-efficacy. self-esteem.
perception of goals. locus of control. role moods. as wdl as one's motivatiun and attitude
towards .school. Each. of these variables have been extensively reviewed: tindings often
reveal inter.actions between these variables.
Socio-economic status has long been cited as a correlate of one's occupational goals and
career aspir.ltions. Holland (1981) suggested that one's socio-<:conomk smtus is the most
useful predictor when determining career attitudes. Many researchers have since reviewed
factors sUl;h as low educational and occupational attainment level of parents. parental
inl;ome levels. as well as family cohesiveness (e.g.. Wells. 1990: Hasley. Heath & Ridge.
(980: Essen & Wedge. 1982).
Gottfredson (1981) proposed one of the more accepted theories in the an:a of career
development. She proposed that self-concept. as well as belief in one's ability (sclf-
efficacy) [0 be able to obtain a particular occupation. directly influences career da:isions.
Many researchers have since rested this hypothesis and results genernlly suppon this theory
(e.~.. Hageman & Gladding 1983: Henderson. Heske:th & Tuffin. 1988: Mitchell and
Krumboltz.. 1984: Richardson & Johnson. 1984).
Gottf~dson (1981) further examined the role of ~ender on career aspir.ltions and
occupational choice. She suggested that occupational choice was limited by one's gender
expect:l.tions. Although there are srudies that refute this hypothesis (Hendet50n. Hesketh &
Tuftin. 1988: Zuckennan. (980). others are more supponive (Lueptow. 1981: Herzog.
1982: Cox & Morgan. 1985).
Another variable that has been related to Nat_risk." youth and career aspimtions and
occupationa.l choice is that of ability and self-efficacy. Setf-efticacy has been ddined as
one's Nself-perceived abiIityN (Gottfredson. 1981: Betz & Hacken. 1981). Markus (1977)
related self·efficacy to one's self·schemata which she: detined as me cognitions th3t one
develops about oneself derived from past experiences. Cross 3Ild Markus (1994) 13ter
suggested that one's abilities and one's sclf·schemat:l. are vital in detennining competence
and ~(f~xmtidcnce.
The theory of career sclf~fticacy has generated considerable research: much. of this
rl:search supports the postulated role of cognitions when detennining careeN'elated
decisions (Kelly. 1989: Ben & Hackett. 1981: Lent & Hackett. 1987: Rotberg. Ware &
Brown. L987: Hannah & Kahn. (989). According to Betz (1992). the self-efticacy theory
is directly applic3ble to counseHin~ interventions and thus. needs to be examined when
measuring r.:areer aspirJ.tions and oC,:cup3tional choice among "aHisk" youth.
Closely related to the theory of self-eft"icacy is the concept of one's self-esteem.
Throughout the yean; researchen; have indic3ted the need for positive relationships that
enhance onc's pen:c:ption of self (Herr. 1990: Canfidd. 1986). (t is this perception of seU'
which ultimately influences one's caa:er attitudes and occupational decisions (One: &
Sharpe. 1979: Konnan. 1966). However. other researchers C".lution against using the: self·
esteem variable: as a sole indicate!" of career aspir.ltions and occupational choice (Strube:.
Lott. Le-Xuan-Hy. Oxen berg & Deichmann. 11)86: Trope. (980). Kaplan (995) stated
that ~self·esteem is not the national wonder drug" (p. 341). He expressed concern
regarding the focus that counsellors have been placing on this solitary variable. Kaplan
(11)95) suggested that self-esteem is more than JUSt a function of self-appreciation but is
indeed a function of mastery. However. for most re.sean:hers. self.esteem (along with
orner related factors) has been an imponant element for "aHisk~ youth when measuring
career aspir-.uions 3Ild future occupational goals.
When considering 1.000000r aspirations and occupational goals. it become... even more vital
to explore the area of parental influence and role: models in gener.l1. According to Trusty.
WattS and Cmwford (1996). parents may be considered the most important resource
among adolescenrs when detennining one's occupational goals. Throughout the liter"lture
there has been much empirical evidence supporting the positive influence of parenrs on the:
career choices of their children (Super. 1957: Hoyt. 1973: Young & Friesen. 1992:
MiJdkllJR & LJughead. 1993). Peterson. Stivers and Peters (1986) found that [ow
income adol~nlS tended to rely on their parents. more so than teachers. peers or other
relati\"Cs. for career planning information (also see Middlemn & Lougflead. 1993).
Unfonun:Hely. there has be:en little resean:h imo the negative effects that parental
influence can nave on adolescent career aspir.ltions. Research (for example. Young &
Friesen. 1992: Middleton & Loughead. (993) has gener.illy reponed only the positive and
beneticial effects that parents have on teenagers. However. regardless of the research
findings. it can be: sta~d with confidence that one's parents as weU as other role models do
influence the career aspir.ltions and occupational goals of their children. It is also indicated
by Herr and Cramer (1996) that c~er guidance and c~er counselling becomes vital for
children who are socially and economically disadvanmged. Thus. it is felt by tile present
invesng;loor tilat tile intluence of parenLS and/or role models must be considered when
measuring c;ueer :aspirations and occup;uion:ll goals among MaNiskMyouth.
The importance of having occupadonal goals for oneself has also been ciEf:d tilroughout
tile literJ.ture as an important factor in attaining one's career aspirations (Herr & Cr.uner.
1996). Sociological theorists propose that one's gender and socia-economic statuS can
constrain one's career alternatives (Hotchkiss & Bomw. t990: Rojewski. 1995). Social
k:aming theorists suggest how inaccumte beliefs about oneself can alEf:r tile decision
making process (Mitchell & Krumbultz. 1990). Most theorists agree that self
understanding and .self knowledge an= essential when developing one's career aspirJ.tions
and occupational goals.
Herr (1990) suggested tile need for personal flexibility in mday's changing economy,
He proposed tilat the role of the counseUor was to aid in the process of goal identification.
Herr (199()) indicated that counselors need to help dients to:
consider alternatives. sharpen values. deal with their individual 4uests for meaning or
spirituality. unlkl'5unJ more abtlut their stn:ngths ami thdr possible application in social
and work situations and identify and learn the skills sets likely to permit them to live
mon: pu~ful and productive lives. (p. 42)
By taking this type of empowering approach to goal-setting. individuals develop a sense
of personal competence which shou)d ultimately guide how tiley approach their futures.
Herr (1990) suggested that this approach should help clients develop an internal locus of
control rJ.ther tilan an external locus of control. Thus. tile role of tile counsellor becomes
one ofempowerment.
As Herr (1990) suggested. the importance of developing an internal locus of control is
essential to the career development process. Locus of control can be defined as me de~
to which people believe that they ace in control of and responsible for what happens to
them. This concept has ~en discussed extensively throughout the liter,lture and results
nave consistently shown that individuals possessing an internal locus of control can deal
with life's ditliculties more effectively than indivlduals possessing an external locus of
control (Taylor. 1982: CabraJ & Salomone. 1990: Chandler. 1985).
All of me above variables conaibute to a student's actual motivation and attirude towards
schooL Students. from a very early age. become acutely aware of the importance placed on
gr.ldes by both me home and me school. Depending on the teedback reL~ived. students will
interpret the information and formulate their attitudes and motivation levels to tit the
feedback (Weiner. 1984: Stipek. 1984). According to Weiner (1984). one's interpretation
of lite's experienL"t:s will either motivate indivlduals to perform or not to perform within
their environments. Often. especially for "at-risk~ youth. the feedback provided is less than
inspiring and thus the process of failure begins. With this clientele. it appears that the
student's level of motivation and attitude towatds schooL becomes increasingly negative.
[n the this section a brief overview of some of the factors that 'an intluen'e "at-risk"
youth have been Jisc~d. All uf these factors can conuibute to an individual's self
concept. Throughout the Iiter.lture. regardless of the variable being discussed. one's self-
esteem as well as one's self-efficacy nas been centr.ll to the development of career
aspirations and oc."Cupational goals. It would appear that believlng in oneself and aL"Ceptiog
responsibility for one's SUL"Cesses or failures becomes essential ingredients to the whole
career development process.
The need for LtI~er jngm;nrion,,,
Over the years there has been an incn:asin,g need for career counselling interventions
with ·at-risk~ youth. According to George. Llnd and Hickson (1993). potential early
school le~lVers can be considered one of the most difficult problems facing schools in
society today. Much of the research (McWhirter & McWhirter. 1995: Herr & Crolmer.
1996: Wells. 1990: Gottfredson. (981) indicated the need for a focus on "at-risk" youth.
According to George. Llnd and Hickson (1993). school environments need to become
more hospitable and less alienating for large numbers of "aHlsk" students.
Many resean:hers have reviewed counselling interventions and ha.ve indicated that "at·
risk" students respond positively w them (Herr & Cr.uner. 1996: Wehlage & Rutter. 1987:
Boyer. 1983: Hamilwn. 1986). In fact. there is lime doubt among researchers that career
interventions do yield positive results (Rounds & Tinsley. 1984: Herr & Crolmer. 1996).
However. a difficulty arises as one attempts to determine the complexity and
comprehensiveness of an intervention. Savickas (1989) contirmed the positive effects that
can result from career counselling interventions. However. he further stated that "we need
to determine which interventions work. with whom and under what cin.:umstances~ cp.
102).
According: to Niles and Herr lI989). l.-areer guidanc..'e activities or interventions should
vary depending on the adolescents targeted. They suggested that career activities or
interventions should incorporolte three elements: stimulating C'oltttr development. treaunent.
and placement. They a.Iso suggested that senior high school students may need to acquire
the vocabulary. self· and career awareness. and exploroltory experience that should have
been gained at an earlier point in their lives. i.n a much shorter period of time.
More conventional theorists promote the idea of long·term counselHng i.nterventions.
According to Herr and Cr.uner (1996). "a shotgun approach to ~nhancing decision making
may not be nearly as effective as tailoring interventions to the specitic char.lcteristics of the
dientsH(p. 608). Holland. Magoon & Spokane (1981) further suppon this approach by
stating the need for more analytical and fewer "shotgun" approaches to career counselling.
However. according to Fretz (1981). most career counselling interventions provide some
type of positive results. Since there was no condusive data suggesting that one mode of
intervention was more etl"et:tive than another. Fretz proposed that counselling: interventions
should continue to be implemented as well as evaluated.
Although Holland. Magoon & Spokane «(981) caution against "shotgun" approaches to
career counselling interventions. they also propose treatments that prove beneficial to
dients. They suggested that progr.uns that provide exposure to occupational information.
cognitive rehearsal of occupational aspir.ltions. acquisition of some cognitive structure for
organizing information about the self. occupations and their relations. as well as providing
a supponive network. can prove beneticial to most clients. Regardless of the intervention
used. positive results become apparent because most individuals. especially Hat_risk"
youth. have little understanding or have received little training for the career decision
making process. Thus. even small amounts of information and support can make a
difterence.
In a study cunducted by Spokane and Oliver (1983. as cited in Herr & Cramer. L996).
tindings suggested that clients receiving any career interventions were better off than 81 q-
of the untreated controls. Clients receiving group/class career inu=rventions were better off
than 89'k of the untreated group and individuals receiving a variety of career aJtemative
treatments (for example: computer-assisted or self-directed were considered better off than
59%- of the untreated control group). In a later study by Oliver and Spokane (1988). these
tindings were moditied suggesting more favor.l,ble outcomes in association with greater
number of hours and sessions held. However. they do indicate that although workshops
and structured groups were somewhat less effective. al;l;ording to results obtained in their
study. they were still eftective.
"Brief Therapy" (Metcalf. 1995) is a more recent approach to career (and other)
counselling. charJ.cterized by promotion of more short-term interventions and therJ.pies.
Brief therJ.py stresses competency-based and solution-focused interventions. This
approach encourJ.ges counsellors and clients to focus on "exceptions". thus enabling clients
to concentrJ.te on a time when their difficulty seemed less substantial. This solution-
focused way of thinking allows individuals to extemalize problems. access resources and
confront and overcome troubling situations.
Another approach that has received much attention over the past number of years is that
of an activity-based approach to career counselling. This approach uses the clients' own
practical experiences as an integral part of the counselling process. According to
Vahamottonen. Keskinen and Parrila (1994). the main objel;tive of this approach is to
"combine the clients' external prJ.ctical activity with thdr internal psychological processes"
(p. 19). This approach is seen as an alternative to the more traditional methods of career
counselling.
Unfortunately. one of the biggest difticulties associated with career interventions of any
kind. is the la(,;k of evaluative infonnation available (Herr & Cramer. 1(96). Herr and
Cramer (1996) have deftned evaluation as a series of activities designed to determine how
well goals have been achieved. It would appear that although many counselling
interventions are being implemented. comprehensive evaluative work does not necessarily
follow. Herr and Cf"J.ffier ([996) suggested that more "rigorous evaluations of aU forms of
vocational interventions" was needed (p. 715). Thi.<; would indicate that. regardless of the
type of intervention used or the duration of the study. such infonnation l,;ould prove
beneficial to obtaining a better understanding of career counselling interventions and their
ovemll eftectiveness in relation to a particular group of students.
[n the present study. the investigator proposed to implement a brief. activity-oriented
intervention called KEngage K • The Engage progr.un is a shan-term career counselling
imervention that was originally developed in Alberta under the auspices of Youth Affairs
(of Human Resources Development Canada) as pan of a national initiative to help prevent
youth from dropping out of school.
Progmm developers proposed a twO day motivational and pmcticaJ workshop at which
time partidpants are inlrOduccd to the cOll(.:epts of the program. The group is utilized as a
resource from which infonnation can be drawn.
The program is intended [0 be process-oriented. whereby students are em:oumged to
participate in exercises that will facilitate their acquisition of knowledge and skills. Rather
than didactically disseminating information. facilitators are encouraged to promote
eKperientiaJ learning. Al..-cording to Carr (1988). this type of le.ltning vatid.a[eS the: learners'
perspectives. helping individuals lO become their own authority.
In the present study. panicipants explored. self-management skills. goal-sening skills.
ocl:upationall:hokes. current skills and knowledge of personal strength. necessary skills
and knuwledge fur the work place. current values. beliefs. and interests. The progr.un also
introduced its panil:ipants [0 key concepts in career tk:velopment. Participants were given
the opponunity to explore the imponance of t..-.J.1culated risk-taking and optimizing chant.."C
opponunities. There was an emphasis on the imponant.."e of considering consequent.."es of
one's actions. A consider..lble amount of time was spent on the communication theme
focusing on non-verbal. passive. assenive. aggressive and I:ollabor,.uive negotiation.
Present and future goals were examined in n=lation to one's values and belief system.
The importance of being able to access one's allies and suppon systems we~ also
introduced. The progroUn attempted to assist participants in determining concrete strategies
(I
for dealing with issues. Participants aJso gained an understanding that ch.ange is constant
and le3llting is ongoing.
Of gn::at import:l1l<."e within this progr..un was the imegrouion of all significant individuaJs
involved in the child's life. AU k.ey playel'5 (parents and teachers) were made familiar with
the progr.J.Jl1 gools and were encourJ.ged to suppon participants during the program as well
after completion.
The need for this kind of program. in particular one that stresses career awareness. has
been widely documented (Herr. [990: Herr & Cr..uner. 1996: Peterson & Housley. 1982).
Career awareness programs. such. as Engage. are designed [0 help equip youth with the
skiUs and the knowledge to believe in lhemselves and develop (x:cupanonal aspirJ.tions.
Program developers identified the outcomes of mis program as: (a) to enable youth to take
control of their learning. (b) to motivate youth to leam both inside and outside of school.
(e) to make learning meaningful. (d) to help youth learn effective ways of managing
themselves and their environments. and (e) to help youth become awan: of the many career
options avai.lable to them.
This prog'.1m go.=s beyond helping youth stay in school in that it aimed to provide
panicipants and parents with infonnation about betlCr lifestyles and varied occupational
choices. These goals were pursued through building: self-esteem and helping youth develop
QCCupation.a.l and personal goals for themselves. Such involvement WilS intended to help the
youth understand the importll1ce of education. and to help them take a closer look at their
own lives and develop new goals for the fucure.
It i:; important to tailor the progr.un to meet the needs of each unique group. Developers
state that the Engage program can be effectiveLy integr.Lteu with other programs. Printed
materials can be used alone or in conjunction with a two day workshop. For the purposes
of this study. the two day workshop format Wils followed.
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Definition or Terms
A wtal of seven diffe~m variables were ex.amined in the presenl study. While many of
these variables ~uire little or no explanation. others requi~ oper:l.conal detinitions if they
are not to be misinterpreted.
I. Career Interyention - Any activity (treaunent or effon) designed to enhance a person's
career development or to enable that person to m3ke more dl"ective career decisions
(Spokane. 19(1).
2. ID:w::iml - An organized compilation of techniques or strate~ies wilh specific and wc:U
defined ob~t."tives that is designed to systemati(,...uly alter the vocational behavior ofa group
of individuals in a specitic: sening (Spobne. 1991).
3. em:,. Gyishm;e • A systematic progr.un of counsellor-coordinated infonnation and
experiences designed to facilitate individual career development and more specitically.
career management (Herr & Cr.uner. 1996).
4.~ - Simply stated. seU"-efficacy refers to the pen::eption of one's ability to
perfonn in respective spheres. It has also been defined as the cognitions that one develops
about one's self derived from past experiences (Markus. 1977).
5. I nell!'; of Contml • The degree to which people believe that they~ in control of and
responsible for what happens to them (Rotter. 1966).
6.~~ A series of activities designed to determine how well goals bave been
achieved (Herr & Cr.uner. [996).
7.~ - The evaluation which the individual makes with regard to him/herself: it
expresses an attitude of approval or disapproval. and indicates the extent to which the
individual believes him/herself [0 be capable. significant. SUct,:essful. and worthy. [n short.
se[f~esteem is a personal judgment of worth that is expressed in the attitudes the individual
holds about oneself (Herr & Cramer. 1996).
Limitatjons of the Study
1. The low "n" in this study limits it to an exploratory examination of the nature of the
intervention. As such. it lacks in gener.llizability across larger populations. [n addition. by
setting alpha = 0.1 the study lacks the power of more extensive examinations <using alpha
= n.(5). However. despite use of a higher alpha level. a number of questions demonstrJ.ted
significant changes at p < .05.
2. Attempts were made by the researcher to group survey questions into constructs that
would retlect each research question. However. reliability between statements within a
specific research question was typically low thus precluding the use of such constructs.
This may be due again to the [ow "0".
3. Future evaluation of this project should indude a control group [0 provide baseline
information on changes in career attitudes not due to the treatment. This coutd be easily
implemented by selection of a group of "at-risk" individuals not selected for the study. but
given pre- and post-test questionnaires during the same intervals. As an ethical
consideration this second group would be given the opportuniry [Q complete the treattnent
foUowing completion of the intervention.
4. Due to the low "n" and ethical considemtions. grouping within certain variables could
not be achieved. For example. the male/female mtio of 10:2 precluded analysis of gender
intemctions within the intervention. However. such a mtio may retlect the predominance of
males in the "at·ri.sk" category. Also. socio-economic intemctions could not be measured as
such data was l:onstr.lined by ethical considerations. This is of some concern as a number
of resean:hers have demonstrated the importance of socio-t=connmk status in
consider.ltions of ~at-nsk" interventions.
5. Finally. it should be noted that this intervention would rraditionaUy be c1assi.tied as
"brief'. Although brief interventions an: becoming: more accepted. a number of resean:hers
would question their effectiveness because of the limited exposure to career information
and progr.unming fur "at-risk- subjects.
Research Questions
Research Question 1 : Were Ihere differences between the pre_ and pOSHeS!S on srudenL';'
oercepriom: of their glf-<:sqo;<;m?
(a) Were there differences between the pre· and post-tests on students' perceptions of the
value of their conlributions to classroom activities and discussions?
(b) Were there differences between the pre· and post-tests on students' pert:eptions of their
ability [0 be happy and sUl"CCssful in life?
Research Question 2: Were there differeng;s b<;IWCe;n the; prs;. Wd post-«:S[S 00 sNde;Ol'l'
nerceprioo''I of their ability ro achi,ve; in Iift;?
(a) Were there differem:es between the pre- and post-tests on students' perceptions of their
~present'"' ability?
(b) Were there differences berwttn the pre- and poSHests on SlLIdents' perceptions of their
-future~ ability?
Research Question 3: Were there differences bs;rws;o rhe pre. 'md POSH'SS on srudent'l'
perceptions of ,he jmpnrt:.loce of mle mode;ls in their Ijve;s?
(a) Did students indicate having significant individuals in their Lives who intluenced them in
a positive way? What was the nature of the relationship and what was cheir occupation?
(b) Were there differences between the pre- and post-tests on students' perceptions of their
attitude towards authority figures?
(c) Were there differences between the pre- and post-tests on srudc:nts' perceptions of their
attitudes tow-.mfs parents?
perceptions of their goals?
(a) Were there differences between the pre- and pOSt·tests on students' pen:eptions of their
ocr.:upational aspimtions?
(b) Were there differenr.:es between the pre· and post-tests on students' perceptions of
salary expectations for their desired job?
(c) Were there different:es between the pre- amI post·tests on students' perceptions of post-
secondary schooling needed for their desired job?
Research Question 5: We;re there differences between the; pre- and post-lests on stUdenl':'
percemjom: of Their loclls of control?
(a) Were there ditferences between the pre- and post-tests on students' perceptions of their
internal locus ofcontrol?
(b) Were there ditl'erences between the pre- and post-tests on students' perceptions of their
externa.l locus of control?
Research Question 6: Were there differences between the pre. 'md POST-teslS on sDldeot'j'
perceptions of their level of motivation tow'lOls school?
(a) Were there differences between the pre- and post-tests on students' perceptions of their
motivation to stay in school? Did students indicate reasons why they continued to attend
school?
(b) Were there differences between the pre- and post-tests on students' perceptions of their
motivation to team in s<:hool?
(c) Were there ditl-"erences between the pre- and post-tests on students' perceptions of their
in .....ol.....ement in dassroom activities and extr.t curril.:ular activities?
Research Question 7: Were there differences between the pre. 'm£! post-te.,:ts on iiDldents'
perceptions of their 'ltgtuele rOW'mls schgol?
(a) Were there differences between the pre- and posHests on students' perceptions of their
attitude towards the importance of obt:l.i.ning a good education?
(b) Were there differences between the pre· and post-tests on students' perceptions of their
willingness to work harder in school?
(e) Were there diffe~nces between the pre- and post-tests on students' perceptions of time
spent on outside learning?
(d) Were there differences be:tween the pre· and post-tests on students' perceptions of
length of time needed to tinish school?
(e) Were there dit'ferem,:es be:tween the pre· and pusHests on students' perceptions of rime
spent on planning for the future?
In this chapter. the researcher examined a numbe:r of factors that one should consider
before implementing and evaluating a career intervention. A brief review of some of the
more pertinent factors associa~d with ~at-risk" youth have been discussed followed by a
rationale documenting the need for career interventions with "at·risk" youth. A brief
description of the Engage program is presented followed by definition of terms. research
questions and limitations of the present study. Chapter 2 will provide a more in·depth lo\)k
into each uf the above variables followed by theoretical approaches. A further examination
of the nature of interventions as well as w need forev-J..Iuarions will be reviewed.
CHAP1ER D
REVIEW OF TIlE LITERAlURE
In this chaptu. the literature assodated with "at-risk." youth was reviewed. Many
background variables were examined including: socio-economic Status. gender. ability.
self-efticacy. self·esteem. perception of goals. locus of control. role models. as well as
one's motivation and attitude towards school. The review begins with an examination of
the target population-the so-called "at-risk" group. (t then highlights factors influencing
academic and career sU(.."Ces£-factors that should be examined in proposed in~rvention
progr.uns. A brief review of existing theories and possible inlervention styles and
programs follow. The chapter ends with a rationale for such interventions as the one
utilized in this study.
The "AI-Risk" Population
The term "at-risk" was first used by the National Commission on Excellence in
Education (1983). Students considered to be within the -at-risk" group were identified us
youth whose po~ntiaJ to sUI:..-o=d in schouL hom.e and community was limited. Since that
time. a number of authors have attempted to semantically re-detine the term -at-risk-. [n
itself. the term is often used interchangeably with others such us disadvantaged.
delinquent. poveny. troubled and even minority.
Pallas. Natriello. and McDill (1989) cham.cterized the educationally disadvantaged. or
"at-risk". child as one who has been exposed to certain background factors or experiences
in formal schooling. family. or community. Although a categorical model was not
employed. these authors have determined th;).t particular combinations of risk factors can be
detrimental to sua."ess. Examples of these -at-risk- fJ.ctors are single parent homes. low
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parental in..:ome and/or education. limited English proticiency. having a sibling who
dropped out of high school.
Tidwell and~n (1994) discussed ~at_riskR youth differently. They identified the
necessity of having an aW3..(e:ness of the cycle of poverty when defining Rat·risk"
individuals. However. these authors identitled many problems with the term -at risk".
lbc:y acknow(ed~dthat the tenn is often used to refer to young people who 3te already in.
or have bc:en in uuuble. In the p3.SL me te:nn has been applied to juvenile offenders. .school
dropouts. drug abusers. teenage mothers. as weU as many other unacceptable social
behaviours or groups. Tidwell and Garrett (1994) proposed that such youth are not actua.l.ly
"aHlsk" but have. in fact. already "arrived". Thus. they suggested that the term ":n·risk"
indicated potential difticulties in the future. r..lther than a generic condition applied globally.
There is a temporJl componentemp[oyed. that is. whether the term describes the status of
·what is~. or mther the potential "to become~.
McWhiner and McWhincr (1995) also discussed the concept of ~aHisk.~ youth. They
highlighted three areas that underlie the "at-risk" tenninology: (a) the future time
dimension. (b) ~at-risk~ as a continuum. rather than a dichmomy. (c) inte:r.lCtions between
treaonent and prevention (p. 567). The first area that McWhirter and McWhincr (1995)
describ¢ is that oJf a future time dimension. This idea was used in n=:latiun to specific
behaviours. attitudes. ur deficiencies which can be used as an indicator for later problem
behaviours. This l,,:on,,:ept also supports suggestions made by TidweU and G~n (1994).
Second. McWhirter and McWhiner ([995) discussed the imporlance uf the "at·risk~
tenn. in relation to an on·going continuum. They suggested a classification system in
which ~aHisk· individuals tit into one of five broad stages: minimal risk. remote risk.
high-risk. imminent risk and ~at-risk~ activity. These categories are reviewed below as they
aid in the identification process of potential ";a-risk" candidates.
McWhiner and McWhiner's (1995) continuum theory is the first of these categories.
According to McWhirter and McWhirter (1995). minimal risk individuals generally come
from ~higher economic and soda! class back.grounds. have fewer psychosocial s~ssors.
anend good schools. and have loving. caring families. peers and social relationships" (p.
567). One must question wh.ether such. a group exists. althoug.h they do acknowledge that
even in "good" homes with "good" families. problems can occur (they do not provide a
definition of what a "good" home or a ~good" family represents). However. McWniner
and McWhirter (1995) do acknowledge that "neither money. social status. popularity. or
the good life. guar.ulIees meaning and purpose in life" (p. 567).
The second C'"J.tegory on McWhiner and McWhirter's (1995) continuum is the "remote
risk" group. Individuals in the remote risk group an: identifiable with demogmphics which
include low socio-eeonomic status as weU as poorer family. school and social interactions.
McWhirter and McWhirter (1995) claim that such combinations are cumulative· for
example. a young person who comes from an impoverished. dysfunctional home who
attends a poor school lives in a marginalized neighborhood is fanher along the continuum
towards the "at-risk" dassitication than someone having JUSt one of these disadvantages.
McWhiner and McWhirter's (1995) third dassitication along the continuum is that of
"hig~Hisk".High-risk individuals woold •.kmon.strJ.lC' similar di.sadvanta~~as individuals
in the remote group c1assitiC3tion. However. in addition these individuals would display
negative anitudes and emotions. McWhirter and McWhirter (1995) suggested that high risk
chamcteristics include depression. anxiety. aggression. and hopelessness. as well as
deficits in social skills and coping behaviours. Such outward expressions may act as
indicators revealing an indi,,;dual's intemalization of problems (McWhirter & McWhirter.
[995).
The fourth category along the continuum is the "imminent risk" classitication.
[ndividuals who fall in the imminent risk. category tlnd W3YS to express their feelings of
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depression. anxiety. aggression. and hopelessness. Often rimes such behaviour progresses
from a behaviour with minimal consequences to on~ holding more substantial
consequences. McWhiner and McWhirter (1995) refefl'ed to such a progression of
escalating negative activity involvement as "gateway behaviour". Although the progression
through each gate is neither certain nor predictable. there is enough evidence linking
gateway behaviours with more serious activities that place youth imminently at risk
(McWhiro=r & McWhirter. 1995).
The final step on the continuum involves the actual participation by a young: person in
activities used to define wat_risk w individuals. Tidwell and Garren (1994) would argue that
at this point the individual is no longer "at-risk". since slhe is already exhibiting: the
maladaptive behaviour. In contrast. McWhiner wd Mc\Vhirter ((995) claim however. that
such behaviour is stiU applicable to tile ~aHisk~ category since behaviours can escalate and
become more severe thus putting an individual more ~aJ:-risk~.
In contr.lSt w the above definitions for "at-risk" youth is one proposed by Heath and
Md..aughlin (1987). They r.:onsidered the chan!ing family dynamics that are occurring in
society wday. Dual p~nt families like single parent families have linle time to spend with
their children and thus even children well outside the (ow socio-economic par.uneters may
b.: ~at-risk-. Friedman (1986: cited in Allen & Mason. 11)89). supported such a view by
quoting work. conducted by John Levy as ;m ell:ample. He identified another -at-risk~
siruation which he entitled "aftluenz.a~ - that of insulating a child from ~challenge_ risk and
consequence~.Friedman reponed that psychologists believe that in some w;J.ys tile children
of urban rich most resemble the children of urban poor. Both tend to suffer from broken
homes and absentee parents. Both develop hard street-wise skills that ultimately incur -at-
risk- behaviour.
In summary. although the semantic definition of "at-risk~ varies. it would appear that
more recent definitions provide suppon that "at-risk~ individuals have common
environments and circumstances which evoke negative consequence:>. Consequently. to
maximize the effectiveness of intervt=ntions mat aim to reduce "aHisk" potential. one must
examine the: various facton> that could influence. or contribute to. its presence.
factors Innuendo.. "At-RiSk" Potential
A number of factors have been researched directly md indirectly as predictors of "at-
risk" potential. The following are reviewed below: socio-economil: status (SES). gender.
ability. self-ctlicacy and self-schemas. seU·--esteern. parenta.l intluence. locus of control.
and goals (although "at-risk" potential would not necessarily be limited to these factors).
Some studies also penn it the examination of interolction between one or more of these
variables.
Socio-econnm ic St;],Mi rSES)
The social environment has proven to be a signifil:ant factor when studying adole.st:ent
sucl:ess and job ch.oice. Wells (1990) reviewed some of these factors such as low
educational and uccupational attainment levels of parents. frequent high school non
completion rJ.tes ofo~ or both parents. low f.unily income. weak family cohesiveness or
single·pacem famili:=s. and the lack of learning marerials and opportUnities available in the
home. Other indic.uors of family-related charJcteristics contributing to the "at-risk" statuS
indude: lack of communication between home and schooL an excessively stressful h.ome
life. siblings and/or parents who were drop outs as weI! as social issues including I:hild
abuse and neglect. divorce and sepamtion. parental apathy. family crisis and poverty
(Wells. 1(90).
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All of these factors can affect a child's performam..-e and ability [Q cope in the school
environment and thus must be considered when examining occupational choi(."C of-at·risk-
individuals. Many studies (Hasley_ Heath & Ridge. 1980: Crowley_ 1976: Fogelman.
1979: Essen & Wedge. (982). have attempted to provide suppon for the variables as
deti~ated p~viously. Following is a review of some of W literJ.tun: which examines
faclOrs intluerK.;ng the sodo-economic variable.
[n a study conducted by Halsey. Heath and Ridge (1980). early schoolleavers were
found 10 more: tikely originate from lower-working-c1ass or socially disadvanraged
families. In an even earlier study conducted by Crowley (976). tindings suggested a
strong link between advantaged or higher attaining peer associations and potential early
school leavers. Such a theory however. seems somewhat idealistic: probably. for
disadvantlged students who associate with more advantaged students. this theory could be
true. However. Crowley's premise is dependent on the assumption that these students
would not achieve better in .school associating with students of a similar socio-economic
group. This assumes that individuals of lower socio-economic groups can not or at least
an: unlikely to achieve well in school.
Fogelman (1979) conducted a longitudinal study focusing on the occupational
aspir..ltions ami expectations of a British ~pte of 16 year olrls. Although this study found
a clear association between the children's social class and their level of occupational
aspiration. even the lower-working-c1ass children aspired to jobs of apparently a skilled
kind. Similarly. Essen and Wedge (1982) studied the occupational aspir..ltions of
approximately 400 sixteen year aids who C..lffie from clisadvantaged families. Compan:d to
their more advantaged peers. they aspired less toward professional jobs and more toward
service and industrial manual jobs. This suggests that while loweN:lass or socially
disadvantaged children have lower occupational aspir..ltions. many of them stilL appear to be
oriented towards skilled jobs r..lther than unskilled jobs.
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Gottfredson (1981) studio:d notions conco:ming the possible limitations of occupational
choice in school age children. by hypothesizing a model of occupational choice th:lt
addressed both gender and SES. Gottfredson suggested that as children develop a
cognitive awareness of socially acceptable gender roles. they begin to limit their
occupational aspirations to fit their newly acquired gender norms. Goufredson also
suggested th:1t in later developmental. stages. chi.ld~n become acutely aware of soda! class
differem:es and thus limit their occupational choices further to prestige levels equivalent to
or below their own SES background ("prestige" here refers to the presumed quality of an
occupation). Therefore. by the time adolescents are ready to enter the work fon.:e. they
ha..'e already been strongly intluenced by social norms and class. Gottfredson argued that:
...youngsters begin to rule out occupations of unal.:ceptably low prestige because they
are inconsistent with their social class self-concept. At the same time they rule out
occupations ~quiring e;<:treme effon to obtain in view of their image of their generJ.l
ability level. Only in adolescence do youngsters tum to their more personal interests.
capadties. and values as criteria for further narrowing their choices. (p.565)
Gottl'redson's theory has elicited nwno:rous inv.:stigations inw~ etl~lS uf prestige: and
socio<conomic status on O!..'Cupational aspim.tions. In a study conducted by Hageman and
Gladding (1983). il was found that youth from lower socio<conomic backgrounds tenck:d
to be more "conservative" in their pen:eptions of what was considered to be a suitable
occupation more so than youth of higher socio-economic backgrounds. Holland (1981)
also suggested that one's socio-economic status is one of the most useful predictors when
determining career attitudes.
Similarly. Henderson. Hesketh. and Tuffin (1988) conducled a study testing
Gottfredson's assertions concerning the developmental stage at which SES intluences
occupational choice. Howe\'er. they furthere:umined the importance of SES and ability on
the level of occupational choice. Although they found that SES intluenced choice after me
age of 9. (as Gottfredson pn:dicts) the effect of SES in dleir study was almost always
dominated by that of ability. contr.uy to Goufredson's theory. In fact. the aumors noted
that ~the ability measure captured most of the signiticam sodal background variance Likely
to intluence SES level of preterenl:e~ (p. 45).
A slightly different angle was proposed by Mitchell and Krumbolu (1984) and
Richardson and Johnson (1984) when they hypothesized that aldlough SES would be a
factor in shaping one's social learning experiences. it would funher be affected by one's
confidence level when considering: ol:cupations of different levels of prestige. Gottfredson
(1981) proposed a similar hypothesis stating that adolescents would feel less confident
working in Ol.'Cupations with higher levels of prestige than their SES background.
The studies cited previously (Gottfredson. 1981: Mitchell & Krumboltz. 1984:
Richardson & Johnson. 1984: Henderson. Hesketh. & Turtin. 1988) indicate a
relationship between one's socia-economic SlalUS and one's occupational aspir.ltions.
Many youth. because of their social SlaWS. duster towards occupations/jobs considered
appropriate for what they believe is their sodal mnking. This model becomes greater when
odler variables are introduced. Gender. for e:<ample. ..:oupleu wilh SO<.:iu-ccunumic SlaWS
broadens the career aspiration model. [n the following section. the gender variable was
examined in relation to the can:er aspirman model.
Gender and its relationship to career aspirJ.tion and OI..'Cupationai choice has been widely
examined in the (jter.lwre. Gottfredson (1981) suggested that occupational choice was
limited by gender. She stated "that OI..'Cupations that are perceived to be inappropriate for
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one's sex are tirst e1imina~d from funher consideration" (p. 558). Thus gender. social
norms and class ro,gether were suggested i1S factors responsible for molding: c-~r choice.
Henderson. Hesketh and Tuffin (1988) a.Jso tested the effects of gender and found that: (a)
occupational sex.ryping occurs earlier than Gottfredson's theory predicts. and (b) contr.lt)'
to Gottfredson's theory. the process is nO[ compamble for the sexes. in fact it was
suggested that ol;cupational stereotyping was much. more pronounced for males than
females.
[0 a similar study conducted by Teglasi (1981). it was noted that ch.ildren were "gender-
typed" in lheir selections of ol,,:cupaoons. While it appeared that both genders R:cognized
the appropriateness of male/female occupations. both genders rated the male-dominated
lX.:cupations as "better". Teglasi concluded that there were more iru..:entive for females than
males to choose "~:ross-gendc:r-dominaU:d·r..-;u-eers.
Other researchers provide support for the conclusions made by Teglasi (Lueprow. [981:
Farmer. 1985: Cox & Morgan. (985). Lueptow (198 f). Herzog (1981). Garrison (1979:
a.s ciu:d in Hannah & Kahn. [989). compared the job cnoices of adolescent cohons over
sever.u time periods. Results indicated. in all three studies. that males consistently cnoose
male-dominau:d careers. but females were more likely to choose cross·gender-dominated
careers. Howel."u. Lu~ptow (1981) demon.str.1~l1 a stronger shift towanis the lower
prestige jobs than the higher prestige jobs by females. again supporting Gottfredson's
(1981) model.
Controli)' 10 the above stated findings.. Zuckennan (1980). although sampling only a tew
backgrounds. found no SES differences between women choosing male and female·
dominated careers. However. severJ! authors' research contradict this tinding. Greenfield.
Greiner and Wood (1980) found that women who cnoose male-dominated careers often
r.:ame from homes with a highly educated father. Similarly. Surtin (1976). when studying
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adolescent females. found that females coming from environments with Iess-educared
fathers tended to choose mon: tr.uI.ilionai ;and female-dominated occupations.
Marini (1978) discussed gender in a slightly different way. Marini found that females
from [ower socia-economic groups tended to choose occupations of [ower prestige than
males who originate from similar backgrounds. Marini suggested that this could be due to
the fact that many of the females involved in the study had not previously sought status or
ret.'t:ived much im,..ome through paid employment. Marini spet:ulared that as attitudes change
in respect to female employment. the more likely it is mat females will choose occupations
of higher prestige. and thus SES CQuid become a stronger factor in female job choices. [n
support or this idea. Danzinger( (983) found that SES tended 10 have a greater intluem..:e on
the aspimtions of temale~ than maJes. although Farmer (1985) reponed that SES is related
to both the aspi••ujons of males and females.
Finally. Cox and Morgan (1985) examined career aspirations and occupational in~n:sts
for disadv-.lJ1ta,..ved children aged 15 years. While the disadvantaged males aspired to jobs of
lower socio-ecunomic status thillt their control group peers. the female group showed very
similar aspir.nion levels when compared to its control. Ovem.lI. the disadvantaged group
was uriented towards skilled jobs. A higher proportion of the disadvantaged children were
repuned as bdng un~mployeuafter leaving scbool. Cox and Morgan concluded that there
was a ~serious mismatch between the career aspir.uions of some of the disadvanClged
group and their prospects~ (p.I99).
The above studies provide supporting data that gender and socio-economic status are
possible factors to consider when determining career aspirJ.oons among youth. When
examining the issue of job choice and c:ueer aspirJ.rions one must also consider ability as
well as one's perceived ability (self efficacy) to perfonn a particular job. Important here is
not only the issue of actual ability but also the issue of belief in one's ability. [0. the next
section. an in-depth review of the literature will be examined in n:[ation to ability. self-
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effic:lCy and onc's self schemas. Each variable will be explored and studies will be
presented highlighting ~rch tindings.
Abjlity Scl(-(;ftlCj1cy and 5clf.$chema
A distinction must be made between ability and self efficat.:y. When examining: one's
ability. infonnation can be obtained to determine al.:cur.Ue measurements on achievement.
Achievement teSts can help produ,"-"e results that aid in determining one's ability. Although
such rests~ not foolproof it can hdp in the overall process of measuring one's academic
3bility. It could be argued that such measurement tools effect one's self efficacy. Self
efficacy here however. focuses more on individuals who can achieve. but for various
re3SQn5 do nO[ believe in their own ability.
Kelly (1989) conducted a longitudinal study on the development of career preferences
for three age groups between 11 and 17 years. She examined me top ten job preterences of
children in each group and then c:xplored their socin-economic a.spirations. Kelly (1989)
reported signitkant differences in occupational iLSpimtions among children of different
social da.ss and academic ability. When studying social class differences. Kelly used
parental tX:cupatiun as a meaIU of da.ssifying childn:n as either middle-class or working·
class. Subsequently. occupational preferences were explored independently. Findings
suggested thatclUldren from middle-class backgrounds. for all thn:e ages. were more likely
than those from working-class backgrounds to aspire to professional. managerial. and
immediate occupations. and less likely to aspire to manual jobs. Among males. the
relationship bttween aspir.Ltion and social·dass remained fairly constant with age. For
female participants. class differences declined between age II and 14 and then increased
again. By age 17 middle class females were aspiring to jobs of consider.Lbly higher socia·
economic status than W'Ooong females.
As with socia.! class. the differences between groups wen= stronger when job status was
compared mther than when individuaJ jobs were considered. For both sexes then= was a
signitlcam relationship between academic ability and aspirations in all three age groups.
FormaJes. this n=lationship incn=a.sed between me ages of 11·17: high ability maJes steadily
increased their likelihood to choose professionaJ jobs. whill: low ability males seemed to
choose semi- or unskilled manua.! jobs. The n=lationship between female aspirations and
ability was stronger at fourteen than at seventeen. "High-ability" temales seemed to lower
their aspirations. choosing while collar jobs instead of the earlier selected protessionaJ.
manageriaJ or intermediate cx:cupations.
Goufredson (1981: as cilC:d in Kdly. 1989) stated that wchildren's gender roles are
consolidated between the ages of 6 and H. thai social class and ability become salient
concepts between ages 9 and 13. and that self knowledge is taken imo considem.tion from
around the age of 14w(p. 198). Kelly proposed thai some of Gout"redson's theory was
tesu:d in her study. Kelly's results supported Gottfredson's theory concerning occupational
aspir.1.tions being differentiated by sex before the age of II. and this did not change at later
stages. However. Kdly's tindings on slx:ial cla...s and ability provided less support for
Gottfn=dson's theory. Although Kelly acknowledged a n=lationship between social class
and ability to occupational aspirJDons. she did not tind a strong relationship.
[n cOntrolSl [0 actual ability. som: swdies have aJso researched !he effects of self-efficacy
- th.lI is. self-perceived ability· on career choice. often in addition to SES and gender
effects. BeIZ and Hackett (1981) researched socialization experiences of individuals and
their beliefs aboul their ability 10 perform. According to their model. an individual's
perception of job options is intluenced by his/her self-efficacy ex.pectations. This is similar
[0 the model proposed by Gottfredson (1981) as she also discussed the occupationallimilS
that children sel for themselves. Sea and Hackett (1981) proposed a model whereby the
children maintain those limits - as in a self-fulfilling prophecy.
In the 1980's. self-efficacy theory was widely applied to studies of carter and academic
choice and persistence. Betz and Hacken (1981) R:ported that female students expressed
lower self-dlicocy for male dominated occupations than far" female-dominated occupations.
wher"eas male students did not diffeC"entiate between the two. Lent and Hackett (1987)
~poned that measures of self-efficacy may confound the prestige level of occupations with
gender composition. A slightly different approach was selected by Rotherg. Ware. and
Brown (1987). They tried to rectify the confounding of gender and prestige by selecting
occupations from a r.mge of prestige levels for each gender-dominated category in their
srudy to measu~ the self efficacy variable. They also included SES as a predictor variable
for self efficacy expectations. ft was found that neither gender nOr" SES were predictors of
self eft"icacy expect:J.tions.
Similarly. in a study conducted by Hannah and Kahn (1989). SES and gender df
adolescents were eumined in relation to gender composition and prestige level of
occupations. Adolescent job choices were examined. as well as the adolescents' self
efficacy expel."tations for jobs varying in gender composition and prestige level. Findings
supported SES differe:oces on sever.l! aspects of occupational choice. Males predominandy
chose male-dominated careers. but high SES females were more likely than low SES
females to choose male-dllminatJ::d occupatiuns. In kct':ping with Gonfredson's t1981)
model. students chose occupations in prestige levels compar..lble to their own socio-
IXonomic background. Other tindings suggested that sociali:w.tion cxperiences relaled to
gender did not affect over.J.11 sdf-efticacy expectations. In f.lCt. Hannah and Kahn (1989)
found that there were no differenc.:es in total scores on sdf-efficllcy but both males and
females exp~ssed higher self-efficacy for same-gender-dominllled occupations r,lther than
cross-gender·dominaled occupations. Among SES groups however. the low SES group
reported significantly lower self-efticacy expectations than the high SES group regardless
of the prestige level.
Closely related to the idea of ability and self-cfficacy is the com:epc of self-schemas.
possible selves and competent perfonnance. Markus (1977) described self-schemata as.
~cognitive gener.l1ization.s about the self. derived from past experience. that organize and
guide the processing of self-related infonnation contained in the individuals sociaJ
experiencesM(p. 64).
According to Markus (1977). individuals posses.'~ing self-schema in a particular domain
are capable of making quick and confident decisions. are adaptable and tlexible when
developing and processing goals. and can reject information that is inconsistent with their
self-schema. Markus. Crollle. Bernstein and SaJadi (1982) stated that a person who has a
self-schema in a particular area is better able to predict hislher future behaviour in that
domain. Markus and Nurius (1986) have called these future oriented self-conceptions
~possible selvesM. Possible selves have been defined [0 include those selves the person
could become. would like to become. or is afraid of becoming.
Cross and Markus (1994) conducted a study examining Sl.:hematic (individuals who
believed that they were good in a particular are:a. and this ability was very important to their
self-cvaluation) and aschematic students (individuals who believed they had moderate
ability in a panicular area. and this ability was of moder.ue to low importance for their self-
evaJuatio.m). Thc=y foond that the one·s beliefs about pen.:eived abilities were very important
in the development and maintenance of competer\(.:e. According to Markus. Cross. and
Wurf. 1990 and MaGh. 1992 (as deed in Cross & Markus. 1994) Mcompetence depends
not only on one's abilities or ata'ibutes but also on mose sttuctures of the .self-concept that
represent these attributes or abilities~ (p. 423). They suggested that in order to obtain
competence within a particular field. it would be necessary to acquire both ability and a
self-schema for the ability. They called these: structures of self knowledge that represented
an individuals school-related abilities or attributes Mself_schemasM.
Cross and Manus (1994) further discussed possible selves in n:lation [0 the wself_
systemwwhich 3l10ws an individual to explort: me necessary steps and stt'".u~gies net.-essM)I
[0 accomplish goals. Ac~'"()rding [0 [n~lehan.Marlcus. and Brown ( 1988. as cited in
Cross & Markus. 1994). possible selves enable individuals [0 focus on particular task-
relevant thoughl~ and feelings. thus organizing possible actions. Similarly. Oysennan and
Markus (1990. as cited in Cross & Markus. 1994) stated that "possible selves build a
bridge between the current Sl.ne and me desired outcome- {po 424}. It would appear that
me more vivid the picwn: one can create in n:lation [0 one's possible self. I:he better
prepattd one will be when engaging in future activities. According to Markus (1977) and
Markus. Crane. Bernstein and Saladi (19K2. as cited in Cross & Markus. (994).
"individuals with self-schema in a domain have a better organized knowledge strucWre for
their ability in the domain. which facHit.ltes information processing relevant m the domain"
(p. ~24).
Ability. self<fficacy. and self-schemas are all variables that can intluem:e one's career
choices and aspir.ltions. [f one does not have the ability to :.K:hieve in a certain occupation.
then negative consequences will probably result if one attempts [0 be employed in that atta.
On the other hand. if an individual does not realize his/her full potential or does not have a
Sl:hema for a partir.:ular skiU. this could also resolt in negative consequences. Ultimately. all
three factors are important when examining one's catter aspir.ltions and occupational
goals.
Closely related to me field of ability and self-efficacy is that of self-esteem. In the
foUowing section~ self-esteem variable will be reviewed in relation to career aspimtions
and occupational choice.
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~If-esteem is:1 necessary component in the way one views himlherseif as weU as the
world in general. [0 order for one to remain purposeful and productive in one's (ife. Herr
([990) suggested the necessity of creating: a relationship based on ~caring:. truSL
understanding. honesty. sincerity. acceptance. liking ~nd interest- (p. 40). Such
t:h:lr.lcteristics become a vital link: when aiding an individual overcome past negative
experiences which have resulted in low self-<steem and self-wonh. Herr also suggested
that these ingredients are in fact -the healing ingredients by which people c.m be helped to
self-disclose. e.mibit [rust in another. and communicate their feelings of pain >Uld loneliness
that underlie dealing with problems of self-esteem" (p. 40). Johnson (1986) stated that:
...cont"irmation consists of responses from other people in ways that indicate that we are
normal. tlealthy and wonhwhile. Being disconfirmed consists of responses from other
people: suggesting that we are ignorant.. inept.. unhealthy. unimportant.. or of no value.
and. at wonh. that we do not e:tist.. (p.3)
Cantield (1986) sugg~tcd thr~~ ~~ntial ingredients when considering th~ self-esteem
variable: sense: of belonging. competence and "wonhwhileness·'. Simil3rly. Glaser (1967)
stated th::u the need for love and .self worth are the two most basic needs of any person.
Self·esteem seems [0 be a key ingredient when e:tamining a person's emotional
development.. Thus. when reviewing c:uter aspir.uions and occupational choice. it becomes
necessary to consider on~'s level of self-esteem.
Dillard (1976) proposed that self-esteem was the most important variable governing
behaviour of young adolescents. One: and Sharpe (1979) and Korman (1966: as cited in
McDonald & Jesse!l. 1992) acknowledged that self-esteem served as a proxy variable with
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respet.'t to cat"eeT anilUdes. In contr.J.S[ however. Strube. Lou.. L:-Xuan-Hy. Oxe:nbe~ and
Deichmann (1986) and Trope 0980. as cited in McDonaJd & JesseU. 1992). stated that
constructs such as 3ttitudes. aspiroloons. and perceived occupational abilities ace not
mediated by self-esreem l:oncems.
As indicated above. many authors have anempted to detine .self-esteem (Herr. 1990:
Johnson. IY86: Canfield. 1986). According to Kaplan (1995). it would appear that most
experts tend to agree that self-esteem is dosely related to. or is a function of. mastery.
Kaplan stated that seLf-esteem includes many elements such as a combination of self-
respect. self--<.:onfidence. and competence. He stated that self-esteem originates from
competence and accomplishment. which ultimately leads [0 funher SUL"Ces.5. AI.:cordin!!: to
Kaplan. self-esreem is the ~belieftha[ what we do. think. feel. and believe maners. and thoit
we can have an effect on our own lives. and on our own environment" (p. 342).
Kaplan (1995) also viewed the self-esteem variable as a cycle. He compared it to the
nchicken and the egg n scenario. He discussed how in this cycle. one is faced with initial
anxiety when attempting to solve a problem. This anxiety is followed by a period of
struggle and perseverJ.nce. It is during this time that one must accept mistakes and
disappointments. finally achieving mastery to varying: degrees. He states that. nwhen one is
able to JI,) (ooay what Olll;: was nOI abk (0 Jo yesterday. the individual develops an 'I can
do it' altilude tow.uds the next learning challengen (p. 343). [t is this cycle that he cited :J.S
being critical. Such an experience can lead either to a person tiling responsibility for their
learning. choices and outcomes or to a person becoming frustrJ.ted and placing blame on
others for their own shoncomings. thus avoiding difficult situations.
Kaplan (1995) also suggested that if we have not acquin:d self-esteem then it cannot juSt
be given. regardless of how much positive attention is given to a person. According to
Kaplan. self-esteem is something thaI must earned through individual effort. persistence.
mastery and meaningful achievement.
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In a study conducted by Hughes. Martinek and Fitzger.1ld (1985). an examination of
how self-esto:m differed for the male and female gender. when choosing non-a-J.dilional
coueers. was exp[o~d.They discove~d that the relationship between self-esteem and non-
traditional attitudes and beliefs of females were highly established at the primary !e\"eL This
study also found mat males who displayed high levels of self~steemmaintained sex-role
stereotyped attitudes in relation to non-trJ.ditionaJ career choices. whereas females who
demonsLr.1ted high levels of self esteem made less tr.lditional career choices. This study
i11ustrJ.ted that childhood attitudes can intluence later adult C.lm:f choices.
Powell (1990) further associated the self-esteem variable with "at-risk- youth.
According to PoweU. edlK."ators have often associated poor.self~mwith "at-risk" youth
4 that is to say. youth in this category ace more likely th3l\ others to meet with academic
failure 3l\d are less likely to complete high schooL CertLinly.::J. positive correlation exists
between low self-esteem 3l\d youth suicide. depression and loneliness (Beard4Guffey.
1987: MacAdams & Bryam. 1987: Sturkie & Ranzer. 1987: as cited in Blake & Slate.
1993).
According to Finn (1989). there are two main theories that describe why students are
Mat-risk~. or choose to consider leaving schooL He suggested that one of the problems
3SSOCiated with ~a[-risk~ >'outh le;l'.;ing school is a ml)l.kl entitkd ~fl1Jstr,J.tion se:lf-esto:mM •
This theory hypothesized that poor school perfonnance would lead to a lower self-esteem
3l\d subsequently the student places that blame on the schooL This theory also suggested
that with such negative perceptions. are associated behaviours such as disruption in class.
skipping class. or even committing delinquent acts. Finn suggested that these behaviours
arise because m3l\Y times the schools have not provided the progf"',J.ms or support that
challenge students 3l\d make them feel valuable and competent by teachers and other peers.
According to Herr and Cr..lmer (1996). it is important for schools to focus on interventions
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that will assist children in developing positive attitudes of self-esteem and ability. thus it is
necessary w build suu:~ within the school setting that wiU motiv:ate srudents.
Another factor associated with self-esteem is what Finn (1989) called the participation-
identification modeL This model inferred that students need [0 be active participants in the
school process in ortler to retain interest in learning. It also stressed the need to feel a sense
of belonging. in ortler 10 believe in onesctf and thus be motivated to k:am in school.
The liter.lture (Herr. 1990: McDonald & Jessel!. 1992: Kaplan. 1995) a.ffinns the need
to help children and youth develop positive self-esteem. This can be achieved through.
positive communication and inter.u:Dons with parents. siblings. family. friends. teachers
and other significant individuals. Although all rdationships are important the intcr.1ction
between a child and parent(s) becomes a vital factor when examining career aspirations
among: youth.
p..m;nml Int1!!enq:; And Role ModelS
As early as the 1950's. attempts have been made to link ol,.'Cupational choke [0 role
models. Roe (1957) attempted 10 establish a link between attitudes held by parents and its
effect on eventual occupational chokc=s by children. Sup.;:r (1957) alSlJ acknowledged the
imponance of family on career choices later made by children. Young: and Friesen (1992)
discussed variables such as social class. maternal employment. family structure. and
perceived parental intluence when reviewing adolescentS' occupational aspirJ.tions and
attainment. and the mnge of choices considered.
Super (1975) proposed certain developmental tasks that correspond to the various life
stages. He suggested that during a child's development. interactions between the child and
the home (as well as the neighbors and the school environment) have the ability to nurture
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a:rtain abilities. inte~lS and value:>. Such rt:lationships can be either positive or negative:
nonetheless. ill relationships wiU provide some form of role modeling.
In analher study conducted by Super (1963). he: proposed that one's self-<:oncepl
develops through explor.ltion. differentiation. identification. role playing. and reality
testing. Similarly. Hoyt (1973) indicated that the ~home environment is the foundation for
the development of fundamental values. attitudes. and skills which are the centr".ll factors of
career success~ (p.IS3). Tennyson (1971) however. stressed the importance of the
teacher's role in career deve[opmentand career education.
In the 1970's many researchers (Baruch. 1974: Holland. 1973: Jackson. 1974: Oliver.
1975: as cited in Chartrand. 19(1) became interested in. not only. parental intluence on
children but funher expanded the rese:I.tCh to include the relationship between parental
influences. childhood attirudes and experiences. and career development. Palmer and
Cochr.ul (1988) examined the net..-essity for pacenlal involvement in relation to a child's
caceer planning. They suggested that a child's career plan is not juSt his or her plan. but in
fact. it would be more at..-curJ.te to call ita "family plan".
Many theorists (Kantor. 1977: Kelly. 1989: Raby & Walford. 19!'11) explored the
effects of the family structure and how one's levI::! of employment can affect career
aspir.,ltions among childrc:n. Kantor (1977) discussed the possible threats that can develop
in the family structure when examining both the f.unily and the work place. Similarly.
Liem and Rayman (1982) addressed the effects of unemployed pacents in relation to the
stress level experienced by children and other family members. They funher identitled
moodiness. problems in school. and str.lined relationships with peers as being some of the
effects of unemployment in the home. Riegle (1982) expanded on this theory to what is
tenned a "ripple effect". Riegle interred that unemployment within a home not only en'ects
the one individual but etl"ects aU assoc1iUed parts.
In a longitudinal study conducted by Kelly (1989). similar results were obtained
indicatin~ that -perceived pan:ntal wishes- were a stron~ indic.uor of career choice. For
most children aged 14. perceptions of the type of job their parents wanted them to ~et were
more suongly predictive of their aspirations at age 17 than the children's own wishes at an
earlier a~e. This was true for both males and females. Of particular interest was the strong
link established between pan:ntal wishes and daughter'S aspir...tions. despite the fact that
parents took little notice of their daughter's intellectual ability. In contr.lst. a son's
aspirations were more dosely related to their academic ability - although parental wishes
were still importanL From this study. authors concluded that males aspire to socio-
economic status according to their individual abilities. while females aspire to status
according to the class background of their family. This supports Raby and Walford's
(1981) results regarding the suong influence of parents' perceived wishes on children's job
aspirations.
Herr and Cr.uner (19(6) discussed the need for career guidance and career counselling
for socially and economically disadvantaged youth. The Business Advisory Commission
of the Education Commission of the States (1985). in a national report dealing with the
growing problems associated with the alienated. disadvantaged. disconnected. and other
-at-risk- >·ouths. recommended.•...new structures and procedu("(;s for effecting the
tr.msition from school to work to other productive pursuits...Young people today need
more guidance th30 ever (p. .w tr-
[n a later report written by Herr (1989). it was indicated that one out of every four
children under age six can be:: classified as -poor- according to national standards. Hess
(1989) further defined poverty as the -insufticient access to basic goods. services. and
opportunities which are commonly available to non-poor individuals and which are
accepted as necessary to a decent standard of living- (p.6).
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Palmer and Cochran (1988) evaluated a counsellor~frt:e. family-centered progr.un to
assist adolescent cltildren (lOth and 11th gmde students) in career planning. The
intervention involved a .setf-directed workbook (Cochr:m. 1985) that involved children and
their p~nts forming a pannership and working through the exercises together over a four
week period. Reports indicated signiticant gains for the treatment group in career
development and in parental child bonding.
Finally. although not parenting per 5e. the effect of role models in generJ.! on a student's
success should also be considered. [0 study conducted by McWhirter and McWhirter
(1995). a comparison was made ~[Ween students of high and low risk. Results indicated
that students who succeeded and \lven:ame life barriers had access to supportive and
encour.lging teachers. Many of these students appealed to positive role models for
emotional support. These students exhibited good social skiUs. we~ able to set goals.
problem solve. and pe~ist towards attaining whatever they believed would achieve a
positive and meaningful life. [n contrJ.St. McWhirter and McWhirter (1995) stated that
students who were ~at-risk" for failure obtained very few of these skills and networks.
Similar results were evident in a report released by the College Boan! Commission on
Pre-College Guidance (1986: as cited in Herr & Cr.uner. 1996). This report suggested that
children of lower socio-economK: status >Jftc:n tum to the ~hool for academic support that
is not received at home. The repon also indicated that as one's socio-economic status
declines one's teachers and l..'1)unseUor become more intluential.
As cited above:. there are many intluences that atl'ect a child's career aspir,J.tions and
occupational choice. However. the importanl"e of having career aspir,J.tions for oneself is
vita.! if one is to follow a dream of any son in one's life. The importance of having goals is
an essential element in obtaining an ol..:cupation of choice.
<1<,
Career aspirations and oo..-upational expectations have been widely studied over lhe past
decade and have received grounding in many different theoretical per:>pectives. Gottfredson
and Becker (198l) proposed a psychological perspective by stating that individuals begin
[0 develop occupational aspirJtions early in childhood as they begin EO develop concepts of
themselves. McNulty and Borgen (1988) suggested th.u occupational aspirations and
expectations emerged from theories originating from a socio-cultural and socia!·
psychological base. Similarly. Mitchell and Krumbultz (1990) discussed how the socia.!
leaming theory can be used to explain how dysfunctional. inac,,:cumte beliefs can impede the
decision making process.
Gottfredson and Becker (1981) further suggested that aspirJ.Dons and expectations begin
fannutating as soon as one can begin to devdop a self-concepL However. it is also
believed that care~r ;lSpir.llions and ~xpectations are intlu~nc~d by economic :.uld
sociological factors lGoafredson. 198 I). Sociological theorists. including Hotchkiss :.uld
Borow lI99f1: as cited in Rojewsk.i. [995) sug:g.e.'>ted that ~systematic bias and structur..aJ
barriers" (p. 35). created as a function of g~nd~r and socio-economic status. can constrain
an indi ..;dual's career a1lemati,,·es. ConSl::l(uo;:nuy careo;:r availability. as uetined by tho;:
environment and economy. may limit aspirations more so than one's se[f4concept
(Gottfredson & Beck~r. 1981).
H~rr and Cramer (\996) suggested the following factors were intluential in the
occupational decision making proc~ss: stereotypes. expectations. ability to lake risks and
one's aspirations. Holland ([963: as cited in Herr & Cr.uner. [996) indicated that
individuals will search for environments that they teel wiU meet their needs and in which
they will feel l.:omfonable. He suggested that many occupational decisions are modeled
after prestigious positions. Clack (1968: as cited in Herr & Cr.uner. 1996) staled that high
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school students wiU gener.l11y indicate a ~fert:nce towards higher staDJS jobs. eve:n if such
ajob may not .seem atuinable for me individual. Herr and emmer (1996) indicated that
these srudents. in time. will have [Q moderate their occupational decision by considcmoon
of such factors as ability. interests. and skills.
Another variable that may be related to the process of occupational choice is that of risk-
taking (Ziller. 1957: Herr & CrolITlcr. 1996). Many other researchers (Burnstein. 1963:
Mahone. 1960: Morris. 1966) have attempted to connect risk-taking with ()(,:cupationaJ
choice. A later SClIdy by Wirwerand Stewart (1972) risk-taking: W.lS connecu:d with a way
of life. Together these authors suggest mat individuals who an: willing to take higher risks
nave more opportunities to partidpate in a wider selel.:tion of cxperiem:es. This. in tum.
may retlect an individual's higher level of self <.:onfidence when dealing with life's
challenges.
Level of aspirJ.tion has also boten l.;ted as conaibutin,g to one's lX.:cupational choice. This
variable has often been associated with self-esteem. Self-esteem positively com:lates with
one's level of cx:cupational aspir.ttion (Prager & Freeman 1979; Herr & Cr.uner. 1996).
Similarly. Walls and Gulkus (1974) su,g,gested that congruency between expectations and
a.spirJ.tions depend on past succes.~s and failures (which in rum would be retle<:ted by self-
esteem).
As early as the 191)()'s. three important criteria for choosing an occupation were
recognized (Parsons. 19(9): specifically: a) understand yourself. b) have a knowledge of
work.. and c) ~true reasoning:~ wherein one's personal cbarJ.cteristics are matched with
one's work desires. Holland (1985) suggested a similar model in which one l;hooses a
work place suitable [0 one's personality.
Most theorists agree (Forster. 1992; HoUand. 1985) that self understanding and self
knowledge are essential components when developing one's occupationa.l expel;lations and
carur aspirJ.tions. Forster (1992) discussed a model. as proposed in eartier work by KeUy
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(1955). called Personal Construct Psychology. By using this rationale:. he reviewed a
structured career intervention entitled GROW (The Goals Review and Organization
Workbook) whereby participanLS learned to articulate their goals by becoming mort: aw.m:
of lhemselves. thus learning to communicate new tindings about themselves. Bannister and
Mair (1968: as cited in Forster. (992) indicated thac "perwnal constructs are structures
which facititate the bener understanding of future: events" (p. 116), Thus. according to
Forster (1992). when individuals learn to articulate their goals from personal constructs
that they themselves have developed. they should have a greater understanding of these
goals and thus be more empowered to work. towards them. He suggested that
underslanding one's future goals can help individuals choose high. yet realistic.
expectations-allowing. them to tind environments in which lhese goals~ attainable.
Having career aspir.l.tions and occupational goals art: vital for all individuals. However.
many individuals feel that their futures are not guided by lheir own will to succeed but
instead by um;ontrollable events. This conr.."C:pt is known as locus of control and is often
reviewed in relation to one's internal and e:uerna.l locus of control. This variable will Ire
explored funher in the next section.
! OCIIS of Cllotml
Closely rt:lated to the al't:a of goals is that of locus of control. UK.-us ofcontrol originated
from the social learning lheory which provides an interpretation of the beliefs that people
have about the origin and control of events in one's lite. Rotter (1966) detined Mlocus of
control" as the degre:e to which people believe that they are in control of and responsible tor
what happens to them. A more: applied detinition by Spector (1988) suggested that locus
of control is M a generJ.lized expectancy that reintorcements. rewards or oute.:omes in Lite art:
controlled either by one's actions (internally) or by other forces (extemallYr (p. 335).
Lefcoun (1991: as cited in Fournier & Pello;:tier. (996) suggested that locus of control
allows one to develop a better understanding of why somo;: individuals act when faced with
difticulties while mhers teel powerless and defeated when faced with the same problems.
Carver and Scheier (1981: as dted in Fournier & Pelletier. 1996) suggested that this may
be because of an individual's prior experiences Ihat are used (0 "guide" his/her future.
According to Folkman (1984). one's beliefs about control are vital in determining how one
evaluates and copes with potential threats and difticulties that arise in life.
Taylor (1982: as cited in Luzzo & Ward. (995). summarized the role of locus of control
in relation to the career development domain stating that:
[ndividuals perceiving an inlernallocus of control tend to view themselves as having
more control over and personal responsibility for the direr.:tion of their lives than do
externals. who are likely to feel themselves powerless to r.:ontrol events. Thus.
internally-Iocused individuals may take both an active role in the direction of their
educationa.llllocational futures and personal responsibility for decision making and for
gathering the kinds of information necessary to such decisions. Externals. on the other
hand. may believe that vocational plans are largely influenced by chance factors and thus
fail to invest time and energy in information-gathering and vocational det.:ision-making
activities. (pp. 3 19-320)
[n a more ret:entstudy by Cabral and Salomone (1990. as cited in Herr & emmer. [996:
also see Kr.tuse. 1987). career development is di:icussed in relation to chance ent:ounters.
They suggested that individuals who have an external locus of t:onlrol are more effet:ted by
unpredit:table events than individuals who have an internal locus of control. [ndividuals
who have an internal locus of conlrol would be less affected by unforeseen events and thus
would "attempt to control or diminish the unt:ertainty they represent. or would embmce
these ent,;ounters and (;vems as opportunities to seize and act on~ (p. II). According to
Chandler (1985). children who believe that they have c.:onrrol over their life experiences.
an: ultimately beaerequipped to deal with life's difficulties.
Throughout the titer.lwre. locus of control has bet:n cited as being an important factor
when developing O(.:cupational goals and career aspirations (Rouer. 1966: Fournier &
Pelletier. 1996: Luuo & Ward. 1995). However. in a study conducted by McNulty and
Borgen (1988). uiscrepancies between ideal versus realistic aspirations were not found to
be significantly intluenced by gr.lde. gender. or locus of control variables. Regardless of
incongruence between studies most theorists agree that with the development of an internal
locus of contrOl. indhiduals will be more able to take conrrol over their own c~rs and be
able 10 de~ with life's unforeseen difficulties more effectively.
The level and degree ofmotiwtion. oogethe. with attitude towards schooL are correlated
with the locus of control variable. [0 the following section. one's motivation and
subsequently one's attitude towards school will be reviewed in relation to one's career
aspimtions and occupational goals.
Morjv;ujoo aod Attin.l(je tOWi1n!.s Schno!
Past theories on motivation arise from either the biologic.l1 or behavioural perspective.
The biological perspective focused 00 the imponanc..-e of one's basic needs and how they
intlueoced one's behaviour. The behaviour.l1 perspective encoumged the development and
implementation of behaviour modification pr.lctices such as rewi1n!s and punishment.
However. in recent years. more emphasis has been placed on the development of cognitive
theories and how they relate to motivation.
Rogers was one of the first theorists to connect classroom motivation to one's self-
concepL Rogers (1983) suggested that motivational Slr.ltegies should include techniques
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that would focus on developing the "whole: per:son" and therefore must address "affective.
behaviourol.l and ~ognitive" aspects of the individuaL Rogers ([983) suggested five basic
steps when working with students who had motivational challenges: (a) teach new
mar.eria.VskiJls to the student. (b) encourage lhe srudent to be self-motivating. (c) alter a
student's behaviour in a positive manner. d) help students judge for themselves their
successes· that is. then: should be a mechanism for self-evaluation that doc=sn'[ require
feedback from the teacher. and c:J be aware that new information may be seen as a threat.
causing anxiety in the student.
Much of Roger's work has been used as a model in establishing current cognitive
theories regarding motlV".lOon. Weiner (19&4) indicated that the underlying premise within
l:ognitive theory is that of the ability to undenirand and make .sense of experient.-es within
one's life. Weiner (1984) suggested that it is this interpretation of life experiences which
motivates individuals to perform or not pelfonn within their environments.
Stipek ((984: as cited in Lewis. 1(92). determined that children place more value on
academic achievement as time pa.<;ses. She noted that children's beliefs regarding their own
academic abilities and e.,<pectltions for SU(.:<.-ess tends to decline with time. Stipek also stated
that children. as theyadvan<:e through school. bet:ome more concerned about gr.l.d~ and
less con<:emed about ~rsonal satisfaction from school suo.:o.:css. She attriburc:d these:
changes to the way in which children receive and process feedback. thus affecting
motivation.
Weiner (1979: 1984) developed an attribution theory for student motivation. He
proposed a three·dimensional model whereby locus of <:ontrol. constancy and
responsibility all inter-related 10 affect motivation. Weiner concluded that students were
most highly motivated when they attributed their successes and failures to effort. r.l.ther
than ability or luck. since etlan allowed individua.ls not only to control but also w change
unfavor.l.ble outcomes.
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Lewis (1992) connecled the attribution theory to self-esteem. He suggested that the
theory of leamed helplessness may be signifil..";ult in explaining why students often l3Ck in
motivation. Se:ligman. Maier and~r (1%8) first used the term -lc:lJTIed helplessness- to
refer to -the learned or perception of independence between the emiued response of an
organism and the presentation and/or withdrJ.wal of aversive evenrs" (p. 256).
Consequently. by re<.:eiving consistent negative feedback from previous failures. subjects
often 'learn' die inappropriate pen:eption that they are unable to control fa..iluR: or success.
Dweck (1986: a.-'\ cited in Lewis. 1992). proposed that achievement behavinur was
related to goals that children acquire in learning situations. She stated that children who
were motivated towards acquiring new information or skills were ·working toward
le.uning goals and would seek: challenges. persist in spite of obstacles and exert substantial
effort towJ.rds mastery". [kiner and Dwa"k (1978) implied that with lhe proper tr.lining of
task relevant cognitions. children l,,:ould learn to focus on attributing one's failures to effort
(or lack of kno.....k:dge) as oppos¢d to ability. [fchildren could monitor their cognitions and
participate in s¢lf-instruction and self-monitoring a more successful approach [0 learning
may result.
All of lhe above lheories attempt to explain why learned bt>:haviours can influence one's
rnoti\:ation. s¢lf~teem. locus Ill' conuul and ultimately une's attitude (Qw3tds school. It is
impossible to account for ladc. of motiv-,J.tion or anitude towards school through one
variable. Like most L"ORSUliCts. lhere are many influences which consolK.!ate and affect lhe
whole person and lhus it becomes difficult to separJ.te each component. According to
Farmer (1985). career motivation consists of lhree dimensions including career
commiunent. mastery motivation and c~er aspiration. Farmer suggested that this model is
composed of background. personal and environmental factors lhat can ultimately should
used to predict each of the mmivational dimensions. Thus. these fal;tors must be
considered when examining motiv-J.tional and attitudinal factors wilh "at-risk" youth.
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The above literature review examined some of lh.:: research and i[S t"indings associated
with career aspirations and occupational choice and how it relateS to Mat_risk M youth. All
resean:h however. must have some basis in theory. Theory allows one to nOl only identify
the tindings but it can also provide ideas in relation to possible intervention strategies that
can be used to bring about change in unwanted behaviours. According to McDaniels and
Gysbers (1992). the use of theory in pmctice ~provides counselors and clients with
dira:tion and focus for the counseling for career development process. assisting clients to
reach their goals or resolve their problemsM (p. 64). Following is a brief review of ~Iect
theories associated with c:ueer development.
Theorjes of Career Development
In [his section. a brief review of the Tr.ut and Factor theory. the Developmenta.llheory.
and the Needs theory wiU be discussed. A more in-depth review of the SOI..;ological. the
Social Learning and Co~nitive theories will be examined due to its rt:levance to the present
study. Funher implications for counseUor interventions and str.ltegies will be examined for
the Sociological Social Learning and Cognitive perspectives.
Over the past 50...60 years. many new devdupm~nt.s have cume about in the area of
career development. Even though it continues to evolve. what i.s presently known provides
a sound basis for !'clping children and youth make occupational and career decisions. This
present section provides an overview of select theories that have attempted to identify and
interrelate the various faL'tors which intluen<.'e the process ofcareer choice.
fujt;lfld Factor
The t:rait and factor theory e:volved from studies focusing on individual differences
coupled with the later development of the psychomeuic movement. This the:ory assumed
that individuals had unique: patterns of ability or u-.uts that could be: objectively measured
and l:orrelated with various types of jobs. The trait and factor theory focused on matching
individuals traits with the requirements of a specitic occupation thus. solving me career
search dilemma.
Parsons (1909) was among the ~urliest theorists who proposed a three stage process to
career counseUing. He suggested: (a) the n~~d (0 assess the individual. lb) the need to
survey occupations. and (c) the need to match the individual with the occupation.
Over the past four decades the trait and factor theory has been challenged. Studies by
Thorndike and Hager (1959) and GhiseUi (( 966: as cited in Zunker. 1981). caution against
the hazards of over reliance on test results as predictors of future career succe:ss. The
assumptions that there is a single career goal for everyone and that career decisions are
based on measured abilities (Herr & Cr.uner. (996) are openly challenged. Zunker
acknowledged the usefulness of the DOlit and factor theory as a component of the career
counselling process. but considered the approach to be too narrow for indcpcnUc:nt use.
DeyelQpmennl Theorie..;
Although there have been many theorists associated with the developmental approach.
Donald Super seems to have received the greatest amount of attention. Super's theory
eJtpanded on older theories including additional factors such as the importance of one's
interests and self concept in the career decision making process. Super (1953: as cited in
Zunker. 1981) proposed a series of tive stages of vocational development.
L Growth (binh • age 14 or 15). char..lcterized by development of capacity. attitudes.
intere5[S. and needs assodared with sdf-concepts:
2. Exploratory (a~es 15·24). chilracterized by a tentative phase in which choices are
narrowed but not tinalized:
3. Establishment (a~es 25-44). characterized by trial and stabilization through work:
experiences:
4. Maintenance (ages 45-64). chilracterized by a continual adjustment process to
improve working position and situation: and
5. Decline (ages 65+). charJ.cterized by pre-retirement consider..ltions. work output. and
eventual retirement. (Zunker. 1981. p.W)
Super also developed a frJ.trlework for ....ocational behavior and attitudes which consisted
oft"ive vocational development:1.l. tasks through which an individual passes in hislher career
development. These include: IT)'Stallization. specification. implementation. stabilization and
consolidation.
According to Zunker (1981). the l.'umplerion of the appropriate tasks at each level. by an
individual. was an indication of that perwn's career maturity. Within this theoretical
fr.unework. a longitudinal study \,l,OlSconducted by Supt:rand Oven;~t. (1960: asci~d in
Zunker. 198 t) studying the vocational development of ninth ~rJ.de boys. Resul[S indicated
a relationship between career maturity and adole~:ent achievement and that the assessment
of vocational behaviours had predictive validity for the future. Super found that boys who
successfully accomplished development:1.l. tasks at period stages tended to achieve ~reater
marurity later in lite.
Super takes a multifaceted approach to the career development process. His model
included many components including knowledge of self. knowledge of the world of work.
decision making skills. ability to accept responsibility. and basically. the ability to view
one's career as a lifelong prtx:es,s.
Super's theory offer.; valid explanations of developmental concepts which have
gener.l11y been supponed (Osipow. 1973: as cited in Zunker. (981). Zunker suggested
that Super's theory is Whighly systematic· and thus very useful for developing objectives
and strategies for l.'areer counselling. Super's focus on the self l"Ol'K,.-ept.. career development
as a lifelon,g pnll.:ess. as well as his concept of vOC'".ltional maturity are highly recognized
and applied to the tield ofc~r counseUing.
Need.; Theories
Roe and Holland are often associated with the needs theories. The geneml assumption
underlying these theories is that individuals select their occupations to satisfy their
psychological needs.
Roe's main focus w-.as on the intluence of early parent-<.::hild relations in detennining:
career direction. Roe believed that it was the basic parental attitude toward the child r.uher
than specific child rearing techniques that shaped the child's n~ds structure and the style
for satisfying the child's needs..
Roe's work gener.lted consider.lble resean:h. but she obtained linle suppon for her
theory (Osipow. 1973). Due to the nature of her work the validation of parent-child
interactions on later vocational choices was a ditlicult connection to make. Differing
parental attitudes and subsequent interactions within families presented such an
overwhelming number of variables that no study eQuid be sufticiently controlled.
Like Roe however. Hotland (1973: as cited in Zunker. 1981) maintained that individuals
were attr,J.cted to given careers because of their personalities and backgrounds. While
implicitly developmental. the theory emphasized both hereditary and environmental factors
as major determinants of can:er choice_ Holland believed that an individual is the product of
hi.slher heredity as well as hislher sociocuhur.LI milieu. Thus. out of experiences obtained
from peers. family. and friends. one will develop habitual preferences when reacting to
environment:LI demands. Holland called this preferred style of dealing with environment:l1
tasks ftmodaJ person.u orientarionsM •
Holland proposed a c1assitication system of six work environments and personality
styles which included the following: realistic. investigative. artistic. socia.1. enterprising.
and conventiona.L Holland assumed that individuals could be grouped according to their
personality type_ He felt that .although individuals did not necessarily tit into one specitic
C'"J.tegory. they could fit into twO or th~ cOltegories.
Holland's theory of vocational personalities and work environments have important
implications for career guidance. Holland's theory aids in the career ex:plo'.ltion and
decision making process. enables and encou'.lges client knowledge. and tinally. can help
client.. analyze their career behaviours.
Socio!ogjpl'lOd SocjaIIG',oojnaThenries
McDaniels and Gysbers (1992). discuss career de\-elopment in relation [tl SO\:il)-
economic variables. They indicated that theorists in this group assume that one's socio-
economic background is an imporunt factor when considering ex.'"Cupational choice and
career aspi'.ltions. They suggested that such fJ.ctors as ftoccupation and income level of
parents. education level of parents. gender. IJ.ce. ethnic group. religion. place and type of
residence. family stability. size of family. birth order. value of peers. school environment
and community all affect one's occupational choice" (Hotchkiss & Borow. (990: as cited
in McDaniels & Gysbers. 1992. p.4L).
Sociological theories tend to I:mphasize the notion that cin:umstances are bl:yond the
control of the: individual and that chance is a contributor to the decision making process.
According to Zunker (1981). sociological theorists view career choit."e as a series of
interrelated decisions involving the individual's biological. social. and environmental
conditions. However. although determinants of the career choice process. they are
considered beyond the control of the individual. This model identities the biological and
sodal dements of career development. as well as. the situations which intluence its
development yet ignores extemal intluences.
The social leaming approach represents a slightly different approach in that it
emphasizes the importance of tearning experiences and their effect on occupationaJ
selection. Krumboltz. MitchelL and Gelatt (1975) empbasized four variables in their
approach: genetic endowments and special abilities. environmental conditions and events.
learning experiences. and task approach. skills. Krumboltz and his colleagues suggested
th:n an individuals leaming experiences throughout one's life span act as the primary
intluence that guides one into career choice. Thus. since career decision making is a
lifelong process. it should be taught in education and career-t:ounselling progmms. Closely
related to the socialleaming theory is the socio-economk systems theory.
The social learning theory introduces many variables of a complc:x natu~. Sueial
learning theorists. Bandurol (1972) and Goldstein (l98B). emphasized the important."e of
motivation and personaUsocia.l competence. Ac..-conling to~ socialleaming theory. social
skills. anger control. moral development. problem soh·ing. empathy skills. and
COoper-oluon with others are important for adoleS'."ent success <Goldstein. 1988). Although
work has been done in this :m:a me process ofempirical validation of results needs further
support.
Individuals wno support this approacn believe that due to lhe effect of one's
environment. counsellors working with students in less privileged environments should
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provide clients with the opportunity to expand on their experiences through structured
career intervention groups. Furthermore. socio-economic theorists further attempt [0
expose clients to alternative choices in relation to the career development process. These
theorists also accept cultur.ll experiences as being a part of life and thus. drJ.w from these
backgrounds and experiences. Finally. socio-economic theorists believe that counsellors
need to help clients perfect adaptive skills so that mey can function more eftectively in the
ever changing economy.
Cocrnjrive Jb¢orje..o:
The application of cognitive theories to career development is a fairly new approach. As
cited in McDaniels and Gysbers (1992). many theorists including Bandura. Beck. and
Meichenbaum laid the groundwork for the appliC"J.oon of cognitive psychology to ther..lPY.
Others have extended this view to include career devdopment (Keller. Biggs. & Gysbers.
1982).
Rest (1974. as cited in McDaniels & Gysbers. 1992) indicated that all l"."Ognitive meories
are based on three basic concepts: structural organization. development:Jl sequence and
inte'.lctionism. StructurJ..l organiz.:J.tiun reters w mudds which t"l:4uire individuals to act as
"active interprt:ters" of lheir own environment and situations. According to McDaniels and
Gysbers (1992). they suggested that "individuals selectively anend to certain stimuli.
arrange these stimuli in a meaningful panem. and <kvelop principles to guide behavior and
solve problems" (p. 60). This processing of information has been termed "cognitive
schemas~. It is funher suggested that one's cognitive schemas will determine how one
views oneself as well as others. They proposed that in order to change one's behaviours,
ultimately one must alter or change one's cognitive self schemas.
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The second concept proposed by Rest (1974: as cited in McDaniels & Gysbers. 1992)
was developmental sequence. This refers to a process experienced when an individual
progresses through various sequential and hierJ.tChical Slages. Knefelkamp and Slepitza
(t976: as cited in Osipow. [983) developed this approach by focusing on nine areas of
change. These areas included: (a) locus of control - shifting from an external to an internal.
lb) analysis· the ability to break. a subject done inm ilS partS. (c) synthesis· the ability [0
put il subject back. together again in a complex fonn. (d) semantic structure - the ability to
deal with nature of language in concept use. (e) sdf-prophecy - the ability to become
increasingly aware of the factors that define one's self. (0 increasing openness to
altemative perspectives. (g) ability to assume responsibility. (h) ability to assume new roles
and. 0) ability [0 take self rislc>. largely in tenns of exposing one's self-esteem co risk.
According: to Knefelkarnp and Slepitza. (1976). each of chese nine areas represented
increasing: maturity. Knefelkamp and Slepitta (1976: as cited in Osipow. 1983) also
discussed the stages thal individuals encountered as chey moved towards the end of the
continuum and funher grouped them into four broader categories. These include: (a)
Dualism ~ is seen in simple and dichotomous chinking about career decision making. Here
individuals rely on others to help make decisions for them. (b) Multiplicity ~ at this stage
individuals realize their ability to make right ami wrung: choices and recognin: chat their
development and decision processes an: complex.. Individuals begin to engage in analysis.
(c) Relativism· here an individual switches from an external to an internal point of
reference. but continues to involve the explor.ltion and implementing: that is needed. This
stage ends wich a sense of motivation to create some order and clarity [0 the pnx.'ess and
decision. and Cd) Commitment to Relativism ~ one's choiL'e of career is now viewed as a
personal commitment The individual takes responsibility for the career decision making
process (p. 61).
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Although the cognitive approach as outlino:d by Knet=Lkamp and Slcpina (1976) is
recognized. one can note that according to Osipow (1983). the data gathered. as weU as the
outcomes and interventions delivered are sa.id to be ·soft" and difficull to measure.
However. it is felt by cognitive theorists that development or progression results from
mterolctions experienced between an individual and the environment.
The tinal eJementas proposed by Rest (1974. as cited in McDaniels & Gysbers. 1992).
is called interactionism which indicates a need for individual maturity or readiness which
must be matched with environmental opportunity in order for growth to IXcur within an
individual. lbey further suggesltd that growdl requires that indhriduals be confronted with
environmental stimuli that the individual. does nO( teel l..'i1pable of dealing with. At this point
individuals must reorganize their thinking ro accommodate incongruenicies within self-
schemas.
McDaniels and Gybsers (199:!) listed five cognitive approaches that C-.Ul be used wh~n
working with clients from a cognitive perspective. These include: guided career fantaSy
exploration. rational emotive therapy. elimination of dysfunctional cognitive schemas.
self... instruction techniques. and cognitive self-control.
McDaniels and Gybser's (1992) t"irst cognitive intervention str-.uegy is guided career
fanGlSY e~plor.ltion. In this process. diems are iLSked to consid~r a typical workday in the
fUlUR:. The guided fantaSy allows the client to image the various roles that helshe may be
involved with or would like to ~ involved with. in the futUR:o Guided fantasy has ~en
further described by Brown and Brooks (1991). as being a tive-pha.se process. including
~induction. rela:o;ation. fantasy. reorientation. and processing~ (p. 3(8). Brown and
Brooks (l99t) further stated that this technique can be used by counsellors to deal with
various aspects ofcareer choice and adjustment problems.
The second cognitive intervention str'.ltegy that McDaniels and Gybser's (1992)
identified as an effective str'.ltegy in career counseling is a technique known as r.laona!
emotive thernpy. McDaniels and Gybser's (1992) defined 'J.tiona! emotive therapy as the
process in which irrJ.tional thought processes are challenged and participants ;are
encouraged [0 d~velop more filtiona! beliefs about themselves. This process teaches
individuals how to change negative or nonproductive feelings into neutr:ll or positive
feelings. According to Gladding (1995). although people are pennitted to fed as much
emotion as they want about events. this approach allows the individual to control their
emotion by switching their focus [0 their thoughts. By doing this. Gladding 0995)
proposed that individuals can make better-informed decisions and thus. relate more
positively [0 themselves and others.
The third l.-ognirive intervention strategy proposed by McDaniels and Gybser's (1992) is
elimination of dysfunctional cognitive schemas. This s[rJ.tegy focuses on directing one's
et'fon towards the identitication and elimination of making del;isions based on limited
knowledge. exaggemting the negative or ignoring the positive aspects of a c:m:er event.
blaming oneself too often for negative occupational occurrences. and only considering
extremes.
MI:Daniels and Gybser's (1992) fourth cognitive intervention str.uegy is one in which
the dient is t<J.ught self-instruction techniques. This S[r..ltegy teaches participants the an of
Nself_taJk". According to Gladding 1(995). self-talk is an internal message that pruces,'ie...
that intluences the mental he3lth and actions of individuals. This process allows one [0
identify goals. possible barriers. alternative solutions. and praise.
Finally. McDaniels and Gybsers (1992). discussed the effectiveness of using cognitive
self-conuol as a technique in c;ueer counselling. Participants. using this strategy. are caught
[0 seek information that will aid them in the career decision making process. Participants
are also t<J.ught to funher monitor their behaviours by providing both self·reinforcement and
self-punishment to bring about desired behaviours.
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This kind of approach is evident in a sWdy c,:onducted by Ellis (1971) and Feineler and
Ecton (1986). These ~hers stressed the need for adolescents to exhibit behaviourS
such as ~If control. initiation of activities with others. motivation. problem solving. and
coping with stress. Related to this approach is the need for many adolescents to learn how
to manage their anger.
The cognitive based theory. aJong with the sociological theory. provides the fr.unework
for me present study. Funher models in cueer development expand on the above stated
theories and will be reviewed brietly below.
New Models ror Career Development
Over the past 111-[5 years many new meories for career development have evolved.
Many of these theories incocpor.ue old ideas with a new way of thinking. lnterventions an:
proposed identifying appropriate strategies for dealing with clients lacking in career
aspirnDons and occupational goals. [n the following section. me need for viewing on~'s
career as a life long process is examined and is further connected to the present day
resean.:h literarure and me need for career interventions_
Researchers ha..-e identitied many skills neces.sary for promoting adolescenr success.
These skills include: t:he need for interpersonal communication skills among adolest:enu
and meir f.unilies (Serena. 19(1). sodal skills (Serna & Lau-Smilh. (995). and lh~ use of
self direction and management skills when aiming for :..tudent success (Watson & Tharp.
1993).
Herr (1990) discussed the need for persona.! tlexibility in today's global economy_ He
discussed the need for nations to empower and facilitate personal tlexibility. individual
competence. purpose and productivity - since these skills do not appear spontaneously. He
funher stated that t:he concept: of tife·long learning is no longer only relev-mt to segments of
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the wortc.ing population but is a necessary component for any individual ~eking future
growth. He claimed that in order to achieve life-long leaming. individuals must be
equipped with basic academic skills such as literacy. numeracy. and commumCltions. Herr
expanded his theory on personal. tlexibitity to include adaptive slcills. Such skills include
coping and decision making skills. occupational emplo)".lbility skills. work: survival skills
and career development skills.
Super ([985) stated that career maturity in adolescence entails planning. explorJ.tion.
infonnation. decision making and ~ality orientation. However. as l;ited in Herr (1990).
ca~r development not only involves the culturing of physical and cognitive skills. but it
also nurtUres me development of one's interpersonal and intr.l.personal skills. These skills
enhance the initiation. development and maintenance of relationships. 1bey encompOlSS the
3bility for .self disclosure. communicating teeIings 3ccur.uely and unambiguously. being
supportive. contlict resolution. assertiveness. decision making. values daritkation. anger
managemenL self control. and relaxation rnan3gement.
Amundson l!989) discussed personal tle:<ibility in relation to competence. Amundson
(1989) sw.ted that competence not only refers to a state of ~being" but also to a state of
"doing~. A comPl=tent person is one who has the capacity ro adequately dea.l with emerging
situations. Amundson included eightcomponc:nts in his moJ.:1 of comp.:tc:nc<: including: (a)
a .sense of purpose. (b) .selUoth.:r and organizationa.l understanding. (c) communication and
problem solving skills. (d) theoretical knowledge and understanding of f3Cts and
procedures. (.:) pr..u:tical e:<perience. (t) a supportive organizational context. (g) support
network. and (h) .self confidence. including aCI.:eptance of oneself. the strength to leam
from mistakes and persever,lllce.
S<.:hools today are attempting to equip their students with these vital skiUs. Career
<.:oun.seILing helps encour.age and promote self-understanding in their students. life options.
contlict resolution and social slc.ills. as well as the b<l.Sic skills that prepare them for the
work force. Herr (1990) stated that counsetling towards personal tlexibility will not only
be an active. collaborJ.tive. and goal directed journey. but will also be a mechanism that
frees individuals from ~negative attirudes. irmtional beliefs. information deficits. and low
self-esteem"(p.39). He envisioned a career awareness that would overcome self-imposed
or environmental barriers. increase one's self-worth. dignity and ambition. ultimately
evolving feelings of contiden(,:e and competence.
Herr and Cr.uner (1996) stated that career counselling and career guidance operJ.te at the
critical point between individuals and their environments. Subsequently. it becomes
important for couru;eUors to equip youth wilh the necessary skills lhat will help them ex.ist
in today's changing world.
Career counselling hus become less of a matter of pmviding information and more about
providing skills training. support and encouragement. Herr and Cramer (1996) present a
mandate for counsellors to consider when helping youth develop such skills. Herr and
Cmmer (11)96) stared that counsellors need to help adolescents consider future alternatives.
sharpen their values. deal with their individual search for meaning and spirituality.
understand more about their strenglhs and weaknesses. and furthermore. be able to identify
and learn the skills ne<:essary to live more purposeful and pmductive lives.
Herr and Cramer (1996) also discussed the need for counsellors to prepare clients for
change. Many individuals do not the have adequate skills to cope with the many changes
that occur in their lives. Herr (19l)() viewed such difficulties as an opportunity to stimulate
growth and avoid crises situations. He suggested that the counsellors role in this situation
is to help individuals monopolize on their resources. help them look for new alternatives.
and clarify the e;<perience so that the individual can move toward greater stability and
change.
The need for the development of comprehensive counselling progr.uns are vital. Herr
and Cramer (L996) addressed the need for such programming in relation to the
disadvanraged. He identified three areas of caution for counsellors. FirsL he discussed the
need for counsellors to remain objective. He stated that counsellors must avoid blaming
victims of SlX.;aJ circumstances for having negative :mitudes towards the self or others. He
also discussed the need to avoid stigmatizing or glamorizing unemployment:LS a life style.
He further encoumged counsellors to assist youth and their families in gaining a
perspective on unemployment but not to accept it as personally inevitable or:LS a !...ondition
from which they cannot escape. Second. he discussed the need for counsellors to assist
individuals in examining the range of community resources available to them. He
emphasized the need to help people see themselves as pan of the system. r.1ther than as
social isolates. Finally. he infonned counsellors that they must be aware of those who are
among the disadvantaged and unemployed that are likely to need "more than suPPOrt~. He
identitied this clientele as having multiple problems such as .. lack of basic.: skills. family
discord. drug and alcohol problems.
Pryor and Ward (1985) recommended the use of the following techniques: rela-urion
tr.urung. systematic desensitization. assertiveness mtining. modeling. video role play.
psyc.:hologicaJ ~ssment and job search skills (PP. 4-14). Borgen and Amundson (1984)
also included such skills as: effective listening. job search support groups. retr.uning and
reassessment of self and values. H~rr and CrJ.ma ((1)96) stated that such career
counselling is critical to providing a sense of purposefulness and self-efficacy that will
reduce levels of hopelessness and despair among the disadvant3ged.
Anoth~r theory that has received much anemion over the years is 'Constructivism'.
Constructivism builds on earlier work done on Personal Construct Theory as described by
Kelly (1955). Kelly (1989: as cited in Neimeyer. L992) tirS[ developed the theory of
personal construct by recognizing the important roles played by anticipation. self.agency.
and personal interpretation. Kelly (1989: as l.;ted in Neimeyer. 1992) suggested that
individuals make sense of events by abstrJ.Cting salient themes from perceived similarities
and controLSts in their experience. These similarities and contraSts are known as constrUcts
which help de~nnine one's dirtttion in life.
ConstruCtivism has been defined as a way of thinking about people. events and
problems (FISher. 1991). Fisher sugges~d that one needs to understand how we construct
our experiences. now that bears upon our actions. and how to work. with these
understandings.
Constructivism has received lessened support since it requires one to al."Cept that simple
solutions to human problems are seldom available. Fisher (1991) discussed each of us in
relation to our panicipation in Nlife's dramaN. He stil~d that everyone's drama may be
different depending on the meanings th:ll we give to events and how we impose those
meanings an others. Constructivists takes the position that we an: in control of what ....1: do
and who we became in life. According to the constructivists view. it assumes that it is
always possible to give different meanings to events. [( implies that choice is always
available to us and that each individual must de~nnine hislher own meaning.
This model of change is very process oriented. It assumes that change is a retlective
process derived from our construing and reconstructing events in our lives. Constructivism
does nOt strive for the ideal but helps us recognize that we arc in a continuous process of
consuucting the realities in which we livc. The goals we set for ourselves are not the ends
in the~I\'eS but r.llher the way in which we give me3t\ing [Q our realities.
The constructivist's appl'lhlCh assumes that the person is directed towards understanding
onc's experiences mare fuUy 3t\d giving me3t\ing to iL Thus. personal experiences be~:nme
vital elements in the process of me3t\ing-making and one's career choices. Peavy (1992)
stated that:
An individuaJ is nat limited to one way of dealing with any of life's demands. Through
encounters with a very large number of situations and persons exernplifyin~ different
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possibilities for structuring re31ity. one: pUlS together one's own ~penoireof possibility
processing sU'UctUre5. (p.9)
Such views in counselling provides individuals with the skills to take control and
responsibility of their lives. thus. helping them cope with any situation mat they will
encounter in their lives. The ability to e~:.unine a situation. look for allematives. ;lL'CC:SS
one's resources 3lld have a belief in oneself. are vital elements for succeeding across the
life span.
Str..ltegtes are needed to develop self-esteem and caceer troLining for youth .. Youth Living
in lower socia-economic areas need this tr'.l.ining and focus on career development probably
even more than youm from higher socio-economic backgrounds. Attitudes ubout the world
of work often become imposed on these children and atuinable goals are never nurtured
because of sodetal attitudes and expectations. Youth are glVl:n gender appropriate roles and
any deviation outside of this norm is not considered acceptable.
In the foUowing .section. the invesrigawr will examine some str.ttegies and interventions
that are presently being used in career counselling progr.uns. A iJ.tionale will be provided
in respel;t to present therJ.pies that are being used and new theories which focus on brief
inter.'entions. Finally. the need f<)r an c;:valuativc;: prucc;:ss whc;:n using such strJ.tegies will
be reviewed.
Nature or Interventions
The nature of interventions for Nat_risk~ youth vary greatly according to area and
philosophy. There are however. many chamcteristics that remain constant when measuring
su(.'Ccss oreffe:ctiveness of progr.uns for Nat_risk" youth.
In a resoun:e book developed by Spain and Dyke ([993). over 400 individual progrollTlS
were profiled wilhin Newfoundland and Labrador. The majority of these programs targeled
high school students addressing specific concerns and difficulties preventing the students
from reaching their full potential. The primary goal of many of the programs was to
provide personal. academic. and/or career SUppoll in order to prevent ~aHisk~ youth from
dropping: out of school.
Wehlage and Rutter (1987). in a review of alternative progmms. found that "at-risk"
students responded positively to an environment that combines caring relationships.
personalized teaching and a high degree of progr.un sttucture which has clear but attainable
expttlations. Boyer (1983) conducted a study in American high schools and found that
close relationships between a Student and a teacher or counsellor provided positive results.
Such programs provide the student with a trusted role model allowing for high standanls
yeL allowing goals to be rt:achable.
Hamihon (1986) compared a number of successful programs wgeting ~at~risk· youth
and found the following charJ.cteristics to be common: (a) separJ.tion of the "at-risk" youth
from the general population in the school. (b) slrong vocational component. (c) out-of-
classroom learning and (d) smaU group and individualized instruction. offering more
couflSe;lIing than regular Sl:hooLs.
Mann (1987) discussed effet:tive progr.unming for ~at·risk~ youth as needing the four
C's- Cash. Care. Computers and Coalitions. Specifically. Mann felt that in order to
facilitate effective progr.unming one would need sufticient funding. a caring staff. the use
of computer assisted learning with SUppOIl from teachers and parents as well as support
from local businesses and communities.
Moms. Pawlovich and McCall (1991) identified specitic strJ.tegies used to reduce risk
among potentia.! early schoolleavers. They categorized strategies with rt:spect to the nature
of the identified goals and the means used to achieve those goals. They grouped each of the
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su-.a.tegies under four basic goals. These include: (a) prevention str.uegies (dementary
schools and earlier). (b) intervention strntegies (junior b..igh and senior high school). (c)
school to work tr.msition su-.uegies (prior to and after leaving school) and (d) re-enuy
strategies.
lbe present study is char.lcterized by the ~Schoo[ to Work: Tr.lIlsition~ group. Strategies
in this category attempt to provide suppon to "aHisk:" students by encourJ.ging them to
stay in school. This is achieved by implementing progmms that sm:ngthen the relationship
between SdlOOI and employment. thereby making schooling more relevant to the student
and making the .school experience more relevant to the labor marlcel. E.'tamples afmis type
of intervention include cooperative education progr.uns. work: orientation workshops.
voc-..llional counselling. career ;lWoll'eness progr.uns. and school-business parmerships.
According to Morris. Pawolvich. and McCall (1991). the following strategies were
reported as being the most: eftective when working with ~aHisk" youm. These include: (a)
increasing and improving parental involvement. (b) introducing quality Kindergaru:n
progr.uns. (c) providing comprehensive support in reading and mamemarics. (d) mentoring
progr.uns. (e) individual insuuction for "at-risk" children. (0 use of teacher.; as mentors.
(g) work readiness progr.uns. Ih) tuwring progr..uns. (i) alternative progmms and tlexible
scheduling. (j) Sl.:hool-bas.:d managementldT~tive sehoul prugr.uns. (kl staff development
progr.uns 3lld (I) r.:nllabor.uive .sch.ool-based community programs.
Most of these strategies require long-term planning and commitment from all involved
(parents. teachers. ~:ounsellor. and students). Although conventionaJ theorists promote this
type of progr..un. there has been. in recent years. a movement promoting short-term
interventions and str.ltegies. One such approach has been labeled "Brief Ther.lpy" (Metcalf.
1995).
Brief ther.lpy tends to promote competency-based and solution-focused interventions. It
attempts w tind efficienL yet brief methods of approaching problems by concentrating on
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~exceptionsM or rimes when a problem was less c\;dent. Many of the principles associated
with the brief lherapy approach has its grounding in cognitive theory. It promotes
modification of thought processes and incorporates many cognitive strategies including
cognitiv~ n:strueturing. self-instnlcDOn techniques and cognitive self-control. Aa:ording to
Metcalf (1995). brief therapy promotes a solution-focused way of th.inking. By
externalizing problems. leaming to access one's allies and resources. as well as providing
hope and encouragement. clients learn how to develop realistic goals and further make
theman:ality.
Brief thcmpies are cited to have many advantl.ges. Probably onc of the most obvious of
these. as the term suggests. is that they are shon in nature. lime commiunent ro programs
has long been cited as problematic when implementing long-term interventions.
Frequently. there is attrition or participants attend meetings spor-.ldically. thus marginalizing
the effectiveness of programs. Also. in taday's age of accountability and economic
uncertainty. many individuals are search.ing for solutions that ace not only fast. but also
ine:..pensive. Brief therJ.pies often avoid such barriers. One such program that has been
accepted nation-wide in Canada is a progr.un entitled NEngage". This progmm is short~
term yet dynamic in nature. It goal is to provide participants with a process-oriented
approoch to career t!e\·,:lopment. thus aiming to empower participants to take cumrol of
their lives and learning.
However. brief therapy-and shon term interventions in gener-.LI-ace frequently
criticized. ~kDaniels and Gybsers (1992) provide a c-.lutionary note emphasizing the need
for long~tenn interventions. They suggest th;rt less emphasis should be pl;rced on shon-
term interventions because of reduced exposure (and therefore presumably effective
treattnent) to clients. lnstead. they promote comprehensive and developmental approaches
to career counselling.
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Although many studies of career development have been conducted. both shon and
long·lerm. rn311y of these: studies or interventions have never been evaluated. According to
Herr and Crouner( 19(6). due to the limited evaluative work.. ~disuibution of research about
the many forms of career assistlnCe is Wleven" (p.705). Trantoe (1970) detined evaluation
as ~essentialJy an effon to determine what changes occur as a. ~ult of a planning progr.un
by comparing actual changes with desired changes and by identifying the degree to whicll
the activity is responsible for the changes" (p.3). According to Herr and Cr.uner ((996).
evaluation cannot occur unless time has gone into planning an activity and the evaluator is
dear on goals to be accomptished. In summary. an evaluation provides a means to obtain
feedback in relation to the ovem.1I effect of a panicular progr.un. It provides insight into
whether or nor the progr.lJ1l is achieving its goals as weU as providing v-.l1uable information
that~"all improve the program being studied. Such a proc..-ess is vita! in determining the level
of usefulness and success in programs wim varying goals and outcomes.
[n summary. it would seem mat there is no single approach that will totilly eliminate ft at_
risk" students. The most eftective approach. according to conventional meorists. seems to
be one mat co-ordinates the school. the family. the community and social service agencies.
providing long·tenn and continuous support to identitied clients. Such a coordinated
approach seems to o=ncournge development of a ..:ompreheltSivc: ~t of stl.1tc:~ic:s that
mutually reinforce each other in order to enhance me achievement of disadvantaged
students. However. more recently meorists have proposed more immedia~ md short-rt:rm
progr.uns.
According to Herr and Cr.uner (1996). research has shown repeatedly that career
interventions in gener.ll do produ~-e positive results. They funher suggest that. regardless
of me inrt:rvention used. evaluation is an imporomt compol'lent to me implementation of any
career counselling progr.un. Frequently. within the spectrum of career interventions
available. me extent of the meoretical development. as it relates to the program and its
evaluation. ~ems to lack. in I;onsistency. Consequently. evaluative procedures must be
stressed during the study of any CaIl:'er inre:rvention.
The discipline of career d~velopmenthilS prog~ssed g~atly since its inception. From
the ~arly thinking of Fr.mk Parsons [0 more rel;ent theorists such as Markus and Herr and
Cr.uner. significant developments become apparent. Over the years many researchers have
auempre:d to establish links betweenc~r development and other variables such as soci~
economic status. gender. ability. self-efficacy and self-schemas. self esteem. role models.
goals. locus of control as well as motivation and attitude towards school. Many of these
variables a~ inte~lated and thus it becomes difficult to measure the variables
independently.
[n the present chapter. the above stated variables were reviewed. A description of the
target population - the nat-risk" group - was also det-tned. followed by some of the theories
that have grounded present day research. New models for career development were
reviewed highlighting theories that promote the need for personal tlexibiliry and lifelong
leamin~ (Herr. 199()). The Constructivist theory WOoLS examined followed by a section
reviewing the effet."tive components of inre:rvention str".J.tegies and the need for an evaluative
process when implementing career prog:r.un.s..
In this eJtplor.l1Ory study. the researt:her undertOOk. to examine the variables as delineated
above. using a short-term intervention progr.un entitled -Engage n • This progmIIl has been
described by its developers as being dynamic in nature: promoting a process·oriented
approach [0 career development and learning. It focuses on providing knowledge about the
career process to participants allowing the participants to assume ownership of their lives
and leaming thus. becoming active participants in their own can:er development. As
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indicated above. often progr.uns an: implemented but the evaluative component is ignored.
The present study aims [0 provide an exploratory evaluation of a shon-tenn jmervention
progr.un that is cUl'Rntly being used on a national level.
CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Overvjew of the Chapter
The purpose of this chapter was to present the overol11 methodology used in this study. A
description is ,given of the resean:h design. sample population. data gathering procedures.
instrumentation used. and overview of statistical analysis.
Research pesign
This study. e.'tploratory in nature. implemented and evaluated a national counselling
intervention with a group of students enrolled in levels I. 2. and 3. The studenLS were
selected according (Q school criteria for 6 at_risk" youth (see following section).
The data were t:ollected though the implementation of a pre- and posHest (student
questionnaire) which was developed considering the Iitcratt1re (Chapter 2) as well as the
rese:m:h questions (Chapter I). The Prt:-~i. was administered on April 17. 1996 followed
by the post-~t which was administered on May 9. 1996. An intense: two day workshop
was implemented. followed by a student evaluation. The data was examined as per the
variables delineated for the slUdy. The student questionnaire focused on evaluating
students' perceptions of goals. self-esteem. ability. motivation. attitudes towards .school.
locus of control. and role models. prior to and after program implementation. Such
information was then used to describe the over..ul effectiveness of the career intervention
program a.s proposed by developers.
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Selection or Participants
Participants for this srudy consisEed of 12 high school students (IO male and 2 female)
enrolled in levels [. 2 and 3. The participants were identitied by: teacher reterraJ. parent
referr.J.l and/or seLf-referr.l1. Criteria for involvement in the study as oudined by the teachers
and the counsellor were as foUows:
I. Any student missing a number of school days deemed inappropriate by
administrJ.tion and staff.
2. Any student auending classes but in danger of failing courses due to lack of effon or
motivation.
3. Any teacher. parent or self·referrJJ that would benefit from participation in the
Engage progr.un.
The researcher found that one of the most challenging probkms in the initial phase of
this progr.un was establishing a sound criteria for identification of ~at-risk" youth. The
literature indicates that there is no one standard approach applicable to all situations. Thus.
for the purposes of this study. students were identit"ied a~~ording: tu level uf risk. as
perceived by me school.
Initial contact for data collection was made with school board officials for the proposed
site to elicit permission and suppon for the study (see Appendix B). The purpose.
procedure for data coUtttion. instrumentation. ethical consideroltions. and data coUection
schedule were discussed and approved. School board officials ~r.lIued permission for the
implementation nf the program and subsequent study. notifying both the school Oftil;ials as
well as the researcher. by way of letter.
Once approval had been granted from the participating school boord. a package was then
sent to the cooperating school indicating the purpose for the study. procc:dure for data
collection. instrumentation. ethical ,""Onsiderations. and dati collection schedule. The school
guidance counsellor and principal were providing; full suppon and cooperation for the
stUdy. Planning W"..LS initiated by the researcher and guidance counse:llor. Participants were
identified according to the criteria as outlined above which were funher approved by the
school principal. A parent letter (see Appendix B). that was pre'approved through ethics
and the school board. was sent home to parents identifying items similar to thut contained
in the school board and sl;hool letters. Anonymity of panicipating students and school was
ensured with the added assumnce that data would be destroyed after the necessary
information. was obtained. These efforts resulted in the complete l;ooperation of all
involved parties.
The selection of "at·risk~ youth was conducted over a three week period prior to
progr.un implement.1tion. ~nts and teachers were given an orientation about the purpose
and goals of the progr.un. Each student was then informed of the purpose of the progr.un
and received a lener staling esst=ntial infonnation (see Appendi.'( B). Students ~re awa.n:.
from the beginning. that the program was [Owly voluntary and that they could withdr...w at
any time. To ensure instrument validity. the researcher administered the student
questionnaire to 6 students prior to program implementation. and adapted the questionnaire
following the pilot phase.
Three weeks prior to program implementation. the researcher met with participants and
disl;us.sed the progr.lrn and research that would be l;onducted. The researcher first took time
to build rapport and to establish the imporlance of the study with the students. Students
were then introduced to the questionnaire and urged [0 be as honest as possible with their
responses. This instrument was used as a means of measuring studems' perceptions of the
effectiveness of me intervention (see Appendix A). Sw.dents were seated in various areas
of me room giving adequate space [0 ensure c:ontidentiality. The administr:ltion of the
questionnaire took approximately 3£1 minutes. During mis time program faciLililtors (the
researcher and the guidance counsellor) circulated throughout the room answering
questions posed. Qu~stionnaireswere then assigned anonymous numbers and stored for
later analysis.
One week after the administroltion of the questionnaire. the dates were scheduled for
program implemenlation. Due to school scheduling constrOlinrs. the workshop was
scheduled [0 run on May 7 and May 9. 1996. Students participated in a two day. 10 hour
intense workshop over that time. Workshop session began promptly at 9:00 am. and ended
at 3:00 PM. wim an one hour lunch period in between. Program facilitators foUowed the
oudine as proposed by developers as closely as possible. some slight moditications were
made.
After completion of the program. students were then asked to complete me post test
(student qu~stionnaire). which was administered approximately nne month after the
administroltion of th~ pre·teSL Information obtained from pre- and poSHeSt questionnaires
was then used to assess the effects of the intervention. Participanrs attitud~'. sdf..:stcem
levels. motivation and occup3tion:LI aspir-oltions was analyzed in a series of [-tests.
Information gained was then used to measure the overall effectiveness of the career
intervention program as proposed by developers.
InstClmentpljon
The participant questionnaire (see Appendix A) was devised based on the objectives and
intended outcomes of the program. Many sources guided the development of the
/j
questionnairt: (Brake-BrushetL 1995: Holland. 1980: Engage Evaluation.litc:r.uurt: review
• Chapter 2 ilIId the resean:h questions· Chapter I ).
TIle participant questionnaire consisted of three pans. Part A required students to give
some basic t1emogr..lpltics. identify significant individuals in their lives. indicate what their
desired and expected jobs might be. school and salary expectations. as well as identify
some personal goals. Part B consisted of a list of f"'.uldomly placed statements r.J.nging
from. 1= suongly agree. 2 =agree. 3 =agree. 4 = disagree and 5 = strongly disagree.
which were u.sc:d to measure such variables as self esrc:em. ability. motivation. attirudes
towards school and authority. as well as role models. Questions consisted of varying
numbers of statements for each construct to be measured. Part C examined such variables
as motivation. time spent on planning. time spent on learning and occupational goals. A
tina! evaluation was adminisce~d measuring the perceived effectiveness of the progr.un. as
stated by progr.un participants.
Sections A and C were then coded according (Q a preset s~.:aJe and data c=ntered according
to assigned coding. Aiter data was c=ntered. using the SPSS statistical analysis package.
q,uestionnaires were then stored until tinaliud assessment was complete.
Q"'er"'jew of StaUstical AnalYsis
Upon completion of the coUa:tion of data. coding of items were assessed using a preset
scale. Data was c=ntered into a SPSS database. Once data was entered. further inspection
was conducted for possible errors. Initial de.scriptives were obtained on all variables
(freq,uency. distribution. means. standard deviation. sundard error of measurement.
degrees of freedom. level of signiticance).
To answer each research question as specified in Chapter I. it was initially planned to
constrUct composite variables based on responses to specific questions. However.
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~liability checks for these variables wert: inconsistent suggesting that construction of
composite variables would be inappropriate: since sub components of eou;:n scale wert: not
well inter-correlated. As an alternative analysis. Student's t-tests. were used to compare
responses to each question before and following intervention. [n some cases. where
mUltiple responses wen: required to a spedtic question. chi-squared analyses were: used to
compare disuibution of scores between pre and post tests. In all statistical teSts. an alpha =
.10 was assumed because of the exploratory nature arthis study.
This r.:hapter has presented the design of the study ami dC:Sl.:ribed the procedures used in
conducting the research. The research design. discussion of sampling and data g:llhering
pnx:edures. instrumentation and statistical analysis. provided an in-depth description of the
methodology used in [his study.
CHAPTERlV
ANALYSIS OF "THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS
In this chapter an analysis of the data is presented. using the instruments described in
Chapter 3. Analyses were performed in an attempt to answer ~ proposed rese.an:h
questions as stated in Chapter 1. Also. presented in this chapter;rre data collected in this
study on sele:ct demogr.lphic and research v-.uiables which have ~n associated with "at-
riskM youth.
Research Question I: Wen; rhen; differences between rhe pn;_ ·!Od post-rests em sWdent.s'
pt:ccepriQnsnflbejrg;!f-s;srcem?
The self-esteem variable: was assessed by measuring responses to statements about
students' perceptions of the value of their contributions to c1dSSrooffi activities as well as to
statements indicating probable or possible success in life. This variable was made up of a
composite of items that will be examined independently. Each question was analyzed
according to results obuined from paired t-teSt analysis.
I(a) Were there differences between the pre- and post-tests on students' pen:eptions of the
value of their contributions to classroom activities and discussions?
Statements used to measure this variable include '" believe that other students have more
to contribute than I do": "[ gener.l.lly think of myself as being equal to everybody else": "[
wiU speak up in class if [have something valuable to say": "My classmates want [0 hear
my opinions";"[ believe that my opinion counts": "[ wiU speak. up in class only if [know
my answer is right": and '" am notat"rolid to speak. up in class". Statements were r.mdomly
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assigned throughout me questionnaire and SDJdenlS rated each statement from I (="suongly
agree") to 5 (="suung(y dis3gree"). In Table I. the data on the analysis of these statements
appear.
Table I
Mean:; jlnd signjtjpnc:e Isv'!:; of [-rests r;lating to the rx;rcejvcd va!ue pf contributions by
pankjp'!OtS (elf:! I for 'Ill [-test comparisons)
Statement Question # Means Standard t-v:LIue Significance
Deviation L:ve[
L I believe that other 2.5833 .900 -.20 .845
students have mo~ to 2.6667 1.303
contribute than I do.
2. r gener.illy think of 2.1667 1.115 -.90 .389
myself a.s being equal to 2.4167 1.443
everybody else.
3. I will speak up in class 15 2.4(67 1.311 1.24 .241
if I have something 2.0000 1.044
valuable to say.
4. My classmates want to 20 2.7500 .965 .00 1.000
hear my opinions. 2.7500 .754
5. I believe mat my opinion 29 2.4167 1.240 1.08 .305
counLS. 2.0833 .996
6. I will speak up in class 32 1.9176 1.165 -1.13 .11I
only if I know my answer 2.8333 1.337
is right.
7. [ am not afraid to speak 37 2.3333 1.303 .84 AI7
up in class. 2.ססOO 1.348
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I(b) Were there differt:nces between the pre· and POSH~StS on SlUt1entS' perceptions of
their ability to be h:1pPY 3nd sua::essfu! in life?
Table 2
Means and sionjfjCjlDce levels oft-tests rc!'ltjog to smdem's rn;rcs;prjnD of th(ijr dtservjng to
be hjlQpyand "uq.';.WI;n life t4r=!! fO(jl1! t-re.<;tcompadsnns)
Srmemem Question # Means Sl:UIdaro [-value Significance
Deviation 1.e",,1
L I reward mysdf when I 17 1.7500 1.288 .on 1.0000
do something well. 1.7500 [.485
2. I feel proud of myself 18 1.0833 1.240 .00 1.0000
when I do something weU. 2.0833 1.379
3. I feel that I deserve to be 42 1.8333 .835 1.91 .082-
ttappy and successful. 1.5833 .793
• significant at p =0. [
This question was measured according to three separJ.te statements which include "[
rewani myself when I do something well~: "I feel proud of myself when I do something
weW: and "I fc=el that I deserve to be happy and sm.·t:essfur. Table 1: presents the data on
these threestatemenlS.
There was no change in participant responses on the tirst twO statements between pre-
and post-test measurements. However. participants believed significantly more that they
deserved to be happy and successful in life (p = 0.082). following the intervention.
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Table 3
Pa.q hac jlnaly~i~ of proxies of socio-econoooic .l:ranL'i; (SES) cgm!juc;d with !l:tatcmeo!s
"'&n;'lfed with :g;lf-tsWm Data !riven jm; com;;ljgiQD coetljcj,ors Pmbabjljrie.s j!.ssocj;ued
wjth jndivjdll'!! s;Qrn:!-lIiomj "10;; given in bmclq;ls
$elf-Esteem Mother's Farner's Education Pooled Education
Question # Education Level ,""".1 uvd
-.273 -.266 -.298
(.4173) (.4285) (.3740)
.[97 -.220 -.010
(.5619) (.5162) (.9767)
15 -.104 -.251 -.195
(.7617) (.4571) (.5661)
20 .121 ·.158 -.018
(.7232) (.6436) (.9571)
29 -.261 -.687 -.521
(.4387) (.0194)· (.1004)
32 .166 .463 .345
(.6260) (.1516) (.2983)
37 .214 .090 .[69
(.527) (.7932) (.6204)
17 -.OlH -.380 ·.256
(.7904) (.2488) (.4473)
18 .086 -.016 .039
(.8015) (.9628) (.9087)
42 .404 .025 .239
(.2184) (.9418) (.4789)
• significant at p =0.1
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Funher post hoc analysis was conducted on the self-esteem variable. in an attempt to
c.'Orrelate it with SES. Because measures of SES were not di.rectfy available. a proxy was
used instead: specifically. level of pan:nuI education. Table 3 indicates: results of this
analysis. However. because of differences in coding between statements. directions of
correlations do nOt na..-essouiIy indicate a diIect relationship between SES and self esteem.
In examining the mother's education as a factor. no significant relationships were found
on the 10 self~steem items (5 out of the lO correlations indicating a direction in favor of
the hypothesis). On the father's education. however. 8 out of the 10 pre-test items moved
in a direction in favor of the hypothesis. and one of these was a significant correlation
(qu.29. p =0.0194). When considered combined. 7 out of the 10 correlations indicating a
positive relationship between education level of parents and self-esteem of me panicipanL
although none were significant.
Research Question 2: Wc;n:: !here differences belwee;n the; pre- and post-Test,; on smdent!j'
oeo-1tptioos nflhc;ir abiljty In jJ{;hjeye in lite?
This variable examined students' perceptions of present and future ability. The question
measuring present ability ",;onsis~d of thre~ sc:par.1~ Slat~mc:nts that were analyzed
according to paired t-tests. The question on future ability W..lS analyzed according to results
obtained by WolY of paired t-teStS for six separolte statements. In general. results indicated
that although many of me respondents felt that they did nOt possess the proper slcills at the
present time. many believed that they had the ability to learn these skills and would acquire
these skills in the future.
2(a) Were there differences between the pre- and post-tests on students' perceptions of
their-present~ability?
The following statements were examined to measure participants' perception of their
present ability: ~At the present time I feel that I possess the proper skills to help me reach
my goaJ(s)": 'At the present time [feel that [can learn the properslcills to help me reach my
goaJs": and "I believe that [can do weU in school~. Analysis of these statements can be
found in Table: 4.
Table 4
Me;lOO; and sianjfjcjlOCe levels of (-{CiSLO; relating !Q smdent'o; rx;rttptiQO of !hc;ir ~present~
ability to "IChievc ;0 lif; (df I! for .!I! I-!CSI rnmp"Uisnns'
Statement Question # Means Siandard t-V'.uue Significance
Deviation Level
L At the present time [ teel 2.7500 1.2[5 -.89 .394
that [ possess the proper 3.0833 .996
skiUs to help me reach my
goals.
2. At the present time I fee I 13 2.3333 .985 3.55 .005'
that [ can learn the proper 1.6667 .985
skiUs 10 help me reach my
goals.
3. I bt:tie~ thai I can do 44 1.8333 .835 .62 .551
well in school 1.6667 .778
• significant at p :::: 0.1
Results suggested that students were less likely to indicate that they had the proper skills
required to help them reach their goals after the creaanent. although this difterence was not
signiticant. Following intervention. students believed signiticantly more that they could
learn the necessary skills (p:::: OJX15). Consequently. although. many of the students did
not feel that they possessed the proper skills at that time. they did however realize that they
had the ability to Ieam these sldU.s.
The statemenL ~[ believe that I can do well in school". OlIthough not significilnL did
indicate a move in a positive direction following intervention.
2(b) Were there ditlerences between the pre- and post-tests on students' ~rceptions of
their ~future~ ability?
TableS
Mejl"!'> and ",jonifipnq; levr;!", of [-Ie!'>ts q;l;gjno to ",mdenr'", perception of [heir ~fu!Ure~
Statement Question # Me=; Standard t-value Significam."e
Deviation Level
I. I can see myself getting 2.3333 .888 2.60 .025-
a good job. L.6667 .651
2. I can see myself 2.5000 1.382 !.17 .266
anending a post secondary 1.1667 1.267
institution.
3. I can see myself being 1.4167 .996 1.15 .275
successful in We. 2.1667 .937
4. I feel confident that I I."an 11 1.9167 .793 3.02 .012-
finish school. 1.3333 .492
5. [cJ.n see myself 12 1.7500 .622 3.32 .007-
grJ.duating from school. 1.2500 .452
6. I believe that I can 23 L9167 .996 .90 .389
become whatever [ choose. L.6667 .492
- signiJ:icant at p = 0.1
Futun: ability was mea.sun:d according to independent t-tests on six sepamte statements
as well as using descriptives pertaining to one's ability to obtain occupational goals.
Independent t4 tests wen: conducted on the following items: ~ [ C'".lll see myself getting a
good jobN: N' can see myself anending a post secondary institutionN: '" can see myself
being successful in life N : ~I feel confident that [can finish school N : '" can see myself
grJ.duating from school": and~' believe that I can become whatever I choose~" In Table 5.
the data may be viewed on these statements.
Three of the following statements demonstrJ.red a significant positive shift following
intervention. specifically. "1 can see myself getting a good job~ (p=O.025): ~I feel confident
that ( can finish school" (p=l:).Ol2): and "I can see myself grJ.duating from school N
(p=o.cXl7). The n:maining thn:e statements. although not significant. indicated a positive
Frequency analysis was condUCled on pn:-test responses obtained from the question: "[
don't think that r will obtain the occupation I really want becaus.:.. .". Responses were reo
coded as: 1= grades not high enough (n = 7).2 = inability to reach career goal (n = 0). 3 =
can't afford tr.lining (n = l). 4 = reluctance to spend further time in school (n = 1). 5 =
don't know (n = 0). and 6 = other (n =3).
Post-test distributions indicated that 50% (6) of respondents replied in the "other"
category fenowed by descripw~ such as. N[ think that I will get thisjob~ or ~lt· I work
harder' will do better". Four stUdents still felt that lheir grades were not high enougb to be
able to n:ach their occupationaJ aspirntioos. The n:maining two stUdents indicated that they
either didn't want to spend any more time in schooL or that their f:unilies could not afford
iL
Further po::."r hoc analysis was conducted on the self efficacy variable. in an attempt to
correlate it with SES. Because measures of SES were not directly available. again. a proxy
was used inslead: specifically. level of parental education. Table 6 indicates results of this
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analysis. However. because of differences in coding between statements. directions of
correlations do not necessarily indicate a direct relationship between SES and self effic.lC)'_
Two of the three correlations concerning present ability indicated a negative relationship
between self-efticacy and socio-economic status. suggesting that srodc:nts coming from
lower socio-economic environments had lower self-efficacy. This suppons research by
Goto'redson ([981) and Kelly (1989). With respect to future ability. four out of the six
correlations suggested a similar relationship. However. only 2 of the tota.! 27 correlations
(nine statements versus each of mother's education. father's education and combined
pan::nt education) were signiticant (qu.lt. r = .f1.554. P =0.0768: qu.44. r = • 0.663. P =
0.0261). both of these me:l.Suring fUNte ability against level of the father's edut:ation.
Table 6
PMC hoc '1Q'''ysjs of prnxj;s of sos;j<H:C!lOomic staws (SESl corn;!ared wjth S[iUl;m;n!S
assoeijlted with :;elf..eftiqcy pata Diven 'm; corn;!jujon cnsfficicnrs Pmbi'bjljries
;lS-mjned with jndivjdwl CQ!TCI;ltion.~JIB; gjv;n jn br.lcket~
Self Efficacy
Question #
Mother' EdUCltion F.lther's Education Pooled Education
uvel level Lev«=1
.185 .069 .141
(.5852) (.8402) (.6787)
13 ·.[11 -.402 -.281
(.7457) (.22fl2) (.4020)
44 -.269 -.663 -.512
(.4238) (.O26[)* (.107l)
.371 .311 .377
(.2616) (.3527) (.2536)
-.082 -.313 ·.217
Ul104) (.3483) (.5220)
-.019 -.192 -.166
(.7500) (.5707) (.6260)
11 -.298 -.554 -"'69
,.3737; ,.0768)'* l.1457J
12 -.173 ·.434 -.334
(.6112) (.1819) (.3160)
23 .447 0 .250
(.1679) (1.000) (.4588)
• significant at p =O. [
Resean:h Question 3: Were [here differences between !he pre_ "md pOSHest" on sruden'-S'
perceptions of [he imporgnce of role mnd<;ls in their !ivr;.~?
This question was analyzed by conducting pain:d Hests for four independent questions
which measured whether or not srudents felt they had. role models and what their attirude
was towards them.
3(0.1.) Did students indicate having significant individuals in their lives who intluenced them
in a positive way? What was the nawre of the relationship and what was their occupation?
Table 7
Frequency distributions on role modds ·lOci their 1lCL1!Q'lrionS
Stltement If yes Occup'ginn
Yes No Protessional Tmdes Unemployed
L Do you have
significant people in
yoor lili: whu intl~llL~
you in OJ. positive way.
66.7 33.3 25/i: 63% 12%
Students' perception of having significant individuals who they admired or who
intluenced [hem in a positive way. did not change from pre- to post-test. Frequency
distributions (see Table 7) suggest that 66.7% of participants indicated having significant
individuals in their lives during the pre-test and these results remained the same after
treaanent. Half of these subjects indicated that an individual within their immediate family
was their role model. The remaining 50% indicated that individuals within the distant
family or an acquaintance served as their role model. Frequencies of occupations held by
role models indicated that 25lil: wen:: employed in protes.sionaljobs. 63/il- had a trade job.
and 12% wen:: pn=sently unemployed..
3(b) Were there differences between the pre- and post-tests on students' perceptions of
their attitude towards authori[}' ligures?
Table 8
Me;lOS and sjgnitiqnce levels of I_reSts rr:htin ... 10 SD!denr's perception of their ',rrirudc
towards authority figure... (df=11 for all t-[cst comrwriglOsl
Statement Question # Means Standard t-value Significance
Deviation Level
L My teachers will support 39 2.1667 I.I 15 .69 .504
me in accomplishing my 2.0000 1.044
goals.
2. I !l:spec.:t people in
"
1.7500 .622 ..l) .674
teadership roles. 1.6667 .778
3. School is a supportive
"
2.5lSJ3 .'JOO -A3 .674
plal;c:forme. 2.6667 .985
~. My principal will 24 2.5833 1.084 .1>, IJMMI
support me in 2.5833 1.165
accomplishing my goals.
5. My Guidance 26 1.8))3 .835 .00 1.000
CounseUor will support me 1.8333 .996
in accomplishing my goa!s.
This question was measured by identifying specific individuals in roles of authority
within the school. and asking students [Q rate them on a scale roUlging from strongly agree
to suongly disagree. lndividuals identified in this sample include one's principal. guidance
counsellor. and u:achers. Students were also asked to mu: the s[att:ments. "School is :l
supportive place for meW and "I respect prople in leadership roles".
ResullS suggest (see Table 8). that students' perception of the level of support received
from their principal and guidance counsellor remained the same (p = 1.(0). Responses
associated with the S[;lu:ment. "my teachers will help me in achieving my goals" indiC'.tted a
positi ve but non-significant shift. Students also indiC'.tu:d a non-significant positive change
in lUponse to the st:l.tement "r respect people in roles of authority" foUowing ~aanem.
There was an apparent trend in a neg.ative direction on srudenlS' perceptions in me
experience of school in their lives. The statement. "school is a supportive pl.ace for me".
for example. elicited a negative trend. However. caution is suggested in over generalizing
me possible implications here as signiticance was not obtained.
3(c) Were there differences between the pre- and post-tests on srudents' perceptions of
their attitudes towards parents?
Two statemenlS were e:..:amined when analyzing this question. In responding to the
statement "I can talk to my parenlS about my future goals". stu<knts demonstrated a nun-
significant negative shift. On the statement WMy parents will suppOrt me in 3Ccomplishing
my goals". students responded with a significant (p = 0,£)96) negative shift. This would
indicate that students believed. after In:iUment. that their parenLS were Ies.s likely to support
them in accomplishing their goals.
Table 9
MC'IOS 'lOd signjfignce levels of t-te<:ts rehrioo IO ~mdent'<: perg;prinn of their i'trimdc
tOWj1rrl.<: Qjlrents (df=-II for jill t-U;S compjlriglOd
Sr.aremcot Question #I Means Standard t-v..L1ue Significance
-.71I. [can talk to my parents
about my future ,goals.
1. My parents will support
me in accomplishing my
goals.
.. signitkant at p =0.1
t6
Deviation
1.8333 .718
1.()833 L3 (I
1.4167 .669 -1.82
1.8333 1.193
Level
.491
Results of analysis for these items (see Table 9) were contradicted by responses
obtained on a statement which asked participants to indicate with whom they were most
likely to discuss their occupational aspirarions. A majority (75'1r) of respondents indicated
that they were more likely to discuss their occupational aspirations with their parents. The
other 25c.c responded that they would discuss their occupational aspiro1cons with either
distant relativ~ lK"outsirk i1C4ua.itH'lJ\L~S.
Research Question 4: Wen: then: differences between the pre- jlnd post-le<:t'S on m!dent~'
prrrcpgooS of their oOills~
A qualitative assessment of each participant's response was examined independently
comparing both pre- and post-test data. Results indicate that six out of the twelve
partil,.'i.pants did not indicate personal or occupational goals in the pre-test questionnaire.
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Two students listed relatively vague goals such as ~to be wealthy· or -to leave a mark on
the world-, These two subjectS also indicated goals associated wilh material possessions
such as owning an expensive cae or ambitions concerning unusual experiences. such as
sky diving. The remaining four sludents indicated common needs such as the completion
of their schooling. getting a good job. having good friends. and being able to have and
support their t3milies.
For the same question administered in the post-test. resullS suggest that aU participants.
except for one. indicated ha\"ing pef50nal goals. The four students who had initially
indicated having definite goals did not change in their response. The remaining seven
students listed such goals as wanting to do better in school. wanting to finish high school.
attend a post secondary schooL getting a good job and having a happy family.
4(01) Were there differences between the pre- md post-tests on swdents' perceptions of
their QCl;Uparional aspirations?
Responses suggest that nine out of the twelve participants indicated having a desired
occupation in the pre:-test questionnaire. Out of these nine responses. six indicared that they
felt that they would obtain their desiredj..:lb. while the other three imJicaku that thdrdesired
job and their expected job would be different. Three swdents were undecided about
possible occupational aspirations (see Table 10 for the frequency disuibution of raw data
for this analysist
Post-test results indic.l.te that all participants had some occupational aspiration at the end
of the workshop. Eight of these responses indicated that their desired job and their
expected job would be the same. Out of the three undecided responses in the pre·test. one
individual indicated an occupational goal and felt that this goal was attainable. The twO
other students who was undecided in the pre-test indicated that their desired job and their
expected job would be different.
When pR:- and post-test .scores were re-coded (samddifferentlundecided). a signiticant
change in disuibution of scores was evident following intervention (Chi-squared test. p =
0.04979). Approx.imately thiny-thR:e percent more subjects indicated that they could
achieve their desired occupational goal in the post-test questionnaiR:.
Particularly interesting in this question is the distribution of occupational choke among
participants. POSHest results indicated that seven of the twelve participants wanred to be
associated with jobs involving law enforcement (5 police officers. I national defense. and
I conservation officer). Four other participants responded with the same response: for both
pre- and post-tests. These tour individuals seemed to indicate occupational goals requiring
more intense post secondary schooling than others: occupations included occupational
medicine. criminal law. and veterinarian medicine.
Table to
Contingency lilble for ~tudeot'soccupationjl! a~pimion,<; Raw freqyencies vjviD'" r.lW dilt;!
Category
Same
~ Undecided
Different
Total
Chi-Square ( p = 0.04979)
Sounc: Undedded Different Total
12
4{b) Were then:: differences between the pre· and POSt-tcsts on students' perceptions of
.salary cxpectations for thcir desired job?
Analysis suggestS that there were no significant differences between responses made
prior to and after progr-.un implementation n::,garding expectation of salary (see Table I I).
[n the pre·test. SOCk of respondents (n =6) indicated expected earnings of $4().60,OOO
("intennediate income") following completion of their .sch.ooling, Three students felt that
th.ey would be earning S20.000 ("low income") or less, The remaining two subjects
indicated that they would eam in excess of $60,000 ("h.igh. income-), One respondent did
not give a response.
Table II
Conrinaency ('Ib!e for HlldSint'5 expec[;)tion~ of :wl'lry R'IW frequencies gjyjng r.lw d,It"
Expected Salary
S60JXJO or more
(High lncomc)
$ID-60.000
(lnrennediate [IK.'ome)
$20.000 or less
(Low [ncome)
No Response
Pre-Test
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In general. subjects did not ch31lge in their e.'(peaarions of salary following intervention.
However. onc member moved from the 'intermediate~ to the "high" income group. while
the student who did not previously give an expected saJary moved inlo the -intermediate"
category. indicating that he would eam between 30-40 thousand per year. Within the entire
group. mean expec~d saJary did increase (aJthough not significantly),
4(c) Were there differences between the pre- and posHests on students' perceptions of
post-secondary schooling needed for their desired job'?
Pre-test results (see Table 12) demonstr;ucd that 5 of me participants understood that
they would require a university education. Two subjects indicated the "other" category
(police trJ.ining sl:hool). Two students indicated il trJ.de or rcchnic:l1 schools. One
participant did not feel that additional schooling would be necessary to obtain his desired
job. The remaining [wo students did not give a response.
POSHest results indicated that two individuals still responded as ~other". A slight
increase was evident in responses selecting university (n = 6). while two students indicated
needing a tr..ld~ or technical diploma. One individual stili ~lieved that he did not need any
future trolinin,g to obtain ajob in his desi.n:d field. The final participant indic.ated a ~don't
know~ response. but stated that he would "look into it".
Over.LIl. frequency distributions sugg~ that there was no significant change in students'
pen:eptions of where they would need to anend school in order to obtain their occupational
aspir..ltion (Chi·squared. p = 0.00092).
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Table 12
ContioO'ency ubi, for student'S perg:prions of IlOSI4S:eCond'uy schooling needed in nrJIer to
obt;Jjoed [heir de:~in:d job Raw (rcouencir;s riving r.lW dam
Schools
ldentitied
Other (0)
University (I)
f2H Technic.d
:k'K School (5)
Cabot CoUc:ge
(6l
None (8)
Don't know
but I will look
into it. (10)
Othe'(0)
University
(I)
Technic-.l.I
Scltool
(5)
Cabot
College
(6)
Don't None
Know (~)
(7)
Missing
Value
(9)
Chi-square (p = 0.00092)
Rese:m:h Question 5: Were Iherr; c1jft':n:ng;s between the pn:- jlnd post·leSt<; no sOIC1ems'
pen-linDonS "FWcir lOCI'S of comml?
This question was broken down into two sections examining both internal and external
locus of controL An analysis comparing pre- and post-test responses of independent
statements suggest that students were more likely to take control of their lives after
exposure to the tte;ltment progmm.
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5(a) Were. there differences between the pre- and post-tests on students' penxptions of
their internaJ locus of control?
Table 13
Menns "lOd sjgnjtipoce levels t)f [·rests lJ:!-Jrjng [0 "Wei,"!,,, pc;rception of th,jr jnternal
foe"-.. of cnoVO! (41'-I! for all I.lest comfh1ri:soos)
Staremcm Question # M""" Standard [-value Signific.mce
Deviation ,-<""I
I. I am in conll'Ol of who I 28 2.333 .888 2.55 .027*
am and what I achieve. 1.7500 .754
2. I have control over my 33 2.4545 1.128 [.61 U8
career path. 2.0000 .894
3. I leel in control of my 36 1.9167 .5IS .00 1.000
own learning. 1.9167 .669
• signifi(.-ant at p =0.1
Three items were used in analyzing the above question. Statements induded; ~I am in
contrul of who (am and what I achieve~: "I have control over my career path": and "[ ted
in control of my own kaming"" to Table 13. the data an the analysis of these statements
appear.
Results pertaining to the statement"( am in l".''Ontral of who I am and what I achieve".
indicated a significant difference (p =0.027) between the pre- and post-test with subjects
demonstrJ.ong more positive results following intervention. Subjects indicated a non-
significant positive shift following intervention in responding to the statement WI have
control over my c~er path~. No differences in ~spo~ between pre-and post-test were
found for the sta[l:mem -I teel in control of my own leillTling".
5(b) Were mere differences between me pre· and post-tests on students' perceptions of
meirexlemallocus ofcontrol?
Table 14
Me'lOs and sianifjqnce levels of !-tests rchljng In student's rx;n;cptjon of their e:sterna,!
IOClL'S nfcnnrrol fdf-! I for pI! l-((;S[ cnIDpvjwD.'jl
Statement Question # Me=; Standard t-vaJue Significance
Deviation level
I. The future will takec~ 10 3.0833 1.240 -1.54 .152
of itself. 3.6667 1,497
2. Other people (parents. 25 2.9167 1.240 ·).74 .1.)03-
teachers and counsellors) 4.3333 .778
must leU me my (.:an:er
options
3. [ am young. I have lots of 30 2.8333 1.267 ·U)() .339
tim~ to I.kdrJc: 0Cl my future. 3.0833 I.S0S
4. Bet:au.se of the poor 35 2.8333 .389 -4.69 .001-
economy. there is no point in 4.1666 .835
continuing myeducation.
5. The poor economy is 38 3.5000 1.168 -2.69 .021-
preventing me from doing 4.2500 .452
weU.
6. [ let others talk me low 45 4.1667 .718 ·.43 .674
doing things that [ don't 4.2500 1.055
want to do.
* signiticant at p = 0.1
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This question was examined using six independent statements measured by paired [-rests
for each. Results (see Table 14) indicated a significant positive shift in responses for the
statements: ~Other people. (parents. teachers. and. counsellors) must tell me my career
options" (p =0.003): -Because of the poor economy_ there is no point in continuin~ my
education" (p =0.00 [): and "The poor economy is preventing me from doing well" (p =
O.02(). Non-signiticant positive movements in rt:sponse were recorded in the remaining
three statements: -rhe future will we can: of itselt'.. ; "I am young. I have lots of time to
decide on my future"; and "I let others talk me into doing things that I don't want to don.
Research Question 6: Were 'hen: differences tx:twcen the prr;. jlod posr-U;Sls no student,,'
m;n:cmions 1)1" their level of mmjviltjno rowan!:; schoo!?
This variable was measured using paired Hests to indicate level of st.uisticaJ
signifiC",Jl'J(,:e. Results indicate that aJthough most factor'S measuring the motiv-..ltion v-.uiab!e
wert: not SigniflCartL;ill items did move in a positive dirt:erion: favoring the hypothesis that
student's perceptions of motivation would improve following intervention. Two items
dk;ted a signitkant ditl"ert:m:es between pre- and post-test m~:LSures.
6(01) W~re there: differences between the pre- and POSHests on students' perceptions of
their motivation to stay in school? Did students indicate reasons why they continued to
attend school?
Table 15
fmlueocy distribytions examinino why srudem!'> spy in Shool Relative pmlx!lJjollS are
Sutt=ment
( attend Sl.:hool because
Table 16
Required
501<
Okay and it Where my friends
passes time are
429; 8%
MC'!":; "lOll sionjfinoCk tcvels of [-rest" rehting to sQ1dent':; oc:rcCptiOD of [hcir dcsire: to
learn more pr.lC{iq! thiO<1s in :;chont {b,1t wjll better pre:p;&re: [hcm for the work pl;jce
(df-II forall t-r:;Su'omp"lfjsomil
St1tt=ment
L I wiU tinish school.
2, I would like to learn
more pr.lCtical things in
school that will better
prep-.m: me for the work
place.
• signifIcant at p =0, I
Question # Means Standard t-v-J..!ue Significance
Deviation Level
34 1.6667 .888 .80 .438
1,5000 .798
43 1.5000 .674 1.48 ,166
1.3333 .651
Although not signitIcant, results suggest that students responded in a favorJ.ble fashion
to staying in school (see Table 16), It should be noted, however. that on both pre- and
post-tests students indicated a strong desire to stay in schooL This would suggest that
although not always motivated. students did.see the necessity oftinishing: school.
[n a question examining: why students attend school (see Table 15). analysis of
frequency distributions indicate that 50% of all respondents attended because it was
"required~. 42% indicated that it was "okay. and it passes time", and 81Jt- said that they
attended school because it was ~where their friends were"
It appeared that from me statement "I would like to learn more practical things in school
that will better prepare me for the work place~. students significantly bener understood me
need to complete their schooling foUowing the intervention (p = O. I). but cited curriculum
relevance as being important (see Table 16).
6(b) Were there differences between the pre- and post-tests on students' perceptions of
their motivation to learn in school?
Table (7
Me'IDs "!Of! sjanjtinnq; levels of [-test" rehring to srudent's perception of their motivation
(Q 112'100 in school (£1(-1 I for "Il! He:;t romparjsonsl
Statement Question # Means Standard t~value Signiticance
I. At the present time. my
motivation to learn in
school is...
1< signiticant at p = o. [
parte
#1
3.5833
3.0000
Deviation
.900
.853
1.86
Level
.089*
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Results indicate: that student's pen:eplion of their motivation to learn in school increa.sed
signiticantly (p =0.089) following treaanent. This would suggest that srudents had a
higher level of motivation after p<ltticipaLion in the workshop. Table 17 presents the data
far this analysis.
6(c) Were then: differences between the pn:~ and POSt-~ts reganling students' perceptions
of their involvement in classroom al.'"tivities and eXIr.l curricular activities?
Table 18
Me·w_ and sjgnificance leyels of [-rests [cliltin .. to :ih){JcofS' p<;n;eprjoo of thejr
involvement in c1jL5SCOOrn "]Ctjvjtjc;s !loY qtCj1 curricular activjties (l!f=11 for "II! f~res[
$taU:ment Questionlt Me=; Standard [-V".uue SignifiClClce
Deviation uvel
[. At the present time [ Pane 3.8333 1.193 \.\0 .295
have _ involvement with 3 3.4167 .793
extr'J. curricular activities
within my school.
2. At the present time my Parte 3.3333 .888 -.29 .777
involvement in classroom 4 3.4167 .793
activities and discussions is
Stude:OtS had to rate two statements associated with school involvement prior to and after
treatmenL These statements were: .. At the present time I have _ involvement with eXtr"J.
curricular activities within my school"; and "At the present time my involvement in
classroom activities and discussions is _ •.
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These items were measures that CQuid also be associated with student's self esteem.
However. for purposes of this study_ these items were used as a measure of srudcnu
pen:eption of involvement with school related activities as well as a V'J.lidiry measure. These
items were not expected to increase significantly due to me time constr.lints of the program.
Results (sec Table 18) indicated that both statements moved towards a positive din=ction
but were not signiticant. This may suggest that swdents were more likely [0 see th~mse[ves
panicipating in school activities rJ.ther than indicating an immediate change in students
levels of participation in school.
Researdl Question 7: Wen: [hS;n: djff<;rences tx;lWt;£;" the pre- and QQ.<5I-Ie.<:t.'5 on studento;'
perg;PQnmi of [heir atrinuk; (Qw;Utl.. ghool?
This variable was measured by examining tive different as~ClS of participants attitudes
towards school. using paired t-tests. hems include statements that measured the importance
that students placed on education. their willingness [0 work harder to achieve goals. time
spent on leaming. time needed to t"inish school. and time spent on future planning.
Although none of the statements examined for this variable was significant. results did
indic3le a positive trend.
7(a) Were there differences between the pre- and posHests on students' pen=eptions of
their attitude towJ.tds the importance of obtaining a good education'!
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Table 19
Means jlOd ~i ..nifik.lnce levels of (-[e$~ rslaring to "rudco'S' oerttprjon of their attirude
mward-5Ibc:: jmpowocc ofob[ajnino j! "ood c;ducqrion. (41'=11 foral! t-1e.'itcomparisonsl
Statement Question # Means Standard t·vaIue Significance
Deviation Le"d
I. In today's changing 1.l667 .389 1.48 .166
wond. it is important [0 do 1.0000 .000
well in school.
2. School is a stepping 21 1.6667 .778 .29 .777
stone to life. 1.5833 .515
3. Gening a ,good 31 1.5833 .996 .SO .438
education is important (Q IAI67 .515
me.
This constrUCt was measured by examining three sepa.r.ne statemc::nts by comparing prt:
and posHest findings. Statements include.• In rodOly's changing world. it is imponant to
do well in school~: ·School is a stepping stone to life": and ~Gening a good education is
important to me", Results (see Table 19) indicate that students responses were more
favor.tble following intervention: however. dirferences between pre-and posHeSts were not
significant.
7(b) Were lhere differences between the pre.- and post-rests on swdents' perceptions of
their wiUingness to work: harder in school?
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Table: 20
Means and !\:jgnifiCjlnce k;vc:lS nfr-r,!\:t'j relating to srudent'!\: peru:prion of tbeirwillingnC&<j
to work: harder in Shoo! (dt-II for all Ht!\:l cQmQari~n.l;;)
Smrement Question # Means Stanililrd [-value Significance
Deviation Level
I. I am willing to work: [9 2.0000 .603 1.1l0 .339
hard to finish school and 1.8333 .577
obtain a good job.
2. I will finish school. 3. 1.6667 .888 .80 .438
1.5000 .798
This question was measured by examining two items which required participants to rate
the foUowing statements. -I am willing to work: hard to ttnish school and to obtain a good
job" and ~[wHl tinish school". Results (see Table 20) indicated a slight move in a positive
direction but tindings were noc statistically signifil.:ant.
7(c) Were there differences between the pre- and posHests on students' pen:eptions of time
spent on outside learning?
Coding for this question r.mged from I-indicating no time spent on outside learning to 5
·indicating more chan an hour. less than 2 hours. A paired t-test indic.:ated that students'
pen:eptions of time spent on outside learning slightly increased. but nOl signiticantly so.
after treaunent (see Table 2t). It would seem that srudents identitied accur.uety from the
beginning how lictle time was spent on outside learning. Frequency distribution analysis
indicated that apprOlcimately 67% of students indicated spending fifteen minutes or less on
out of school learning per day on die pretest. POSHest results are slightly favorable.
indicating that only Soq. of participants felt that dley spent t"iJteen minutes or less on
outside sWdy. The remaining SW indicated mat they spent at least thirty minutes to an
hour on outsido: leouning per day.
Table 21
Me,jln~ and ~iaDit,cjlnC(; level~ of He~l<; reljlting to ~h!denr'~perg=ption oflhejr time ~pe;0[
on oYt<;i4e 1eilmjno (dt=l! for all t-[est comQilri~n~1
Statement Question # Means Standard t-v-.l1ue Signitic-.mce
Deviation Level
1. How much time so you Pane 3.6667 1.303 IA8 .166
spend on outside learning? #6 2.8333 1.528
7(d) Were there differences between die pre- and POSt-tests on students' perceptions of
length of time needed to tinish school?
Coding for me above 4uestion ranged from I - indicating I year until completion. to 6 -
indicating a response suggesting lack of intent to tinish high school. Although nOl
signitkant. results (see Table 22) of a paired t-teSt indicated that srudents' perception of
time needed to tinish schoo! actually increased. It appeared as though students going
through the treatment adopted a more realistic expectation regarding years needed to
complete high school. Most students involved in the present study will in fact. require a
founh or fifth year to complete high school due to lack of credits received thus fae. Such a
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slight movement iodicaleS mat students may be looking at their individual siwarions a little
closer and with more realism.
Table 22
Me'IDS "lOa ~;gnjtk!Ocr; h;v<;!!'> of [-test" relating to studs;n(s oen:eprion of (he Jeo<J!h of
time ncc"':d m tjojsh schon! (41'_I! fnraJ! t-fCslcnmpadsonsl
Statement Question # Means Standard [-value SignifiC'.llltt
Deviation lovel
I. How long wiU it take Pane 3.5833 1.505 .90 .389
you lO SUc.:t:cssfully 01 3.8333 1.115
complete high sctlool?
7(c) Were there differences between the pre- and post-tests on swdents' perceptions aftime
spent on planning for the furure ?
This item was assessed by c:omparing pre and pOSt-teSt responses. Coding r.mged from
I-indicating no time spent on planning for the future to 5-indicating other. Results (see
Table 23) indic;uc that students perceptions of time spent on future planning did increase:.
although slightly below the level of significance. Student responses on this question are
noteworthy. Many of the students indicated an increase due to participation in the
workshop: thus this participation was considered time spent on planning. Others (2
students) included notes stating that this group inspired them to look further into future
occupational goals.
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Table 13
MejlM and ~i"'oifiCilnce level .. of I-[Cst.. feliltinG' to student'S oen:cpriOD of rime spent 00
pljlDojna fQC!h; r"OIlIf (df-!! foqll HeS[Cnoop'ujsons)
$t.llement Question # Means Standard [-value Signific.1IlI.:e
Deviation le",[
I. How much time have Pane 3.S000 1.446 ·1.63 .131
you spent planning for >S 4.0833 1.730
your future?
Additional information emerging from the study
Emerging from lIle present study were some additional findings on subjects
demogrolphics. FirsL the researcher coUeeu:d data pertaining to education.u attainment (evel
of parents. Coding on this item ranked from ~some schooling~ to "completion of post
secondary institution R •
Responses tsce Table 24) showed that 509; (6) of mothers had obtained a high school
diploma or less. The remaining 5UCk consisted of 4 mothers who had completed a trolde or
technical diploma. one who had received a university degn=e and one whose education (evel
was not known by her child.
Frt:quendes were somewhat different for level of education obtained by the Father.
Results indicate that only 2SCl- (3) had received a high school diploma or (ess. Four (33q)
individuaJs indicated that their father had completed a tr.lde or technical diploma. A further
four (33%) individuals had fathers who had completed university. The remaining:
participant recorded an unknown response.
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Table 24
Continoency t:able for wrt':nfS level nfcdUCilrional jutajomeot Raw freq",ncie" givjng data
through ocrcentil0SS
Education level of Mother's Education Father's Education
parents
High sl.:hool diploma or 50<;< 25Ck
less (some schooling)
Troldes or technical 33.3c;(- 33<;<
school
Completion of post 8.3Ck 33<;<
SttOndary insrituDOn
Unknown 8.3'k 9<;<
A second set of questions that emerged from the data were as follows:
(I) Were there differem.."eS in students' perception of the numb.::r of jobs they would nave
lhruu~hout their tit~ span prior to and after progr.un implementation"!
(2) Were there differences in students' perception of their need to travel and where they
would go prior to and after prog.r.un implementation?
Students were asked on pre· and post-tests to give some infonnation penaining to the
number of jobs that they expected to have throughout their life span and whether or not
they would be willing to move to obtain their desired job (see Table 25). Although not
signiticant in either case. results indicated that after intervention. students pen:eived that
they would have more jobs mroughout meir life span. Also. studenLS were more likely to
indicate mat they would move away from their home province after implementation of
Frequency distributions indiClted that in the pre-test the foUowing demographics were:
evident on the MWhere would you go to find employment". Two srudeoLS indicated that
they would go as far as Ontario. one indicated dlat he would go to British Columbia. six
indicated that mey would trolvel anywhere in Canada. one stated that he would go anywhere:
in North America. and one stated that he would ~o anywhere in the world. Only one
panicipant indicated that he would not leave Newfoundland.
Post-test tkmogrolphics show a slight movement in participant response to this q~lion.
Responses which were the same were from individuals who stated that they would go to
British Columbia... North America or anywhere in the world. One individual moved from
going to Ontario to anywhere in Canada and the re:m."ining participant (previously
unwilling [0 move) indicated that he would be willin~ to move from Newfoundland and
work in the Atlantic provinces.
Table 25
MeaDS god sjaojficancs l<;veJ!ii of t_test" rsljuing to !iirndcm's ps;rg;mjon or-the number of
job dx;y would have thmughmu rht;ir liB; SQilO ;and their ps;m;ption o[thc:: o"d ro tr.Jvt;! and
whers they would go (d[=11 foral! t-g..,toomparisoos)
Statement Que::.1ion # Means Standard t-value Significance
Deviation Level
L How many jobs do you ('.utA 3.t667 .577 -1.77 .104
expcct to have throughout #20 3.5000 .674
your life?
2. Would you leave Part A L0833 .289 LOO .339
Newfoundland to find 2t Loooo .000
employment?
3. [f yes. where would you Part A 6.0833 2.021 .68 .509
go? 2t 5.5833 1.975
[n the present chapter. an analysis of the data gathered from the Engage progmID were
presented. Lack of inter~reliabiLitybetween variables within the research constructs limited
evaluation of the intervention to an analysis perfonned on a question-by-question basis. In
most of the statements measured. results indicated positive shifts. favoring the
intervention. Many of these shifts were not of great enough magnitude [0 be significant.
The majority of significant changes were evident in variables measuring locus of control
and self·efficacy.
CHAPTER V
DlSCU$SrON. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The present study was exp[or.J.tory in nature and aimed to evaluate a short-term
counselling intervention that is presently being used. on a national level. to motivate
students to stay in scbool. Many factors have been associated with career maturity
throughout the yc:1I"S. including gender. socio-el.-onomic smtuS. ability. self-efticacy and
self-schemas. self-esteem. role models. goals as well as motivation and attitude towards
school. Tbese factors do not seem to be mutually independent. but are in fact inter-related
throughout the liter.nure. The present study attempted [0 measwe some of these variables in
relation to participants' perceptions of their caa:cr aspimtions and occupational goals prior
to and after implementation of the "Engage~ progmm.
Although preliminary information was obtained on most of these factors through this
study. an in-depth evaluation could not be conduc~ on socio"'Cconomic Status. due to
ethical constr.llnlS (denied :ll.-cess to parent demogrJ.phics such as income/wealth). Also.
due to the identitied population within the selected sc.:hool. a limited number of female
subjects were involved in the present study. thus excluding statistical comparisons with
respect to gender. However. this in itself is probably indicative of or o.:ertainly a rdl.xtion
of the problem a.ssociated with ~at·risk~ youth.
As cited in Herr and Cmmer (1996). evalu:.l.tion of C:.l.Cee. interventions is vital in
demonstrating progrJl1'l effectiveness in rel:.l.tion to specific popul:.l.tions. Herr and Cr.uner
(1996) also propose the need for the development and implementation of I.outtr counselling
programs with respect to the disadvantaged. In the proceeding section. there is a
discussion of the results obtained as well as implications and recommendations for the
present research.
Many authors have attempted to provide a definition for self-esteem_ As indicated in
Chapter 2. Herr ([990) discussed the importance of having caring relationships based on
trust. underslanding_ hon~ty. sinceritY and i1Cl,.-eptaru..:e. Johnson (1986) discussed the self-
esteem variable in relation to the confirmation that we are given throughout our lives_ He
suggested that being discontirmed often promoted feelings of worthlessness and lack of
self value. Kaplan (l995). further related the self-esteem variable to mastery. Kaplan stated
that one's self-esteem is composed of elements such as self respect. self confidence. and
competence. According to Kaplan. self-esteem is the ~b¢lief that what we do. think. feel.
and believe maners. and that we (.-.In h.ave an etl'ect on our own lives. and on our own
environment~ (p.342)_ [n the present study the researcher used a combination of these
definitions in det-Uling the self-esteem variable (see Chapter I).
Of imporunce when discussing the self-esteem variable is its progression throughout
one's life. One's self-esteem is molded according to our life experiences. whether good or
bad. The environment plays a signiticant role in how young children view life. As time
goes on many other factors intluence how a developing child approaches lite and what they
believe can be :n::ruevel.L
Many individuals. especially those children that are considered ~aHisk~. have not been
given the opponunity to learn such skills as self worth. identity_ or the ~ation of eftective
relationships with others. Many of dlem do not feel in control of their existence·
subsequently. their ability to manage their lives may be attributed to fate or the external
control by other people. Herr (1990) proposed that the feelings of stress. powerlessness.
frustration. and lack of personal wonh that these individuals experience may often get
manifested in vandalism. a88~siveness.uncontroUed anger. violence. bullying. chemical
abuse. and other self-destrUctive or anti-social behaviours.
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Thus. it would seem unrealistic for a facilitator or l"eSC:aJ1:her to believe that such a shan-
tenn intervention (as proposed in the present study). at me high school leveL would undo a
life time: of learning. McCarthy (1991). a leading self-esteem educator. indicated thai: it
would l:1ke up to 3-5 years to change one's self-esleem. Cenainly. conventional theorists
promote comprehensive and developmental approaches to career counselling and thus
would probably refute: findings from shaner interventions.
[n the present study changes in self.-esteem. as indicated by a progmffi intervention.
were measured using a pre/post-test design. with an interval between testing of
approximately 4 weeks. Self-esteem was initially to be measured using a consuuct based
on a number of statements in the pre- and post-surveys. However. lack of reliability
between lhese statements precluded use of a geneml constrUCt for self-esteem. lnstead.
each statement was l:xamined independenLly. Smtements focused on self·esteem in the
classroom and perceptions of whether or not they 'deserved to be happy and successful in
life'. As indicated in Chapter 4. while 6 out of the 10 statements moved in a direction
indicative of improved self-esteem following intervention. only one of these changes (qu.
42; "( feel that I deserve to be happy and successful") was signitkant. This tends to
suppon McCarthy's idc=a that it will take a lunger period of time to see a change in such a
mastery..;)ric=n~tl t.:llrk,:epL
With respect to the significant result obtained on the question measuring ability to be
happy and sUI,.'cessful in lite. it would appear that Ole rrJining helped individuals understand
that everyone had the ability to be happy and successful in life. The progr.un promo~d the
idea of ownership and control of one's career path. Consequently. it is possible that the
participants may have realized that if they wanted to achieve their goals. they must be
ins01Jrnental in making it happen. This suppons findings by Kaplan ( 1995).
However. one statement indicated a decrease in self-esteem. albeit not significant (qu. 8;
~I gener.aJly think of myself as being equal to everyone else"). Th.is might suggest that the
program gave students an opportunity to look closely at themselves and thus discover their
inadequacies. Responses to this statement can be viewed in bom positive and ne~arive
ways. [f students were able to see themselves in a mOR: realistic fashion and thus became
motivated to change some of their negative behaviours. such a change could be viewed as
positive. This could indicate that th~ program helped students undersund that they are
living in a competitive world and that they need to be me best in order to achieve meir goals
and compete with others.
Altemativ~ly. if the program helped participants see their inadequacies but did not
motivate them to change. this could be viewed as a negative aspect of the progr..lm. The
group of students tested R:presented under achievers and non·attenders. If partil.;pating in
this progr.un deflated students' ambitions because they felt that they could not compete
wim their peers. men the progr.un may well exhibit more negative n=sults than positive with
respet:tto meself-el>"teem v-.uiable.
However. from responses indicated on the post-test questionnaire. as well as from
anecdotal information gained throughout the workshop. it appeared that the negative
response to relation to ~ing equal to others. indicated a recognition of n~ed for individual
improvemenL As an example. students in the post-test were creating their own categories
for answering many of the questions. On items on which they pn=\o;ous!y indicated a -don't
know~ response on the pre-test questionnaire. they were now stanDg that they were still
unsure of their goals but that they would look into other requirements and options.
It is likely that students did feel inferior to others. Although throughout the workshop.
students were adrnowledged for the positive contributions that they made. discussions
often led back to academic grJ.des. For many of the participants. obtaining a passing grJ.de
was an unfamiliar occurrence. Obviously. as Kaplan (1995) indicated. such a cycl~ is not
easily broken. Belief in one's ability is limited because of constant reinforcement through
previous failures. Many of the participants admitted that it was easier to consistently
perform poody because it reduced expectations of parents. teachers and other swdents.
This supports work done by Powell (1990) who suggested that educators reduce
expectations for -at-risk.- youth and believe tltin they an: more likely to meet widt academic
fd.ilure.
Also. in many cases subjects were of lower socio·economic staws (private
communication. from school). Previous research (McDonald & Jessup. 19(2) implied that
socio·economic status is positively related to children's occupational aspirations and
expectations. This might imply a possible link between socio-economic status and self·
esteem. Cox :lnd Morgan (1985) contr.ldicted this view and report no difference in
OI.:cupational attitudes and perceived occupational abilities as a fum:tion of socio-economic
status.
In a pose hoc analysis. this researcher anempted to demonstr.lte a positive correlation
between soc:io-economic statuS and self-esteem as measured in the 10 pre-test items. In the
absence of a specific socio-economic variable. level of educational attainment by the
participant's parents (mother and father considered both separately and together) wus used
as i1 proxy fKelly. 1989: Pallas. Natriello. & McDill 1989).
Results indicated that the father's education level was a bener predictor of ~If.·esteem
than the mother's. It was unclear why this would be the case. although this could be a
response to gender stereotype: since the majority of the test group were males. it seems
likely that participants would respond to the pi11tnt of their gender (as suggested by
Gottfredson. 1981).
Ability Sel[.F:fficPCV nnd Selr.Schemps
Closely related to the seU'-esteem variable is that of ability and self-efficacy (perceived
ability). Sandur.... (1977) t"irst detined seU·-effiC'.J.cy as an individual's belief in one's ability
to perform a given behaviour required to produce certain outcomes. Setz and Hackett
(1981) expanded on this idea and further defined self-effiClcy to include one's cueer or the
belief in on¢'s ability to pursue a !iven career. Robbins (1985) su~~ested that career
decision-making seU'-efficacy was significantly related to self-esteem. general anxiety and
vocational identity. [n the present study. the researcher uses a detinition as proposed by
Cross and Markus (1994) which encompasses self-schemas and the idea of future selves
(see Chapter 2).
Self-efficacy has been used within the career domain. under the assumption that effie-dey
expectations affect occupational decisions and achievements. Bett and Hackett (1981) and
Lent. Brown and Larkin (1986). demonstrated that low self-efficacy limited career
aspirdtions. Associated with this con<,.-ept is the notion of decision making. According to
McAuliffe (1992). "c-.areer decision making self-effie-.lCy can be described as an individual's
beliefs about their ability to enact the behaviours required for deddin! on and enacting
career choices" (p.16).
As cited in Cross and Markus (1994). the way in which an individual perceives.
evaluOltes. and constructs the self· including on¢'s self4 conceptions about one's ability -
has be.:n extensively reviewed (Bandur-d. 1992. 1986: Covington & Shavelson. 1979:
Hacu:r. 1983: ~arsh. 1990: Marsh. Byrne & Sha...·e1son. 1988: McCombs. 1989:
Nicholls. 1990: Schunk. 1989: Zimmerman. 1985). According: to Harter (1983: as <,.;r.ed in
Cross & Markus. 1994). students with a high self<oncept of ability will have higher
expectations of future success and thus persist longer on domain·relevant tasks. Such
belief in one's ability ultimately produces higher levels of perfonnance than do students
with a low evaluOltion of ability.
Herr and Cramer (t996) discuss the sk.iIIs that are necessary in our global economy.
They stated that one's possession of or lack of the basic academic skills will become an
essentiaJ element to the career development process. According to Drucker (1989). basic
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academic skills such as compul:1Don. liter..lcy and communication skills. will be necessary
in order [0 obtain any job in today's market.
In the present srudy. students' perceptions of present and future ability were examined
bc:fore and mer program implemencnion. ~nt ability was measured by analyzing three
separolte statements including·At the present rime I feel that I possess the proper skills [0
help me reach my goal(s)": "At the present time I feel that I can learn the proper skills to
help me reach my goals": and "( believe that [can do well in school".
Findings indicated that many of the students initially believed that they did not p~ntly
have the proper skills needed [0 succeed at their goals. Following intervention this uend
continued. becoming more negative. This CQuid indicille that the progmIn served to make
students more aw.ue of their present lack of academic skill...
However. student perceptions of their abilicy to acquire the skills improved significantly
following intervention (p = OJX(5). AJso. although not signiticam. students responses
indicated a positive move when examining the statement. ~ I believe that ( can do well in
school".
This may indicate tholt while the progr.un may serve as a. warning to students regarding
their presem predicament. it may also empower students sufficiently [Q believe that mey can
sUl.:t:eed in meir career goals. if motivated to do so. This supports findings by Cross and
Markus (t994). They suggested that when one establishes a self-schema or possible self
for a particular task.. an individual can more e:lSily tI.ke the necessary steps and develop the
necessary str.1tegies required to accomplish the goal. Similarly. Oysennan and Markus
(1990) suggested that by having a vision of one's possible selves. the gap between the
currem state and the desired outl,:ome becomes less substantial.
Workshop discussions funher examined the issue of one's present ability in
conversations with participants. The researcher noted that many students felt that school
subjects were somewhat unrelated to what was needed for "the real world". Students were
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more likely to see the relevance of school afu:r tI'eannenL although mis increase was not
significant.
Group discussions also canfinned the above suggestion mat students realized that they
did nOl have the proper skills to help them obtain their goals. at the present time. Cross and
Markus (1994) discuss beliefs in relation to one's perceived ability. They indicated that
one's beliefs about one's abilities are very important to the development and maintenance
of confiden<."e. Markus. Crnne. Bernstein. & Sal3di (1982) also suggested that having a
self-schema in a particular ilre.;l allows one to beuer predict one's future behaviour in that
domain.
This was discussed in-depth during the workshop in relation to Sf.:hool attendance and
ovei.J11 student motivation. Many participants expressed that this was a time in their lives to
be "having l'unft • Most partidpancs seemed to understand that in ortler to obtain their goals.
t"inishing school would be required. Students also indicated that they did not mind
spending additional years in school. although this type of attitude may just reflect the lack
of furure gooJs beyond SdlOOI or indicate possible defense and coping mechanisms.
Students' future ability was measured according to si:'t statements modeled after
previous research on furure selves (see Markus. Cross & Wurf. 1990). These include: ~ 1
can ,;ee myself getting a good job~: ~I can see myself attending a post secondary
instirutionM : ~l can see myself being suc~:essfuJ in life M : "I feci confident that 1can finish
schoolM: MI can see myself gr.lduating from school": and MI believe th.at 1 can become
whatever I chooseM •
Three of these statements demonstrolted a significant positive shift following
intervention. specifically. "I can see myself getting a good job~ (p=O.025): "I feel confident
that 1 can finish schoolM (p=O.OI2): and "I can see myself gr....duating from school"
(p=O.OO7). The remaining three statements. although not significanL indicated a positive
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While responses to p~vious statements suggested that swdents seemed to believe that
they did not have the proper skills at the present time (see above). thTtt out of the five
statements measuring future ability. indicated significant positive changes in perceived
ability fol!owing intervention. This could indicate that the program served to empower
students 3S to their abilities. Techniques used during group discussion. such as guided
imagery. seemed to be particularly successful in allowing students to think about their
future selves. h also emphasized the relevance of academic subjects previously thougnt to
be unnecessary.
As a cautionary Dote. this researcher could not discriminate whether the students' beliefs
were based in reality or mere fantasy elicited through workshop activities. While it is
important (0 ~m."OurJ.gegoals that require expenditure of effon. these goals should. at the
same time. be att:Linable. In other words. dreams should be tempered by pragmatism.
Again. as a posr hoc analysis of the effects of socio-I:conomic status on self- efficacy.
this researcher examined correlations between the self-efticacy items on the pre-test and
level of parental education (used as a proxy for soc.io-economic status· see above). These
results indicated that self-etlicacy may be linked to socio-economic Status (assuming
parental education level is an adequate proxy) however. further longitudinal data is needed
to contino this hypothesis.
[n summary. results from questionnaires. infonnal discussions. and later consultations
with the school counsellor indicate that the prog•.un did improve attitudes towards self..
efficacy. Many p3rtidpants indic..:ated a wiUingness to work harder in order to achieve lhdr
goals. As a side-note. twO students who were previous non-attendees of school were in
fact reported as having returned to regular schooling following intervention.
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Parents and Other Role Models
Positive parent:l1 influence in a child's life is crucial. Parents are well·positioned to
positively influence the whole development of their children. However. other significant
individuals such as immediate and distant family members. reachers. as well as one's
peers (to mention only a few). :llso become importlnt role models for children. These
individuals c..":lJ1 provide feedback and aid in the: aver.Ll1 development of a child..
As cited in Chapter 2. Roe ([957) first attempted to establish a relationship between
parental attitudes and eventual occupational choices made by children. Super ([951) also
acknowledged the importance of family on career choices b.ter made by children.
According to Dillard and Campbell (1981). me family structure heavily influences lh:
career aspir..lrions. manu;tY. and expectations of children and becomes a key ingredient in
developing academic exceUence.
According to Middl~ton and Loughead (1993). models explaining parental intluence on
adolescent care:er aspirJ.tions have shifted away from a simple parent-child relationship to
ones th:lt account holistically for specific intluences and events. These later models tend to
emphasize the dynamic ~larionship that exists between pare:nts and their adolescents in
relation to care~r aspirations.
Furthermore. although the teenage years constitute a difficult phase in the parent~child
relationship. studies seem to suggest that teenage children stiU prefer to seek. counsel from
their parents for guidatll.'C regarding: matters of importlJK"e (Middleton &. Loughead. 1993).
Majoribanks (1986) extended the career development model as it relates to adolescents'
career aspir-J.tions. to include such factors as ability. attitude towards school. as well as
family environment factors such as pare:nt aspir-J.oons and adolescent perception of parental
encour-J.gement.
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However. for many parents of adolescent children a feeling of helplessness pervades.
Wh:ucver the reason. social problems. financi;tl problems. emotional or academic. many
parents seem to feel inc3pable of assisting their children in the academic and certainly me
career development of their children. Often. parents just need the suppon and proper skills
that they themselves have never obtained when they were growing up. Many parenTS need
the re;lSSUr.1I1Ce that lhey can be imponam contributors in their children's self and career
de\'t:!opmenL By assisting in the career development of their children. parents can in fact
enhance their own development (Bi.uldtstadter. 1984: as cited in Young & Friesen. 1992).
The present study examined students' perceptions of the importance of role models prior
to and after progr.un implementation. Students' perception of having signiticam individuals
in their lives who they admired or who intluenced them in a positive way_ did not seem to
change from pre- to post-test. Half of the subjects indicated that an individual within their
immediate: family was thei. role model. which supports findings made by Middleton and
Loughead (1993). Saltiel (l98S). Papini. Farmei. Clark and Micka (1990) and Rune.
(1980). The remaining 50% indicated that individuals within the distant family a. an
acquaintance served as their role model.
Findings also suggested that students demonstr.lted a non-signiticant. yet negative shift.
on statements associated with parental support. It would appear then that students felt more
strongly afte. tieaunent that thei. parents would not support them in thei. occupational
choice. This was somewhat puzzling since many students still indicated that the most
significant role models in therr Lives were thei. parents. lbis finding could provide suppon
for some of the wo.k done by Grotev-.mt and Coopt. (1988). who discussed the negative
impact of -pressurized support". Also work by Clark and Bolton (1985) suggested that
~presc.:ribed parental a1tematives~ could also result in negative consequences. Perhaps this
may indicate that students. while more in control of thei. occupational choice. felt this
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choice would not receive approval from their parents. AJso. an element of rebellion may be
associaled with the responses obtained.
It must be nOled. however. that little data have been collected in relation to parental
negative effects on adolescent career aspirdtioDs. According to Grotevant and Cooper
(1988). some forms of parent support can become overpowering and thus become a
pressure to succeed. Funhermore. if parental suppOrt focused only on a prescribed rJ.nge
of acceptable occupations then negative pressures may be applied to the adolescent (Clark
& Bohon. 1985). This may confirm why students in the present study perceived a lack. of
support from parents. AI,:cording to Levine and Gislason (1985). both internal and external
contlicts may occur when parents and adolescents career aspirJ.tions differ.
In the present study. funher investigation was conducted into the perceptions of "at-
risk- youth in relation to non-familial relations. Statements regarding people in positions of
authority were also examined in order to obtain a list of funher role models within
students' lives. Students appeared to regard authorities within their school positively. Prior
to intervention. most panidpants indicated that they felt that they could go to their teacher.
guidance counsellor or principal with regards to a personal or academic problem: this
finding did not change after treaUnenL
Students in the post-test indicated a trend IOwardS more negative perceptions of the
school. This may suggest that while students felt comfortable going to authority figures
independently within their schooL maybe they did not feel that the school in generJ.L when
considering all other factors (for example. other students. perfonnance in class... ) was a
supportive environment.
Over.a.lI. the role model questions did not provide consistent results. It would appear that
students regarded their parents and other immediate family members as role models.
Parddoxically. they seemed to indicate that their parents would not support them in their
oa.::upational choice. Student responses indicated a level of respect for authority figures
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within the schooL yet after U1:atmenL they indic:ued that they perceived the school (Q be
less of.3. supportive environmenL Fun-her longitudinal studies need (Q be conducted in
order (Q obuin :Ill accur.ue measure on this variable.
Goals· Aspintions and Expectations
Career aspir.ltions and occupational expectations have been widely studied over the past
decade :Illd have evolved from many different theoretical perspectives. As cited in Chapter
2. Gottfredson and Becker (198 I) discussed one's career aspir.ltions and occupational
goals from a psychological perspecti..-e. They suggested th.3.t one's occupational aspir.ltions
begin to form very early in the child's development. They further suggested that one's
socio-economic status can constr.un an individual's career alternatives. In contrast.
McNulty and Borgen (1988) suggested th.3.t occupational aspirations and expectations
emerged from theories originating from a sociCH:ultur.l1 and social-psychological base.
Similarly. MitcheU and Krumbulu (1990) discus~d how the social learning theory can
partially explilin how dysfunctional. inaccur.lte beliefs can impede the decision making
procelt.'\.
Regardless of the theoretical perspective. theoristS (Gottfredson & Becker. 1981:
McNulty & Borgen. 1988: Mitchell & Krumbultz. 1990) tend to agree [hat self
understanding and self knowledge are essential components when developing one's
Ol.:cupationai expectations and career aspiroltions. According w Brown and Brooks (1991).
clients who have few or no identifiable goals lack in infonnation either about oneself. the
occupations available. the world of work or a combination of these factors. [saacson
(1985. as cited in Brown & Brooks. 1991). indicated that ignor.utce is in fact the root of
most problems.
Brown amI Brooks (1991). furtlu=r discuss the difti!rent types of individuals and why
many of them do not have persona.! and occupational goals. They explained that
adolescents who have limited life experiences may also lack. in self·awareness. They
suggested that this could be a result from not participating in activities that provide adequate
stimuli (positive intemctions with others) thus marginalizing self·~tlection and ultimately
self-knowledge. They funher suggested that individuals who have limited goals may also
be sufti!ring from low .self--esteem. These child~n may view themselves u.s having limited
abilities and thus feel inadequau: to reach their goals_
(n the present study. students' goals were examined both prior to and after treatment.
Students' perceptions of ~desired· as opposed to ~expected~ jobs. as well as school and
salary expectations. were examined. Quantitative and qualitative findings indicate that
although students' salary and school expectations did not change significandy after
treaunent. their individual goals and expected occupation did indicate a positive change. [t
would seem that students became more infonned about the educational institution needed in
order to obtain their ~desired" job and more aware of the salary involved for the ~desired"
job.
Pre-test data show~d mat six loll' the twelve pwti..:ipants JiJ nut inJi..:a~ having (k:rsonal
goals prior to progr.un implementation. Two other students indicated having vague goals
such as "to be wealthy~ or "to leave a marl.: on the world" as well as including materialistic
goals (to own an expensive sports car) or unusual experiences (such as sk.y diving~). The
other fOUT participants indicared goals of fmislUng school. obtaining a good job and having
good friends and a happy family.
Throughout the workshop. a considerable amount of time was spent focusin~ on goals.
Many of the students expressed a~athy towards having goals since they felt that "there was
no point~. Many students felt that their poor g:rJ.des as well as the poor economy would
prevent them from succeeding in life. Pamdoxically. it appeared that although students
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were protecting themselves (by refusing to aspire to a high level). they also believed they
would be earning salaries equivalent to an individual in a professional position. This is
consistent with findings by Clack. (1968. as cited in Herr and Cramer. (996). This
discrepancy was discussed in small groups.
When examining student responses regarding ~desired~ and ~expected" O(.:cupauons.
pre-test data indicated that only nine of the participants had a "desired" occupation-si:< of
these did not feel that it would be attainable. The remaining three participants did not
indic.lte having any occupational goals. Post-test tindings suggested that an additional 33%
of the participants (comparW to only 25'i: in the pre-test). after exposure to the workshop.
felt that their ~desired" occupation was attainable. In addition. students often added
statements like ~if [ work harder in school~ or ~r need to obtain better grades". One out of
the three students who did not indicate having any occupational goals initi.:illy did suggest a
modest atta.inable occupational gool in the post-teSt. 1be two remaining students who did
not have occupational goaJs in the pre-test remained the same in the post-test.
Thc=se results may indicate that SOffie of the participants. at the end of the workshop. telt
more empowered to make their goals a reality. Forster (1992). indicated that when
individuals learn to articulate or formulate their goals they obtain a better understanding of
future events. He funher stated that when individuals have an understanding of one's
future goals. one becomes more empowered to attain those goals.
As cited earlier. the importance of having goals is vital to one's career aspir.ltions.
Somewhat connected to this tield is the area of being able to dream and ultimately believing
that one can obtain the dream. Participants in the present study were not only asked about
their goals in Life but were also given the opponunity to think about their lives in the future
(Markus. 1977). Through a guided imagery. as well as other high impact activities.
participants explored their future selves and had the opponunity to create their ideal world.
Many of the. participants stated that they enjoyed this activity since they were given the
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opportunity to be insuumenta.! in the cn:ation of their fuwres. For many of the students this
was me first opportunity in which they had ever considered what meir lives would be like
in the future. Responses indicated that participants gained a bener understanding of where
they wanted their lives to be. how they wanted it to look. and what they needed to get
there.
The researcher noted that when enterin! data for the post-lest. new codes had to be
assi!ned to statements which often indicated participant ownership. It appeared as though
swdents were more likely to believe that goals we~ attainable but they also realized that
they were u:y in making their goals a reality.
One caution related to this finding is whether or not such enthusiasm for self-
empowerment will persist outside of the workshop. Because of the study design. sUl;h
information is not available. Will srudents remain empowered and maintain a focus once
sc.:hool or life presents its inevitable failures? Will srudents truly put the needed and
necessary work. into their studies in order to be compatible with others I;ompeting for
similar jobs? These questions can only be answered by longitudinal examination on a case
by I;ase basis.
Of interest when e.l(amining the present variable was the high number,.; of students who
selected jobs of a similar nature. Seven out of the twelve participants indicated a ~desired~
and "expel;ted" job in the field of law enfon:emenL Anecdotal notes contl.nn disc.:ussions
around positions in law enforcement during workshop sessions. The ~archernoted that
some students felt thatjobs in police enfon:ement and the military did not require a ltigh
school education (a couple of students believed that they only needed courses up to Gf"olde
II). Many students indicated on their posHests. however. that they would look into the
required or recommended schooling for such occupations. It would seem that although
students were somewhat misinformed initially as to the requirements of such an
()l,,:cupaoon. the discussions during the workshop encouiolged them to at least check. into the
requirements. h would seem that discussions gave some participants a "grounding in
reality".
Ovemll. data suggest that initially many of the participants did nOl have many goals for
themselves. By participating in the workshop. the participants increased their self
knowledge and learned about the world nfwork. Participants were given the opportunity to
gener.lIe possible goals and discussions followed on how to make these goals attainable.
Post-test results indicated that participants listed more specific goals and indicated a desire
to explore their goals following treatment.
Subsequently. many of the participants initially indicated a lack of control in directing
their futures. Many of the responses indicated a high level of blame or external locus of
control during pre-test data collection. [n the following section. the locus of control
variable will be explored further.
[oellS or Control
Closely related to the area of goals is that of self-efficacy and locus of control. When
di.~cu~singgoals and expectations during the initial part of the workshop. many students
tended to display apathy. Students seemed as if they wanted to blame everything and
everyone around them (teachers. parents. and the poor economy). rather than take
responsibility for their own present difficulties and futures (external locus of control).
Many authors have attempted to define locus of control. As cited in Chapter 2. Rotter
(1966). first defined the locus of control variable as the degree to which people believe that
they are in control of and responsible for what happens to them. Spector (1988) funher
defined locus of control as the situation in which rewards and outcomes are controlled by
either internal or external forces. The present investigator adopted a combination of these
definitions in defining the locus of control variable for this study (see Chapter I).
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Many researchers have attempted to measu~ the locus of control variable. Chandler
(1985) indicated that one's life ex~riences can provide many resources to help one cope
with life's difficulties. Carver and Scheier (1981: as cited in Fournier & PeUetier. 1996)
supported this idea by scating that one's environmenL and certainly one's past experiences.
help shape and mold how one views the futu~ and ultimately whether an individual
i!.SSumes an internal or extemaJ locus of control. Folkman (1984) funher confinned the
importance of one's locus of control when faced with difficulties that arise in life.
However. in a study conducted by McNulty and Borgen (1988) tindings suggested that
student's career aspir.ltions were not affected by !rade. gender or the locus of control
variable.
In the present study. significant tindings were evident within the locus of control
variable. As. mentioned earlier. many students at the start of the workshop wanted to blame
others for difticulties that they were experiencing. Most of these students displayed an
extemal locus of control. Many of the students scated that they were doing poorly in
school because of teachers or because the~ were no jobs to study for. This suppons
fIndings by Taylor (1982) and Chandler (1985). This kind of attitude was discussed
throughout the workshop. Facilitators worked through group activitie~ which gave
ownership of problems back to the i.ndividual. Much discussion was initiated around the
~control~ issue.
The locus of control variable was divided into two sepamte categories. intemal and
extemallocus ofcontrol. Three statements were used to measure internal hx.:us of control -
"1 am in control of who I am and what I achieve": ~l have control over my career path":
and "I feel in conu-ol of my own learning~. Pre- Ipost-test evaluations indicated a
significant positive change (p =0.027) in only one of the statements measuring control of
~who ( am and what I achieve ri •
Six statements were used to evaluale the external locus of comro! measure. These
include: ~Other people. (pa.rents. teachers. and counsellors) must tell me my career
options- (p =0.003): Nbel;ause of the poor economy. there is no point in continuing my
educationw (p = 0.001): and "the poor economy is preventing me from doing well" (p =
O.02t). Non-signiticant positive movements in R:spon.se were recorded in tlle rt:maining
three surements: '"The fuoue will Clke care of ilSelf": "[ am young. [have lots of time to
decide on my furure N: and "I let others cill:. me into doing things that I don't wan[ to do".
Three of these statements indicated a positive significant change (that is. indicating a shift
away from extemallocus of control) following exposure to the treatment (see above). The
remaining three statements also moved in a positive direction. but were not Slatisticatly
significanL
This may suggest that experiences and learnings throughout the workshop helped
students realize that they wen: responsible for and in control of their lives and future
outcomes. Non-significant n:sults associated with two of the internal control statements
might indicate that although students real.ized that they were in control of their lives and
their learning. perhaps they wcn: not ready to complete a(:tions R:quired to internalize career
aspirations.
"The above Hndings seemed to support the ide;l that one's (ife experiences can affect how
one pero=ives locus of control (Chandler. 1985: Folkman. 1984). Many of the students in
the present study originated from challenged environments. All of the students were
considered in the Nat_risk- category in relation to aC;ldemic failure. as proposed by the
school. The concept of failure within the school environment was not a foreign concept to
these students and thus according to Carver and Scheier (198'- as cited in Fournier &
Pellier. (996). these students are more likely to develop an extemallocus of cOnlrol.
Interesrin~ly. there was an apparent change in the locus of control v:lriable. Students
responses all indicated a more positive shift towards an intem:.J1locus of control. The idea
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of laking control and responsibility for one's life is a major component of the Engage
workshop. Fadlitators focused on this issue throughout activities and discussions.
In keeping with this shift from an external to an internal locus of conanl was the change
in students' attitudes relating to goals. Six of the students who did not have goals or did
not feel that they could obtain "desired" occupations in the pre-test. described their
detennination to achieve in school and in their future occupational goals in the post-test.
Many of the students who in the pre-test telt that their "desired" job and their "expected"
jobs would be different. indicated in the post-test that they would obtain their desired job
and acknowledged the need to work harder in school. Following pro,gr.un implementation.
students seemed more willing to access resources available to them. Responses indicated
that many participants were more willing to look into possible occupational choices and the
requirements needed to attend appropriate schools. a.fter exposure to the treattnent
Many of the panicipants. as mentioned in Chapter 3. were non-attenders and under-
achievers. It was not expected that this workshop would totally change such attitudes that
had become engmined over the years. However. the workshop is considered a motivational
tool and did appear to have a positive effect in relation to developing an attitude more in tine
with an intemallocus of control. Again. it must be cautioned whether such enthusiasm will
persist or disappear after treattnent is complete. Further studies could provide beneficial
infonnation for gaining a more concise picture about the effects of the present study.
[n relation to one's locus of control. one further concern is the development of
unrealistic expectations. Did this program encourage students to achieve goals that are in
fact unre:J1istic given their present academic status? Although the researcher feels that such
a concern is valid. it is more strongly telt that regardless of what is realistic or not. giving
students hope and the ability to dream becomes a more significant faclOr than not providing
hope at all. These students need to know that others believe in them. but even more. that
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they believe in themselves. [1' this program only serves to initi:ue such self·examination.
men it has accomplished somethin~ vaJuable.
O..·er.ill. this section indicated mon: statisticaUy si~nificant findings than any other
section. TItis may indicate that this pro!r.url tends to have a strong focus on or a stronger
component in taking ownership and responsibility of one's life. Many of the significant
statements were related to changes in attitude away from others affecting or being
responsible for future occupational decisions. It would appear that students were less likely
to blame omers for their situations following intervention and were ultimately more willing
to internaLize futt.lre goals.
Although it appeared that students were more interested in exploring future goals after
treatment. the one question that pervaded the whole study was whether or not this
enthusiasm and motivation would per.>ist. Motivation is key to succeeding in the academic
world. Many of the students in this study were students with attrition problems and thus
without a change in attitude and a will to succeed long-term progress may not become
apparent. (n the following section motivation and attitude tow.mis school is examined.
MQtivation pnd Auitude Towards School
Gmdes may be motivators for onJy a small segment of the student body: successful
srudents who alre-.J.dy earn A's and B's. Grades:ltt; not effective motivators for students
who re<.'eive D's and Ps. Until we under.>tantl the true complexity of the relationship of
grades. motivation and achievement anti until we retlect that complexity in the
classroom. we will still have difticulty addressing the needs of those students who are in
danger of failing. (Stiggins 1988. p. 365)
Stipek (1984: as cited in Lewis. 1992). indicated that students place more value on
gt"oIdes as time progresses. Rogers (1983) discussed the need for providing students with
motivational strategies and leChniques that would develop the whole person. not just one
pan of the individual. Lewis (1992) funherconnected the concept of motivation to that of
the attribution theory as it relates to self-esteem.
Motivation as weU as one's attitude towards school have long been considered important
componentS when examining ~at-risk~ youth. It becomes difficult to separ.,lte the [WO Slnl."e
they are closely inter-related: both have been cited throughout the literature as being
connected to self-esteem. academic achievemenL and locus of control. Educators are
continuously searching for ways to increase levels of motivation among studentS. Often.
students become disillusioned with the school routine. for various reasons (boredom. lack
of relevance ofcourse work. or failure - see Barber & McCleUan. 1987). and are therefore
not motiv-.J.ted to achieve in school.
AI.'Cording to Herr and Cramer (1996). readiness and motivation are essential to the
ellective use of IX.'Cupational infonnation at any intervention point in one's life span. Ifone
can obtain a level of motivation to learn about what is available more positive results may
become apparenl
In the present study studenfs perceptions of their level of motivation and attitude
towards school were measured. Statements were administered. highlighting various
components of motivation. Results indicated however. that Hale change was evident for
either motivation or attitude towards school. however this was due to the fact that most
students indicated high levels of motivation to stay in school. in both pre- and post-teSts.
This would suggest that the issue of whether or not to Stay in school did nO[ seem to be a
problem with the present group. although all students met criteria for "at-risk~ youth as
proposed in Chapter 3.
Positive significant differences were found in only two of me statements the desire to
learn more prJCticaI lhings in school (p=.OI) and motivation to learn in school (p=O.089).
This is in keeping with results obtained by Barber and McClellen (1987). They indicated
that students who became bored or disillusioned with the school routine were often not
motiv.lted to achieve in school.
Prior to intervention. many of the students did not seem able to make a connection
between subjects taught in school and skills needed in the work place. POSHest results
indicated that following intervention. there was a slight improvement in this connection.
indicating that students may have acquired a better understanding of the link belWeen
school work and skills required for the work place. Perhaps. following the workshop.
students realized the need to work harder in order to achieve their goals.
The M attitude towards schoolM variable did not appear to change as a result of being
involved in me workshop. Although slightly positive shifts were seen. none were
signiticant This could suggest that while this intervention was not aimed at changing
student's attitudes towards school. it did encour.lge youm to take control of their lives and
to focus on their own goals and help them learn how to get there. This suppons Deiner and
Dwecks' theory (1978) that with the proper lr.uning of task relevant cognitions. children
could learn to focus on attributing one's failures to etlan as opposed to ability. They
suggested that if children could learn to monitor their cognitions and participate in self·
insuuetion and se(f·monitoring. a more successful approach to learning may result
It might also suggest that students. as a result of this program. realized that scbool is not
going to change: instead. they must modify their behaviour to maximize the benetits of
attending school. Finally. it may be possible that because of the shan dUr..J.tion of the
intervention. students may not have convinced themselves that mey were ready to commit
to the work needed to succeed in school.
[0 summary. it would appear that the motivation and attitude towards school variables
did not change significantly foUowing ueattnenL However. it would appear that students
wert:~y motivated 10 Stly in school even prior 10 the intervention. Most of the students
throughout the workshop indicated their desire to finish high school at some poinL but
longer term goals seemed to be missing. Students undoubtedly had negative attitudes
[Owan! school which also relates back to the locus of control. self-efticacy and indeed the
self-esteem variables. This sup pons Weiner's attribution theory (1979. 1984). which
connects variables such as locus of control. constancy. and R:sponsibility. According to
Weiner (1984) if one does not process these qualities. motivation [0 affect change may be
lessened.
According [0 Herr and Cramer (1996). motivation refers to the idea of convincing
individuals about the benetits of career guidance. They suggested that readiness and
knowledge are essential ingredients if learning is to occur. They further suggested that to
become motivated. individuals must obtain assistance in order to connect how their needs
are met, by the infonnation delivered. This program provided students with information
regarding careers. The examiner feds that the readiness conl:ept may have required
additional work with the pretest group.
From the results of the present study. it is apparent that there is no one factor whil:h
independently intluences career aspir.ltions and occupational goals. This. of course is
consistent with findings on career decision making recorded in other studies (Kaplan.
1995: Powell. 1990: Cross & Markus: 1994: Rajewski. 1995: Herr & Cramer. 1996)
which allude to the importance of such variables. Throughout the literatutc. variables such
as soc;o-economic status. gender. self-esteem. ability. self-efficacy and self-schemas.
goals (expectations and aspiroltions). role models. locus of control as well as one's
motivation and attitude lOwards schooL
Many themes became apparent throughout this research. Regardless of the variable
being explored. it appeared that self-esteem and self-efficacy were consistently evident in
:ill areas. As cited in Marlc:us. Cr-.J.ne. Bernstein and Saladi (1982) and Markus and Nurius
(1986). the ability to have a self-schema in a particulacdomaio or the ability to develop
future selves becomes an essential component when deciding on and implementing futUre
goals. Closely related to any goal setting task... and indeed one's ability to have self-
schemas or possible selves. is that of self-esteem.
Many of the panicipants in the present study indicated low levels of self-esteem. As
indicated by Kaplan (1995). self-esteem cannotjus( be given to us but it is something that
we must acquire over time. In fact. according to McCarthy (1991) it will take at least 3-5
years to change one's self-esteem. Thus. although implementation of the Engage progr.un
did not indicate substantial changes within self-esleem levels of participants_ changes in
odler areas were apparent
Perhaps the most signiticant changes from the presenl research were in variables
me3Suring self-etticacy. goals and locus of control. The Engage progr.un is very dynamic
in nature amI was Ucvdu~das a process-oriented activity dri,,"C.n progr.un. Its purpose was
to motivate youth and lO expose them to the knowledge and skills necessary for sUt:ceeding
in life. Outcomes. as proposed by Engage developers. aimed to enable youth to take
control of their leaming.lO r.use their motivation level to learn inside and outside of school.
to make learning meaningful. manage themselves and their environments. as weI( as build
their careers.
Certainly the most consistent signiticant tindings in the present study were apparent
within the internal locus of control variable. students' pen:cptions of goals. one's future
ability or self-efficacy. and student's motivation 10 learn. which is consistent with progr.un
goals. Students were found to have higher levels of internal control after treatment and thus
tended to have higher expectations or goals for themselves. Students also indicated having
higher levels ofself-efficacy in reLation to theirbc:lief in their abilities to succeed whether in
school or in the future. Finally. although students' motivation levels did not consistently
demonstr.lte significant changes. it was apparent that students were motivated to stay in
school. and after treatment. students were more likely to acknowledge the purpose and
relevance of their school work.
The progr.J.tn itself exuberated energy while imparting information and knowledge to its
panicipants. Key to this progr.un was the teaching and learning that participants gained
from each other. Although facilitators guided activities and discussions. participant
feedback demonstrated a process of growth and realism even within the short time span
allotted. Furthermore. although ground rules were set up to avoid put downs. panil.;pants
did. nonetheless. confront inconsistencies among group members. For example. when
discussing the imponance of education and the desire to obtain certain jobs. participants
were quick to state the need for congruence between me two. This straightforwardness
allowed participants to see inconsistencies in their thinking while receiving support and
guidance in directing them towards strategies that helped them realize ways to reach their
goals. This process of restructuring thought processes and confronting inconsistent
cognitions cenainly models l.'Ognitive theories.
HefT and Cramer (1996) discussed a career counseUing mandate. They proposed the
need for not only information dissemination. but also acknowledged the necessitY of skills
tr.uning. suppOrt and encoumgement. Herr and Cr.uner (1996) further suggested that
clients must be prepared for change in the world in which we live. Thus. it becomes
necessary to provide students {especiaHy those that are considered ~at-ri.sk~) with as much
information and support as possible. so that studentS will be prepared for eventuaJ
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difficulties that they may encounter. [f students ace not provided with such information.
ignorance may prevc=nt success.
Engage is a program which provides students with such information and support.
However. it is not without criticism. It becomes imponanL in all progrounming efforts to be
able to objec.;tively evaluate any. and ideally all. intervention programs. Many theorists have
cautioned against lack of research being conducted on career interventions (HoUand.
Magoon. & Spokane 1981: Osipow. [986: Gottfredson. (990). These theorists. along
with others. suggest the need for comprehensive analysis. Holland. Magoon and Spokane
(1981. as cited in Herr & Cr.uner. 1996) suggested the need for mOR: rigorous evaluations
of all forms of vocational interventions. 1bey stated ili.n an analysis of how effe<:tive an
intervention works is essential in determining long·term success.
The Engage program. although it appears to have many positive qualities. also exhibits
many difficulties. Although the present investigator will not go into all recommendations at
this point. more immediate concerns will brietly be reviewed. The most appan:nt difficulty
with the present program is mat of its shon·time span. [[ was found that much information
needed to be given in a shon time thune. Although students seemed to ll:spond well [Q the
information. it is questionable whether such infonnation will remain. Also. the pro~r.un
was very much a motivatiunal tool with me p~nt group in teoos of enjoyment of
activities. Students also went away on a ~high~ in respect to where [Q go with information
received. It is questioned by the researcher however. whether such enthusiasm will persist.
These students are among the highest ~at-risk· group in the school. it is difficult to say
with such a short tenn intervention whether such effects will be long lasting. This is
certainly an area for further re.sean:h. It was also apparent that at the crux of the problem
for this gwup of ~at-risk· students. that self-esteem and belief in one's ability was
minimal. There was little change apparent within the self-esteem variable and thus one
might question whether or not long-tenn effects will result.
These an: just a few of the recommendations to follow, Conventional thinkers would
propose that such short-tenn interventions are not the solution for ftaHisk~ youth. [ndeed.
according to McDaniels and Gysbers (1992). they recommend dtat less emphasis be placed
on short-tenn interventions and that individuals become more focused on comprehensive
and developmen[aj approaches in relation to career interventions.
Some of the more recent theorists. however. encourage the use of brief thempies and
interventions. Regardless of one's dteoretical perspective and the type of intervention used.
evaluation does remain an essential component [Q the career counselling tield. A tinal
thought can be demonstr:lted in a quote by Herr and Cr.uner (1996). They suggest that
career interventions do l.:onsistentiy yield positive results· thus. it is felt by the present
examiner that one must look closely at one's population as well as such issues as time and
resources. and along with selected team members. select the most appropriate progr.un
within the confines of each independent school and group.
Recommendations
The following recommendations resulted from the present smdy:
I. Herr and CrollTler (1996) suggested dte need for longitudinal data of different career
intervention progr.uns. It is. therefore. felt that the students who participated in the present
study should be monitored and a foUow up study conducted at a later date (Perhaps 6
months to a year later). The purpose of this follow up study would be to monitor the
students' progress and actual career decisions over time. A comparison of data collected
from this study could help the evaluator a.scertain whether the enthusiasm and zeal from the
actual participation in the progr.un could be differentiated from the real intluence of the
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program. This would also provide more accur.lte dara in that lhe workshop enthusiasm
will have diffused and true longiDJdinal effects can be more aet:ulOltely measured.
2. It would also be beneficial for funher re5eaTCh to be conducted in the same or
alternative schools. using the same materials and format used in the prescnl study. This
would provide cross-sectional data. thus providing support or dis-confirmation of me
above results.
3. It may provide interesting results to run mis progmm over a longer period of rime so
that the infonnation gained and the enthusiasm built will pennit on·going homework and
explor.ttion into possible occupational goals. Also. a more extended time frame may
provide these sOJdents with lIte necessuy support that they require to maintain a positive
outlook on their tUDJres. [t m:l.Y also prove beneficial to integr.ate other career ac.:tivities into
this progmm to balance the motivational piece with some more practical strJ.tegies.
4. The present study was limited due to ethical constr.unts in obtllining demo.gr"J.phir.: data
on soci~r.:onomic status of parents or guardians. Further studies may provide useful
information if such data is obtainable.
5. Due to the nature of the c1ienlele selected for the present study. smtisticaJ gender
comparisons could not be adeqwllely demonstrJ.ted due to the limited number of females
involved in the study. However. this in itself supports tindings which indicate that there
are more males "at-risk" than females. or at least labeled as such in the school system. [t
ma.y be beneficial to conduct the same study involving more equal representation of both
male and temale genders.
6. Of I.:oncem in the present study is the low number of participants iovolved in data
collection. However. since the study is exploratory in natu~ and does focus on a group of
students who require much attention and concentration. it is telt th.u group size for the
present study was adequate. However. further studies could be conducted running
concurtent groups -therefore boosting the ~n~ for the sOJdy.
7. The researcher would also like to see further investigation of the above cited progmm
with individuals of who are not considered as ~at-risk~. (t is felt that information obtained
could be of use to most students. Such ~search may provide more immediate and long
lasting eftects.
8. [t is also felt by the researcher that although many supports were evident during the
workshop. more supports need to be established for after progr.un implementation. This
may tlke the fonn of periodic support meetings within or outside of schooL for individuals
who participated in the study.
9. AJthough parent involvement is a rel.:ognized component of the Engage progmm. it is
felt that the limited in·iol\·ement. does not provide: the necessary support and l;unsis~nl;Y
for progr.un partidpants. [t may be beneficial to ofter a similar group to parents that will
also motiv~ them to become a pan of their child's career exploration process.
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I. Ma1e Female _
2. Age _
3. Grade Level _
4. lndicilte the education leve! of your p~nts
ModJer Father
Some schoolina (indicate 2rade)
Hi h school diploma (yes. no)
Attended a oost secondarv school (yes. no)
Comoleted tr.ldesltechnical setlOot (ves. no)
Attended coUe.e:e or uni\-ersiry (yes. no)
Com [eled coUee:e or universirv (ves. no)
Don't know
5. Do you have significant people in your life who you admirt: and who intluence you in a
positive way1 Yes No
[f yes. how are they relaled to you (e.g __ parent. aunt. friend. acquaintance. television
personaJity) and state their occupation {e.g.. teacher. homemaker. carpenter. unemployed.
etc.'. (Fill in as many as appl...· j
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Relationship O=oarion
160
P1ease check the statement that applies to you
6. School attendance: (check on(.. OfU!)
__ rnevermissaday
__ I only miss school when I am sick
__ I miss a couple of days of school a week
__ [do not attend school
__ Other
please specify: _
7. [attend school because it is: (check only one)
__ Very exciting and imeft:sting
__ Okay (lleam some lhings and it passes time)
__ Where my friends art
__ Not very interesting
__ Required
Other
8. What type of job would you likU2.J12. in the fuwre (be specific· name an
occupation)?
9. Do you know anyone who is presently working or has worked in this job? Who. and
what is their relationship to you?
10. What kind of salary rmge do you think a person in your desired job would make?
(DL~a.'u chf!ck onr nnlv)
Less than 10.000 oer vear
10.000 to 20.000 eer vear
20.000 to 30.000 oer vear
30.000 to 40.000 oer year
40.000 to 50.000 per year
50.000 to 60.000 Der year
60.000 and above
11. What school (if any) would you need [Q atteod to receive training for your desired
job? (check which is mOSI applicable)
University
Marine Institute
Other Community
CoUeee
Private School
Other (soedfv)
TedUJical School
CabotCoUe e
Don't Know
None
12. What kind of job do you~ in the future (b¢ specific· name an
occupation)?
13. Do you know anyone who is presently working or has worked in this job? Who. and
what is their relationship to you?
14. Who has intluenced your job I occupational choice? Ple:cre List (e.g. teacher.
friend... )
15. Have you discussed your occupational options with anyone? (Check aLL lhal appl)')
P:uents
Other tiunilv members
Social Worker
Friends
Teacher
Coach
School CounseUor
A oerson em loved in the area
Other (Soel.:ifv)
No one
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16. What lcind of salary range do you think a person in your expected job would make?
(p~as~ check on.e only)
Less than 10.000 oer year
10.000 to 20.000 per vear
20.000 to 30.000 oer vear
30.000 to 40.000 oer vear
40.000 to 50.000 per year
50.000 to 60.000 oer year
60.000 and above
17. What school (if any) would you need to attend to receive tr.llniog for your expected
job/career? (checkalltharapply)
University
MarinelJutirute
Other Community
CoUel!e
Private Sch.ool
Other (specif )
Tedmical School
DbotColleoe
Don't Know
None
18. [don't think that I will obtain the occupation I really wam because:
Mv !rrades~ not hi2b e:nou2h
I do not ha~ the abili"" to reach this career croat
I (mv f.unilv) cannot afford to nay for this tmininv
1do not w-.mt to soend more time in school
Don't know wh v
Other
if "Other". please specify
19. List the four most important goals you have for yourself in life.
L _
2. _
J. _
4. _
20. How many jobs do you expect 10 h.ave throughout your life?
163
(bt!spt!r:ijiC)
(cht!CKont!)
None
Between 3 - 5
Between 5·7
Between 7 • 10
War mare
2 L Would you leave Newfoundland to find employment? Yes No
[[Yes. Where would you go? (Plt!as~ chukchI! anSWf!r rharmDscapplif!S co .vou)
Atlantic Canada. Anvwhere in Canada
IOUl'"bee Anywhece in North America
OnClrio Anvwhere in Eurooe
Alberta Anvwhere in me world
British Colwnbia
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For each of the following statements indicate your level of agreement or
disagreement by circling one of the following responses.
Strongly Agree - This scuement is correct all of the time.
Agree· This statement is correct much of the time.
Undecided - [ don't know how I feel about this statemenL
Disagree • This statement is incorrect much of the rime.
Strongly Disagree - This statement is incorrect all of the time.
Please rate the following as either:
Strongly Agre:e
I
Undecided Disagree
3 4
Strongly Disagree
5
AER:e => Disa~
In today's changing world. it is important to do weU in
school.
I 2 3 4 5
I can see myself 2emm!': a .2.000 iob. I 2 3 4 5
I believe that other students have more to contribute than [ I 2 3 4.
do.
[can talk to mv I arents about mv fUnIre I!oals in lite.
[can see myself attendinl! a DOS! secondarv institution.
I have little idea what the future holds for me.
I 2 3 4 5
I 2 3 4 5
I 2 3 4 5
At the present time I teel that I possess the proper skills to 1 2 3 4 5
help me ~ch mv"oa!(s).
10
[generally think of myself as be=:ing equaJ to everybody
else.
[can see mvself beine: suct,."essful on life.
The future wiU take care of itself.
I 2 3 -l- 5
I 2 3 4 5
I 2 3 4 5
Strongly Agree
1
Agm:
2
Undecided Disagree
3 4
Strongly Disagree
5
Alrrt:e => Disaeree
"
12
I feel confident that [em finish school.
I can see mvself e.raduatine: from school
I 2. 4 5
I 2. 3 4 5
13 At the present time [ feellhat [can learn the proper skills to I 2. 3 4 5
help me reach mv ~oals.
14
15
School is a supportive place for me.
[ will speak up in class if I have: somelhing valuable to say I
to the class.
3 4 5
3 4
16 My parents will suppon me in accomplishing: my .l!oals. I 2. 3 4 5
t7 ( reward mvself when I do somethin~well. ( 2. 3 4 5
18 I feel oroudofmvselfwhen I dosometlUnl! welJ. I 2. 3 4 5
19 [am willing to work hard to finish school and to obtain a I 2 3 4 5
!!:ood iob.
20
21
Mv dass mates want to hear my ooinions.
School is a steppino stone to life.
I 2. 3 4 5
3 4 5
.,., [R:snect DeOD!e in leaderslUD roles. (2. 4 5
23 [ believe that (can become whatever [choose. I 2. 3 4- 5
24 My orincioal will suooon me in OlCComolishinl! my !!:oals. I 2. 3 4
25
26
Other people. (parenlS. teachers. and counseUors) must teU I
me my l,."aJ'eer ootions.
My guidance counsellor wiU suppol1. me in ilCcomplislUng I
my ~oa1s.
3 4 5
3 4 5
27
28
When I do well it usually means that I've worked hard.
[ am in control of who I am and what I achieve.
t 2. 4 5
( ., 3 4
SlrOngly Agree
(
Undecided Disagree
3 -l
(67
Strongly Disagree
5
Al!ree => Disal!ree
29
30
3(
[believe that mv ooinion counts.
[am youn"". I have lots of time to decide on mv fuwre.
Gettinl! a !!:ood education is imnOrtant to me.
I ., 3 4 5
( ., 3 4 5
I 2 3 4 5
32 [ will sneak UD in class on Iv if [ know mv answer is ril!ht. I 2 3 4 5
33
34
35
36
37
38
[have control over my career path.
I will t"inish school.
Because of the poor economy. there is no point in
I.:ontinuinl!: mv education.
I feel in control of mv own leamm.e:.
[ am not afraid to sneak UD in class .
The poor economy is preventina me from domo well.
( ., 3 4 5
I 2 3 4 5
I 2 3 4 5
1 ., 3 4 5
I 2 3 4 5
I ., 3 4 5
39 Mv teachers will SUDDort me in accom lismmz mv I oais. 1 2 3 4 5
40 [trvtoleamfrommvrnistakes. I 2 3 4 5
4(
42
43
44
45
I can see myself havinl! a hannv family.
I feel that [ deserve to be haDDv and successful.
[ would like to learn more prJ.ctical things in school that
will better prepare me for the work place.
I believe that I can do well in school.
I let others talk me into doing things that I don't want to
do.
I 2 3 4
1 ., 3 4 5
1 2 3 4. 5
I 2 3 4 5
I 2 3 4 5
'''"
~
For questions 1 • 4, indicate your level of agreement or disagreement by
circling one of the following responses.
Please rate the following us either:
Very High, High2
Medium
3
Low
•
Very Low
5
l. At the present time. my motivation to team in school is:
Very High, High2
Medium
3
Low
4
Very Low
5
2. At the present time. my motivation to stay in school is:
Very High, High2
Medium
3
Low
4
Very Low
5
3. At the present time. ( have __ involvement with extra curricular activities within my
school.
Very High
I
High
2
Medium
3
Low
•
Very Low
5
4. At the present time. my involvement in classroom activities and discussions is:
Very High
I
Medium
3
Low
•
Very Low
5
5. How much time have you spent planning for yOUT future?
No Tlme
I have not e:iven it much thou ht
I Ian to think. about it in !rr"<lde 12
I have riven it a lot of thought
Othe'
(check one only)
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If "Ocher"'. plea-;e specify:
6. How much rime do you spend ootside of school on learning? (please check one)
No
Less than I5 minutes
More than I5 minu[eS. Less than 30 minutes
More than 30 minutes. Less than I hour
More than I hour. Less than 2 hours
7. How long will it take you to successfully complete high school?
I vear
2 vear:s
3 vears
4",=
5 vears
I don·t Ian on finishinl! school.
8. What are your future occupational/job plans. (Be :''Pecijic)
b.. _
d. _
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Evaluation or tbe Engage Program. 2 on Workshop
For each or the (ollowing statements indicate your response by circling one
of the (ollowing.
L [think the progr.un Illilterials were:
(a) good (b) okay (e) poor
2. I found the progr.un information to be:
(a) useful (b) okay (e) useless
3. [am more motiv-J.ted to lake l.:ontrol of my 1c=arning since being involved with this
progr.lrn.
(a) yes (b) maybe (e) no
4. ram more motiviUed [Q take concrol of my career goals since being involved with this
progr.un.
(a) yes (b) maybe (e) no
5. I found this worksh.op to be:
(a) useful (b) okay (e) usdess
6. By p$oI»ting in this workshop. my understanding of cam:r development is:
(a) bener (b) the same (e) worx
7. After participating in this workshop. [lAoilJ b<: bl:uuablo: tv m-oo: my own ..:h.uk.-.:s mure
effectively.
(a) yes (b) maybe (e) no
8. I found the workshop (0 be:
(a) enjoy.lble (b) okay (e) boring
9. Since participating in this workshop. my Wlderstanding of myself is:
(a) better (b) the same (el worse
APPENDIX B
l:un a paduale SludentalMemoria.l Univcni[y studying to beaKnc ascbool rounseUor. During
lllis term I will be workinll: under tile supervision olMrs. Carolyn Tilley. Juidaoce C'OIJllSel.kx 3l Bisbops
College.
During this time I will be wcmng willi much of the schoo( poputation. In particular. I hope to
(.'Ooleada progr.un that will not only encourdge youth to think about:uJd explore the many can:~option.s
available to them. but aI.so to belp motivale the participants to take ownership of their own life I career I
learning. The progr.un is designed to run over a rwo-<lay period with a lot of intensive trnining during thai.
time. Participants will also be guided. through a prognun entitled Choices "J6 that will give!bem the
opponunicy 10 expl<Xe many occupational opUoos. P".lIticipants wiU be exposed 10 setf-management skills.
goal sellin!. occupational allematives. current skills and Icnowlet4.oe of personal Slrengw. net.usary skiUs
and knowled~for the WOI't. place. curmlt values.. beliefs. and interests. as weU as key carttrdevelopmcnt
",,,,,,,,,,.
Program participants wiU be asked [0 complete a pre and post-(CS(. Some penonaI~
infonnation may be asked conccminll: piwciparus' pcnonaI and cxeupaOOnal aspirations. ~ reason for
this ioformatioa i~ 10 evaluate !be effectivmessoflbep~ and to measure itso\-er.tll effect on the
participants. AU information galhemJ in !his study is strictly confidential and:ll. no time will individuals
be identified. This study has received the approval of the Fat:uJty of EtJucation's Elbks Review Committee
and its ft:sults will be made available to you upon ~ueSL The ~'Oa1 of this sludy is nOl to ev-d.luate
individUlll performanL'e but to help youth obLain as much infnnnaLion about themselves and the possible
occupational choiL-es available to llIem.
All infonnation session will be provided to all parents with partidpants in the ptO~. This
ses.-;ion willl,oive parents the opportunity to Ieam Il:lOfl: about the program and .,.ill prov1lJe an L"hance to ask:
qUOitions Of raise any concem that one miPit have. The program is tiUlly voluntary aDd tbe partil.iJ:WIts
can witbdr:lw at any time.
I ask for youJ" support in this prov..m. If you have any qucstiOM or roncems or would like more
information Q(l tbe progr.un.. please feel fra: to contact myself. CaroI)1\ Todd or Mrs. Carolyn nlley at
579-4107. Ifatany time you wish to speak with arcsourn'; peDOnllOl.associated with the swdy.plc:a."'C
\.'Ontaet Dr. SIC\'e Norris. Associate Dean. Resean:b and Development I look fOl'W'"dl\I to bearing from
you.
Altao.:iJ...-.J is a \.ul.,;,:nl funn that is required il your son/daughter is 10 paruLipute In ttus progr..un.
Please sign the fonn if yOll give pc:Jmis~ion for your child 10 pou:ticipate in this proo.;r.un and ~ludy.
Yourssinccrely.
CarolynTotId
I ""'=-n<"","G"""-."",,".'"'N,...~:c:--give permission lOr my child ----.S"'n<"'don='''"'';:;:N~=- to participate in
lhe proposed study. I understand that partiLipauon is entirely voluntary and that my ,hild anlllor I t:alI
withdrJ.w permission alany time. AU lnfonnation is strictly conlidential and no individual wiU be
itlentilied.
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To whom it may COPCem.
I am a gr.ltlu:Ue student at Memorial Uni'"osity suxlying to become a sc:booI counsellor. As you
ate aware. I am presently W<rtin~ uodct" lbc supervisiorl of Mrs. Carolyn Tilley. guidaDa: counsct1oc at
your school. I am in lbe process of surting lD cooduct fCielI'dl for lDY thesis. My proposed swdy
involves implementing a~ intervention program entitled ~Enga,!,'e·.as well a,; guiding me panicipalll.s
lhrougb lhe Choices 'lJ6 progrdm as weU as providing additional follow up sessions. A group of 111-20
students. will be identilied by lbe guidano:::c counsellor. teaebc.-s. parents. and self refcrr.J.ls.
The ENGAGE proo;r.l(J\ WolS developed to encour.lj,.'e youth 10 think about and explore me many
Ol:CUpational. options av-diJable to them. Tbc~ is desigDed 10 run over ~ two-<1ay period wilb a Iol of
intensive trainin,!; during tb:U. time. P:lrtidpanlS will abo be guided dlrougb a progmm entitled Cboia:s
"96 thal win givc !bem!be opportunity to eJ:plorc: many occupalional options. PanicipanlS will be exposed
{Oself~o>emcntsJdlls.!oaI sc:aing.~aJtenl3ti~ currcn sItiIlsand knowledge ofpcnonal
suen,glhs. necessary skills and Icnowkd.;:e for Ibc: WOl'It pbcc.. current v-.a.lues. bclieCs.. and in~;as \lId1
as ltey eRa t)cvdop:nenl moa::p!S.
Progr.am pwticipants wiU be asked to romplete 01 pre and po5l-lCSt. Some perwnaJ background
infonnalion may be asked conccming participanlS personal and occupatioo.a.l aspirations. The: reasoo for
this inform.a1ion is 10 evaluate the effectiveness of the proV.un and to measure its over..ill clle.."t on the
particip3llts. All information gatheraJ in this study is slrictJy ,,;onJidcntiai and at no time will individuals
be identified. This study bas ~..-c:ived me approval of me Fac:uJry of EduClliou's Ethic:; Review CommitlCC
and its results will be made available to you upon requcst. The goat of this slUdy is IlOt to evaluau:
intJividu:tl pertOrmance but to help youth obtain as mudl information about tbemselves and the possible
Clft:Crcboicesav-4ilabletotbc:m..
An information session will be provided to all parents willi patticipanl.'; in l!lc progr.lm. This
sc:s.sion wiU give pw't111S the opportunity 10 Ieam matt about l!lc prop-.un and will provide.;lll dlano: to;l.Sk
questions or~ any ..-oncem. lbc PfOl:r:llIl. is llXaI.ly "uuntary and l!lc participants Qll witbdr-.aw at any
time.
[ ask for yOW" support in Lbis pl'O"erJm. If you bavc any questions OC ctlllC'Cm:; or would like more
intbrmalion 00 the progr.un. please feel free to .."t)nt:ll.1. myself. Carolyn TOtItl. /II1n. Carolyn TIlley or my
thesis supervisor. Ms. Mellie Cahill (737-70261. If:J1 any time you wish to speak with a tcsoun..-e person
nut assodatetl with me study. please contact Dr. Steve Norris, As.o;ociate Dean. Research <Uld Development.
Awcba.l is a .."t)oscnt Coem that is n:4uircd from~ ......bool it" you a~.: for tbc: schoul to
pa1icip;ue in the proposed sttxly.
YOOOisinc:m:ly.
"Pri".''''d(XItIV=;ck-C:=Pri''.''''''ipaJ::;--give pamission for Ibc scbool_-'S':;:.'="""'l's"'N==",_IO partidpate
in the proposed study. All inlormation is strictly o>nlhlential;md DO individual will be identified.
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